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Only adequately trained service persons are allowed to carry out service operations. The terms of theOnly adequately trained service persons are allowed to carry out service operations. The terms of the

warranty prescribe appropriate maintenance of the truck. All spare parts must be original ones.warranty prescribe appropriate maintenance of the truck. All spare parts must be original ones.

It is recommended that you sign a maintenance agreement with the truck dealer, who can alsIt is recommended that you sign a maintenance agreement with the truck dealer, who can also supply spareo supply spare

parts. Only professional service ensures long-term, trouble-free truck operation. Service program monitoringparts. Only professional service ensures long-term, trouble-free truck operation. Service program monitoring

becomes easier if you enter the service dates in a service logbook. Contact our service organisation or yourbecomes easier if you enter the service dates in a service logbook. Contact our service organisation or your

truck dealer for qualified, authorized and efficient maintenance service.truck dealer for qualified, authorized and efficient maintenance service.
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1 Foreword1 Foreword

This service manual is a guide for servicing lift trucks.This service manual is a guide for servicing lift trucks.

The long productive life of your lift The long productive life of your lift truck depends on regular and proper servicing,truck depends on regular and proper servicing,

consistent with the instructions provided in this service manual.consistent with the instructions provided in this service manual.

Before starting to test, repair or rebuild a lift truck, read the respective sections of thisBefore starting to test, repair or rebuild a lift truck, read the respective sections of this

manual carefully and familiarize yourself with manual carefully and familiarize yourself with all of all of the components.the components.

The descriptions, illustrations and specifications contained in this The descriptions, illustrations and specifications contained in this manual are for liftmanual are for lift

trucks with serial numbers in effect at the time of printing.trucks with serial numbers in effect at the time of printing.

The manufacturer reserves the right The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications or designs without to change specifications or designs without noticenotice

and without incurring obligations. For your and without incurring obligations. For your convenienconvenience, the ce, the instructions are grouped byinstructions are grouped by

systems as an easy rsystems as an easy reference.eference.

Unauthorized copying and lending of this material is Unauthorized copying and lending of this material is strictly prohibited.strictly prohibited.
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2 2 How How to to read read this this manualmanual

2.12.1 Safety-related signsSafety-related signs

The following table explains the safety-related signs The following table explains the safety-related signs used in this used in this document.document.

DANGERDANGER  
DANGERDANGER indicates a hazard with a high level of risk which, if not indicates a hazard with a high level of risk which, if not

avoided, will result in serious injury or avoided, will result in serious injury or death.death.

WARNINGWARNING

WARNINGWARNING indicates a hazard with a  indicates a hazard with a medium level of risk which, ifmedium level of risk which, if

not avoided, could result in serious injury not avoided, could result in serious injury or death, or damage toor death, or damage to

your machine.your machine.

CAUTIONCAUTION

CAUTIONCAUTION indicates a hazard with a low level of risk which, if not indicates a hazard with a low level of risk which, if not

avoided, could result in minor or avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury, or damage to yourmoderate injury, or damage to your

machine.machine.

NOTE: Notes are used to indicate important information and useful tips.NOTE: Notes are used to indicate important information and useful tips.   

2.22.2 Symbols and abbreviationsSymbols and abbreviations

2.2.1 2.2.1 Safety Safety symbolssymbols

Hazard symbolsHazard symbols

These symbols indicates a hazardous situation or action. Symbols are used to warn ofThese symbols indicates a hazardous situation or action. Symbols are used to warn of

situations, which may cause environmental damage and personal injury.situations, which may cause environmental damage and personal injury.

General hazard symbolGeneral hazard symbol

General warning signGeneral warning sign

Hazard symbolsHazard symbols

Explosion andExplosion and
fire hazardfire hazard

Corrosive hazardCorrosive hazard
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Battery hazardBattery hazard Electrical hazardElectrical hazard  

Prohibited action symbolsProhibited action symbols

These symbols are used in warnings and notifications to indicate an action that shouldThese symbols are used in warnings and notifications to indicate an action that should

not be taken. not be taken. The prohibited action symbols are presented below.The prohibited action symbols are presented below.

No smokingNo smoking
General symbol forGeneral symbol for

prohibited actionprohibited action

Mandatory action symbolsMandatory action symbols

These symbols are used in warnings and notifications to indicate an action that must These symbols are used in warnings and notifications to indicate an action that must bebe

taken. The mandatory action symbols are taken. The mandatory action symbols are presented below.presented below.

Wear eyeWear eye
protectionprotection

Read theRead the
manual ormanual or
instructionsinstructions

GeneralGeneral
symbol forsymbol for
mandatorymandatory
actionaction

Doctor symbolDoctor symbol

Batteries marked with this sign must Batteries marked with this sign must be recycled.be recycled.
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2.2.2 2.2.2 Other Other symbols symbols and and abbreviationsabbreviations

SYMBOL ORSYMBOL OR
ABBREVIATIONABBREVIATION

DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

OPOP OptionOption

COMCOM Common terminalCommon terminal

NCNC Normally closed terminalNormally closed terminal

NONO Normally open terminalNormally open terminal

R1/4R1/4 Taper pipe thread (external) 1/4 inch Taper pipe thread (external) 1/4 inch (formerly PT1/4)(formerly PT1/4)

RC1/8RC1/8 Taper pipe thread (external) 1/8 inch Taper pipe thread (external) 1/8 inch (formerly PT1/8)(formerly PT1/8)

G1/4AG1/4A Straight pipe thread (external) 1/4 inch (formerly PF1/4-A)Straight pipe thread (external) 1/4 inch (formerly PF1/4-A)

Rp1/8Rp1/8 Straight pipe thread (internal) 1/8 Straight pipe thread (internal) 1/8 inch (formerly PS1/8)inch (formerly PS1/8)

2.32.3 UnitsUnits

SI units are SI units are used in this manual.used in this manual.

The following table shows the conversion of SI units The following table shows the conversion of SI units to customary units.to customary units.

ITEM ITEM SI SI UNIT UNIT METRIC METRIC UNIT UNIT YARD-POUND YARD-POUND UNITUNIT

ForceForce 1 1 N N 0.102 0.102 kgf kgf 0.225 0.225 lbflbf

PressurePressure 1 1 MPa MPa 10.1972 10.1972 kgf/cm2 kgf/cm2 145.038 145.038 psipsi

TorqueTorque 1 1 N N m m 0.102 0.102 kgf kgf m m 0.7376 0.7376 lbf lbf ftft

LengthLength
1 mm1 mm

1 m1 m

--

--

0.039 inch0.039 inch

3.281 feet3.281 feet

WeightWeight 1 1 kg kg - - 2.205 2.205 lblb

TemperatureTemperature 1°C 1°C - - °F=1.8 °F=1.8 x x °C+32°C+32

VolumeVolume 1 1 L L - - 0.264 0.264 US.gal.US.gal.
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3 3 Safety Safety instructionsinstructions

WARNINGWARNING

The proper and safe lubrication and maintenance of these lift The proper and safe lubrication and maintenance of these lift trucks as recommendedtrucks as recommended

by the manufacturer is outlined in this document. Read by the manufacturer is outlined in this document. Read this manual before performingthis manual before performing
any lubrication or maintenance on these trucks. Improper performance of lubrication orany lubrication or maintenance on these trucks. Improper performance of lubrication or

maintenance procedures is dangerous and can result in injury or maintenance procedures is dangerous and can result in injury or death.death.

Do not make any alterations or Do not make any alterations or repairs that can weaken the truck’s structure orrepairs that can weaken the truck’s structure or

endanger safety.endanger safety.

Do not operate the truck unless you Do not operate the truck unless you have read and understood the instructions in thehave read and understood the instructions in the

operator manual. Improper truck operation is dangerous and can result in injury oroperator manual. Improper truck operation is dangerous and can result in injury or

death.death.

Knowledge of the system and/or its components is Knowledge of the system and/or its components is important before the removal orimportant before the removal or

disassembly of any components.disassembly of any components.

..

The following sections list The following sections list some basic precautions that should always some basic precautions that should always be observed.be observed.

3.13.1 Service area safetyService area safety

••   Keep the service area clean. Oil, grease, and water Keep the service area clean. Oil, grease, and water make the floor slippery.make the floor slippery.

••   If possible, make all repairs with If possible, make all repairs with the truck parked on a the truck parked on a level, hard surface.level, hard surface.

••   Before starting to work on Before starting to work on the truck, hang a "Do the truck, hang a "Do not Operate" sign in the operatornot Operate" sign in the operator

compartment.compartment.

••   The truck must always be supported on jacks, The truck must always be supported on jacks, if working underneath it.if working underneath it.

••   Do not work on any truck that is Do not work on any truck that is supported only by lift jacks or a hoist. Always usesupported only by lift jacks or a hoist. Always use

blocks or jack sblocks or jack stands to support the truck before performing any disassembly.tands to support the truck before performing any disassembly.

••   Lower the forks or Lower the forks or other implementother implements to the s to the ground before performinground before performing any work ong any work on

the truck. If this cannot be done, make sure the forks or other implements arethe truck. If this cannot be done, make sure the forks or other implements are

blocked correctly to prevent blocked correctly to prevent them from falling unexpectedly.them from falling unexpectedly.

••   Use steps and grab handles (if applicable) when mounting or dismounting a truck.Use steps and grab handles (if applicable) when mounting or dismounting a truck.

Clean any mud or debris from Clean any mud or debris from steps, walkways or work steps, walkways or work platforms before use.platforms before use.

 Always face the truc Always face the truck when using k when using steps, ladders asteps, ladders and walkways. Whnd walkways. When it is noten it is not

possible to use the designed access system, use ladders, scaffolds, or possible to use the designed access system, use ladders, scaffolds, or workwork

platforms to perform safe platforms to perform safe repair operations.repair operations.
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••   To avoid back injury, use a To avoid back injury, use a hoist when lifting components weighinhoist when lifting components weighing 23 kg g 23 kg (51 lb) or(51 lb) or

more. Make sure all chains, hooks, slings, etc., more. Make sure all chains, hooks, slings, etc., are in good condition and of theare in good condition and of the

correct capacity. Make sure all hooks are correct capacity. Make sure all hooks are positioned correctly. Lifting eyes are notpositioned correctly. Lifting eyes are not

to be side-loaded during a lifting operation.to be side-loaded during a lifting operation.

••   Make sure all Make sure all protective devices including guards and shields are protective devices including guards and shields are properly installedproperly installed

and functioning correctly before starting a repair. If a and functioning correctly before starting a repair. If a guard or shield must beguard or shield must be

removed to perform the repair work, use removed to perform the repair work, use extra caution.extra caution.

••    Always suppo Always support the mast and rt the mast and carriage to keep carriage to keep the carriage othe carriage or attachments rar attachments raisedised

when performing maintenance or repair work that requires the mast to be in thewhen performing maintenance or repair work that requires the mast to be in the

raised position.raised position.

3.23.2 Personal safetyPersonal safety

••   Remove all rings, watches and other pieces of metal jewellery before you Remove all rings, watches and other pieces of metal jewellery before you startstart

working on the truck. If working on the truck. If a metal object gets into contact with a metal object gets into contact with an electricallyan electrically

conductive part, it may cause a short circuit or a serious burn.conductive part, it may cause a short circuit or a serious burn.

••    Always wear prote Always wear protective glasses active glasses and protective shnd protective shoes when wooes when working around rking around trucks.trucks.

In particular, wear protective glasses when using a hammer or In particular, wear protective glasses when using a hammer or sledge on any part ofsledge on any part of

the truck or the truck or its attachments. Use welder’s gloves, hood/gogglits attachments. Use welder’s gloves, hood/goggles, apron and otheres, apron and other

protective clothing appropriate to the welding job protective clothing appropriate to the welding job being performed. Do not wearbeing performed. Do not wear

loose fitting or torn clothing.loose fitting or torn clothing.

3.33.3 Work safetyWork safety

••   UnauthorizeUnauthorized truck modification is not d truck modification is not permitted. No modifications or alterations to apermitted. No modifications or alterations to a

powered industrial truck, which could affect, for example, capacity, stability or safetypowered industrial truck, which could affect, for example, capacity, stability or safety

requiremenrequirements of the ts of the truck, shall be made without the truck, shall be made without the prior written approval of theprior written approval of the

original truck manufacturer, its authorized representative, or a original truck manufacturer, its authorized representative, or a successor thereof.successor thereof.

This includes changes affecting, for example, braking, steering, visibility This includes changes affecting, for example, braking, steering, visibility and theand the

addition of removable attachments. When the manufacturer or his addition of removable attachments. When the manufacturer or his successorsuccessor

approves a modification or alteration, the approves a modification or alteration, the manufacturemanufacturer or r or successor shall alsosuccessor shall also

make and approve appropriate changes to the capacity plate, decals, tags andmake and approve appropriate changes to the capacity plate, decals, tags and

operation and maintenance handbooks.operation and maintenance handbooks.

Only in the event that the Only in the event that the truck manufacturer is no longer in business and there istruck manufacturer is no longer in business and there is

no successor in the interest to no successor in the interest to the business, may the user arrange for a the business, may the user arrange for a modificatiomodificationn

or alteration to a powered industrial truck, provided, however, that the or alteration to a powered industrial truck, provided, however, that the user:user:

a. a. arranges arranges for for the the modification modification or or alteration alteration to to be be designed, designed, tested tested andand

implementeimplemented by an engineer(s) expert in industrial trucks d by an engineer(s) expert in industrial trucks and their safety,and their safety,

b. b. maintains maintains a a permanent permanent record record of of the the design, design, test(stest(s) ) and and implementation implementation of of thethe

modification or alteration,modification or alteration,

c. c. approves approves and and makes makes appropriate appropriate changes changes to to the the capacity capacity plate(s), plate(s), decals,decals,

tags and instruction handbook, andtags and instruction handbook, and
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d. d. affixes affixes a a permanent permanent and and readily readily visible visible label label to to the the truck truck stating stating the the manner manner inin

which the truck has which the truck has been modified or altered, together with the date of thebeen modified or altered, together with the date of the

modification or alteration and the name and address of the organization thatmodification or alteration and the name and address of the organization that

accomplished those tasks.accomplished those tasks.

••   Switch off the truck's Switch off the truck's power before opening the cover of the motor compartment orpower before opening the cover of the motor compartment or

the electrical system.the electrical system.

••   Relieve all pressure in the air, Relieve all pressure in the air, oil or water oil or water systems before disconnecting orsystems before disconnecting or

removing any lines, fittings or related items. Release the residual pressure whenremoving any lines, fittings or related items. Release the residual pressure when

removing a pressurized device.removing a pressurized device.

••   With sit-on trucks, dismount the seat for With sit-on trucks, dismount the seat for the duration of the service work.the duration of the service work.

••   Before operating, lubricating or repairing the product, Before operating, lubricating or repairing the product, read all warning plates read all warning plates andand

decals on the truck.decals on the truck.

••   Do not use your hands to check for oil leaks.Do not use your hands to check for oil leaks.

••   To avoid burns, pay attention to the To avoid burns, pay attention to the hot sections and hot fluids in hot sections and hot fluids in lines, tubes andlines, tubes and

compartments, even when the truck is idle or compartments, even when the truck is idle or off.off.

••   Only use clean oil in Only use clean oil in the hydraulic system.the hydraulic system.

••   Repairs requiring welding should be performed only with Repairs requiring welding should be performed only with the appropriate referencethe appropriate reference

information and by personnel adequately trained and knowledgeable in weldinginformation and by personnel adequately trained and knowledgeable in welding
procedures. Determine the type of metal and select the correct welding procedureprocedures. Determine the type of metal and select the correct welding procedure

and electrodes, rods or wire to and electrodes, rods or wire to provide a weld metal strength equivalent at least toprovide a weld metal strength equivalent at least to

that of the parent metal.that of the parent metal.

••   When welding, always disconnect the battery When welding, always disconnect the battery and electronic devices. Remove alland electronic devices. Remove all

paint from a 10 paint from a 10 cm radius from the welding point to cm radius from the welding point to avoid creating toxic gasesavoid creating toxic gases

during welding.during welding.

••   Use proper lifting Use proper lifting procedures when removing any components.procedures when removing any components.

••   Be careful when removing cover plates. Gradually remove the last two bolts Be careful when removing cover plates. Gradually remove the last two bolts or nutsor nuts

located at opposite ends of the cover or located at opposite ends of the cover or device. Before removing the last two boltsdevice. Before removing the last two bolts

or nuts completely, pry the cover or nuts completely, pry the cover loose to relieve any springs or loose to relieve any springs or other pressures.other pressures.

••   Be careful when removing filler caps, breathers and plugs on the Be careful when removing filler caps, breathers and plugs on the truck. Wrap a clothtruck. Wrap a cloth

around the cap or plug to prevent being sprayed or splashed by liquids underaround the cap or plug to prevent being sprayed or splashed by liquids under

pressure. Be aware that the danger of pressure. Be aware that the danger of being sprayed or splashed is always greaterbeing sprayed or splashed is always greater

immediately after stopping the truck, as the fluids are immediately after stopping the truck, as the fluids are very hot.very hot.

••   Use only well-maintained tools. Also make sure that you use Use only well-maintained tools. Also make sure that you use the tools in a the tools in a properproper

way.way.

••   Reinstall all fasteners with the same part Reinstall all fasteners with the same part number. If a replacement is needed, donumber. If a replacement is needed, do

not use a fastener of not use a fastener of lesser quality.lesser quality.

••   Do not damage wiring during the removal process. Do not reuse any damagedDo not damage wiring during the removal process. Do not reuse any damaged

wiring. When reinstalling, make sure the wiring does not come into wiring. When reinstalling, make sure the wiring does not come into contact with anycontact with any

sharp corners or hot parts. Place all wiring away from the oil pipe.sharp corners or hot parts. Place all wiring away from the oil pipe.
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••   Loose or damaged fuel, lubricant and hydraulic lines, tubes and hoses can causeLoose or damaged fuel, lubricant and hydraulic lines, tubes and hoses can cause

fires. Do not bend or fires. Do not bend or strike any high pressure lines or strike any high pressure lines or install ones that have beeninstall ones that have been

bent or damaged. Inspect all lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Pin hole (very bent or damaged. Inspect all lines, tubes and hoses carefully. Pin hole (very small)small)

leaks can result in a high velocity oil stream that will be invisible close to the hose.leaks can result in a high velocity oil stream that will be invisible close to the hose.

This oil can penetrate the skin and cause personal injury, so This oil can penetrate the skin and cause personal injury, so use cardboard oruse cardboard or

paper to locate pin hole leaks.paper to locate pin hole leaks.

••   Tighten connectioTighten connections to the correct ns to the correct torque. Make sure that all heat shields, clampstorque. Make sure that all heat shields, clamps
and guards are installed correctly to avoid excessive heat, vibration or and guards are installed correctly to avoid excessive heat, vibration or rubbingrubbing

against other parts during operation. Protective shields against oil against other parts during operation. Protective shields against oil sprays onto hotsprays onto hot

exhaust componeexhaust components in the event of nts in the event of a line, tube or a line, tube or seal failure must be installedseal failure must be installed

correctly.correctly.

••   Do not operate the truck, Do not operate the truck, if any rotating part is if any rotating part is damaged or comes into contact withdamaged or comes into contact with

any other part during operation. Every high speed rotating component that has beenany other part during operation. Every high speed rotating component that has been

damaged or altered should be checked for balance before reusing.damaged or altered should be checked for balance before reusing.
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4 4 General General informationinformation

4.14.1 Truck model covered by this manualTruck model covered by this manual

This service manual covers the service instructions of the This service manual covers the service instructions of the following truck model:following truck model:

••   PBV20N2 - Pedestrian Power Pallet Truck - PBV20N2 - Pedestrian Power Pallet Truck - a five-wheel ride-on and pedestrian-a five-wheel ride-on and pedestrian-

operated electric pallet truck, equipped with a multifunctional tiller control for driving,operated electric pallet truck, equipped with a multifunctional tiller control for driving,

steering and load handling.steering and load handling.

NOTE: Throughout chaptersNOTE: Throughout chapters 4 4 toto 14, 14, this  this manual provides service instructions for themanual provides service instructions for the

basic truck model. All material related to optional features is available in Chapter basic truck model. All material related to optional features is available in Chapter  15. 15.  

4.24.2 Identification plates on the truckIdentification plates on the truck

NOTE: Check that all the plates and stickers on the truck are legible and securelyNOTE: Check that all the plates and stickers on the truck are legible and securely

attached! attached!   

Figure 1Figure 1 below shows the truck’s plates and stickers below shows the truck’s plates and stickers and their locations. For moreand their locations. For more

details on the truck’s plates and stickers, details on the truck’s plates and stickers, see thesee the APPENDIX A. APPENDIX A.  

Figure 1. Truck’s plates and stickers overviewFigure 1. Truck’s plates and stickers overview

1.1. Operation warning stickerOperation warning sticker

2.2. Type plateType plate

3.3. Serial number stickerSerial number sticker

4.4. Battery maintenance warning stickerBattery maintenance warning sticker

5.5. Electric panel cleanup warning stickerElectric panel cleanup warning sticker

6.6. Battery type plateBattery type plate

7.7. Hoist point indication stickerHoist point indication sticker
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The truck's type plate states the The truck's type plate states the following:following:

••   ManufacturerManufacturer

••   Truck typeTruck type

••   Serial numberSerial number

••   Battery minimum weightBattery minimum weight

••   Battery terminal voltageBattery terminal voltage

••   Truck’s nominal lifting capacityTruck’s nominal lifting capacity

••   Year of manufactureYear of manufacture

••   CE markCE mark

4.34.3 Overview of the truckOverview of the truck

4.3.1 4.3.1 Operating Operating devicesdevices

Figure 2. Operating devicesFigure 2. Operating devices

1.1. Tiller armTiller arm

2.2. Control panelControl panel

3.3. Battery connector (under the batteryBattery connector (under the battery

cover)cover)

4.4. Side guardsSide guards

5.5. Operator’s platformOperator’s platform
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4.3.2 4.3.2 Tiller Tiller armarm

4.3.2.1 4.3.2.1 Tiller Tiller arm arm controlscontrols

Figure 3. Tiller arm controlsFigure 3. Tiller arm controls

1.1. Safety buttonSafety button

2.2. Push buttons for lifting and loweringPush buttons for lifting and lowering

3.3. HornHorn

4.4. SteeringSteering

5.5.  Accelerator Accelerator

6.6. Brake release / low speed buttonBrake release / low speed button

7.7. Lever for lifting and lowering (optional)Lever for lifting and lowering (optional)

Table 1. Control functionalitiesTable 1. Control functionalities

CONTROL CONTROL FUNCTIONALITY FUNCTIONALITY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

Safety button (belly button)Safety button (belly button) The safety button prevents you from gettingThe safety button prevents you from gettingsqueezed between the truck and an obstacle.squeezed between the truck and an obstacle.

When the safety button is pushed, the When the safety button is pushed, the trucktruck

reverses its travelling direction. When the button isreverses its travelling direction. When the button is

released, the truck stops.released, the truck stops.

Push buttons for lifting and loweringPush buttons for lifting and lowering Push the Up button to Push the Up button to lift the forks. Push the lift the forks. Push the DownDown

button to lower the forks.button to lower the forks.

HornHorn Press the button to give an audible warning signal.Press the button to give an audible warning signal.

SteeringSteering The tiller arm turns ± 100 The tiller arm turns ± 100 degrees.degrees.
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CONTROL CONTROL FUNCTIONALITY FUNCTIONALITY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

 Accelerator Accelerator Use the accelerator with your right or left Use the accelerator with your right or left hand. Thehand. The

more you turn the accelerator, the higher more you turn the accelerator, the higher the speed.the speed.

The accelerator returns automatically to the centralThe accelerator returns automatically to the central

position, when it is released. Brake smoothly byposition, when it is released. Brake smoothly by

turning the accelerator to the opposite turning the accelerator to the opposite direction.direction.

Brake release / low speed buttonBrake release / low speed button The button has two functions:The button has two functions:

••   Brake releaseBrake release

When the tiller arm is in the up position, hold theWhen the tiller arm is in the up position, hold the

button down to release the button down to release the parking brake andparking brake and

turn the accelerator to drive the turn the accelerator to drive the truck in the slowtruck in the slow

speed mode. Release the button to speed mode. Release the button to apply theapply the

parking brake.parking brake.

••   Low speed modeLow speed mode

When the tiller arm is in the driving position,When the tiller arm is in the driving position,

activate the low speed mode by pressing theactivate the low speed mode by pressing the

button once. The Lo SPd button once. The Lo SPd symbol is shown in thesymbol is shown in the

multi-function display. Deactivate the low speedmulti-function display. Deactivate the low speed

mode by pressing the button again.mode by pressing the button again.

Lever for lifting and loweringLever for lifting and lowering
(optional)(optional)

Pull the lever up to lift the forks. Push the leverPull the lever up to lift the forks. Push the lever
down to lower the forks.down to lower the forks.

4.3.2.2 4.3.2.2 Tiller Tiller arm arm positionspositions

Figure 4. Tiller arm positionsFigure 4. Tiller arm positions

1.1. Driving positionDriving position 2.2. Emergency brakingEmergency braking
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4.3.3 4.3.3 Control Control panelpanel

Figure 5. Control panelFigure 5. Control panel

1.1. Emergency stop buttonEmergency stop button

2.2. Key switchKey switch

3.3. Multi-function displayMulti-function display

4.3.3.1 4.3.3.1 Emergency Emergency stop stop buttonbutton

Press the emergency stop button to disconnect the truck's power supply. Release thePress the emergency stop button to disconnect the truck's power supply. Release the

button by turning it clockwise.button by turning it clockwise.

Use the emergency stop button in the following cases:Use the emergency stop button in the following cases:

••   In case of a In case of a short circuit or sshort circuit or some other electrical malfunction (for example, if theome other electrical malfunction (for example, if the

pump motor does not stop running).pump motor does not stop running).

••   In case of an In case of an accident.accident.
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4.3.3.2 4.3.3.2 Key Key switchswitch

Figure 6. Key switchFigure 6. Key switch

1.1. Power offPower off

2.2. Power on, economy modePower on, economy mode

3.3. Power on, standard modePower on, standard mode

The key switch switches the The key switch switches the truck's electrical system on and off.truck's electrical system on and off.

When the key switch is in the off position, the truck’s electrical system is turned off. NoteWhen the key switch is in the off position, the truck’s electrical system is turned off. Note

however that power may be still however that power may be still connected to certain electronic devices.connected to certain electronic devices.

When the key switch is turned once to the right, the truck’s electrical system is turnedWhen the key switch is turned once to the right, the truck’s electrical system is turned

on and the economy mode (lower energy consumption and deceleration, maximumon and the economy mode (lower energy consumption and deceleration, maximum

speed limited to 6 km/h) is speed limited to 6 km/h) is activated. The ECO symbol is shown in the activated. The ECO symbol is shown in the multi-functionmulti-function

display.display.

When the key switch is When the key switch is turned once more to the right, the turned once more to the right, the standard mode (normalstandard mode (normalenergy consumption and deceleration, maximum speed 9 km/h) is activated.energy consumption and deceleration, maximum speed 9 km/h) is activated.
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4.3.3.3 4.3.3.3 Multi-function Multi-function displaydisplay

Figure 7. Multi-function displayFigure 7. Multi-function display

1.1. Level of battery chargeLevel of battery charge

2.2. Indication of operational hours, systemIndication of operational hours, system

messages and fault codesmessages and fault codes

3.3. LED indicatorLED indicator

The multi-function display shows the following information:The multi-function display shows the following information:

••   Level of battery chargeLevel of battery charge

••   Indication of operational hoursIndication of operational hours

••   System messages:System messages:

--   ECO = Economy mode selectedECO = Economy mode selected

--   Lo SPd = Low speed mode selectedLo SPd = Low speed mode selected

••

   Fault codes:Fault codes:
--   Numeric code = warning or alarm. For more detailed information aboutNumeric code = warning or alarm. For more detailed information about

warnings and alarms, see chapter warnings and alarms, see chapter  13. 13.  

••   LED indicator:LED indicator:

--   Flashing red = alarmFlashing red = alarm
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4.3.4 4.3.4 Driving Driving positionposition

 A pallet truck equ A pallet truck equipped with a ipped with a foldable ofoldable operator’s platfoperator’s platform can be driverm can be driven either walkinn either walkingg

behind the truck (the pedestrian mode) or standing on the platform (the behind the truck (the pedestrian mode) or standing on the platform (the riding mode).riding mode).

4.3.4.1 4.3.4.1 Pedestrian Pedestrian modemode

Figure 8. Operator’s platform and side guards in the pedestrian modeFigure 8. Operator’s platform and side guards in the pedestrian mode

To drive the truck To drive the truck in the pedestrian mode, lift the operator’s platform up by in the pedestrian mode, lift the operator’s platform up by lifting itlifting it

slightly and allowing the gas spring to lift slightly and allowing the gas spring to lift it up completely and then fold the it up completely and then fold the side guardsside guards

in.in.

To drive the truck in the direction of the forks, walk behind the truck and keep bothTo drive the truck in the direction of the forks, walk behind the truck and keep both

hands on the tiller arm. hands on the tiller arm. To drive in the opposite direction, walk beside the truck To drive in the opposite direction, walk beside the truck andand

keep one hand on the tiller arm.keep one hand on the tiller arm.

NOTE: The maximum driving speed in pedestrian mode has been limited to 6 km/h.NOTE: The maximum driving speed in pedestrian mode has been limited to 6 km/h.

If you only If you only lift the operator’s platform up but leave the side guards unfolded, the trucklift the operator’s platform up but leave the side guards unfolded, the truck

will not move. For more detailed information about the functionalities of the sidewill not move. For more detailed information about the functionalities of the side

guards and operator’s platform, see the sectionguards and operator’s platform, see the section 8.5.1. 8.5.1.  
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4.3.4.2 4.3.4.2 Riding Riding modemode

Figure 9. Operator’s platform and side guards in the riding Figure 9. Operator’s platform and side guards in the riding modemode

To drive the truck To drive the truck in the riding mode, lower the operator’s platform to the in the riding mode, lower the operator’s platform to the horizontalhorizontal
position and unfold the side guards. The side guards keep the operator within theposition and unfold the side guards. The side guards keep the operator within the

outlines of the truck and outlines of the truck and prevent the operator from losing balance.prevent the operator from losing balance.

To drive the truck in the riding mode, step on the platform and keep both hands on theTo drive the truck in the riding mode, step on the platform and keep both hands on the

tiller arm. When you step tiller arm. When you step off the platform, it stays off the platform, it stays in the horizontal positionin the horizontal position

automatically.automatically.

NOTE: The maximum driving speed in the riding mode is 9 kNOTE: The maximum driving speed in the riding mode is 9 km/h.m/h.

It is It is also possible to drive the truck also possible to drive the truck on the platform without unfolding the side guards.on the platform without unfolding the side guards.

In this case, In this case, the maximum driving speed has been limited to 6 km/h.the maximum driving speed has been limited to 6 km/h.

There is also an optional 12 km/h speed mode available, where the top speed isThere is also an optional 12 km/h speed mode available, where the top speed is

adjusted according to the load.adjusted according to the load.  
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4.3.5 4.3.5 Driving Driving directiondirection

To go forward, drive the truck in the direction of the forks. To To go forward, drive the truck in the direction of the forks. To go backward, drive thego backward, drive the

truck in the truck in the opposite directionopposite direction..

Figure 10. Driving directionFigure 10. Driving direction

NOTE: The forward-driving direction is determined in EN ISO 3691-1:2012 Annex A.NOTE: The forward-driving direction is determined in EN ISO 3691-1:2012 Annex A.  
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4.3.6 4.3.6 Motor Motor and and electrical electrical systemsystem

Figure 11. Overview of the motor and electrical systemFigure 11. Overview of the motor and electrical system

1.1. Electric panel (covered with a plasticElectric panel (covered with a plastic

electrical panel cover)electrical panel cover)

2.2. Drive unitDrive unit
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4.3.6.1 4.3.6.1 Electric Electric panelpanel

Figure 12. Electric panel overviewFigure 12. Electric panel overview

1.1. Fuse boxFuse box

2.2. Traction and pump controller COMBIACXTraction and pump controller COMBIACX

 A1 with the drive/pump motor fuse A1 with the drive/pump motor fuse

3.3. Main contactor K1Main contactor K1

4.4. Diagnostic connector X10Diagnostic connector X10

5.5. Main fuseMain fuse

6.6. Motor fanMotor fan

7.7. Controller fan (behind the electric panel)Controller fan (behind the electric panel)
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4.3.6.2 4.3.6.2 Motor Motor compartmentcompartment

Figure 13. Motor compartment overviewFigure 13. Motor compartment overview

1.1. Magnetic brakeMagnetic brake

2.2. Hydraulic aggregateHydraulic aggregate

3.3. HornHorn

4.4. Traction motorTraction motor
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4.3.6.3 4.3.6.3 Traction Traction motormotor

TypeType   3-phase AC3-phase AC  

VoltageVoltage 16 V16 V

Output powerOutput power
2.3 kW2.3 kW

Figure 14. Traction motorFigure 14. Traction motor

The correct tightening torque for the traction motor power terminals is 6 Nm.The correct tightening torque for the traction motor power terminals is 6 Nm.  
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4.3.7 Sensors4.3.7 Sensors

 An inductive se An inductive sensor is an electronsor is an electronic proximity senic proximity sensor, which detensor, which detects metallic objcts metallic objectsects

without touching them.without touching them.

The sensor consists of an The sensor consists of an induction loopinduction loop. Electric current generates a magnetic field. Electric current generates a magnetic field

that collapses, thus generating a current that falls asymptotically toward zero from itsthat collapses, thus generating a current that falls asymptotically toward zero from its

initial level, when the electricity input ceases. The inductance of the initial level, when the electricity input ceases. The inductance of the loop changesloop changes
according to the material inside it and, since according to the material inside it and, since metals are much more effective inductorsmetals are much more effective inductors

than other materials, the presence of metal increases the current flowing through thethan other materials, the presence of metal increases the current flowing through the

loop. This change can be detected by sensing circuitry, which can loop. This change can be detected by sensing circuitry, which can signal to some othersignal to some other

device whenever metal is device whenever metal is detected.detected.

Figure 15. Sensor locationsFigure 15. Sensor locations

1.1. Tiller sensorTiller sensor

2.2. Side guard sensorsSide guard sensors

3.3. Operator’s platform sensorsOperator’s platform sensors

The truck uses the The truck uses the following sensors:following sensors:

••   Tiller sensorTiller sensor

••   Four side guard sensors, two on each side guardFour side guard sensors, two on each side guard

••   Operator’s platform sensors, two on Operator’s platform sensors, two on the right-hand sidethe right-hand side
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4.3.8 4.3.8 Truck Truck suspensionsuspension

Figure 16. Truck suspension overviewFigure 16. Truck suspension overview

1.1. Castor wheel suspensionCastor wheel suspension

2.2. Drive unit suspensionDrive unit suspension

3.3. Platform suspensionPlatform suspension

The truck has three suspension systems:The truck has three suspension systems:

••   Drive unit Drive unit suspensionsuspension

••   Castor wheel suspensionCastor wheel suspension

••   Platform Platform suspensionsuspension

Together these suspension systems improve the truck’s Together these suspension systems improve the truck’s driving experience.driving experience.

The purpose of the suspension systems is to The purpose of the suspension systems is to ensure the truck’s driving capabilitiesensure the truck’s driving capabilities

regardless of the truck’s loading situation. The drive unit and castor regardless of the truck’s loading situation. The drive unit and castor wheel suspensionwheel suspension
systems work together and they are tuned according to the systems work together and they are tuned according to the truck’s load weight. Thetruck’s load weight. The

platform suspension is designed to reduce the vibration and shock impact to the truckplatform suspension is designed to reduce the vibration and shock impact to the truck

driver.driver.
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5 5 Mechanical Mechanical maintenancemaintenance

5.15.1 Lifting pointsLifting points

CAUTIONCAUTION

Lift or jack up the Lift or jack up the truck and support it with safety blocks or truck and support it with safety blocks or rigid stands.rigid stands.

Apply wheel chocks to the Apply wheel chocks to the load wheels to prevent the truck from moving.load wheels to prevent the truck from moving.

5.1.1 5.1.1 Jack Jack pointspoints

Figure 17Figure 17 below indicates the correct jack points for lifting below indicates the correct jack points for lifting the truck up for the truck up for maintenanmaintenance.ce.

Figure 17. Jack pointsFigure 17. Jack points
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5.1.2 5.1.2 Hoist Hoist pointspoints

Figure 18Figure 18 below indicates the correct hoist points for hoisting the below indicates the correct hoist points for hoisting the truck up fortruck up for

maintenanmaintenance. Make sure that the ce. Make sure that the capacity of the lifting device is capacity of the lifting device is sufficient.sufficient.

Figure 18. Hoist pointsFigure 18. Hoist points

5.25.2 TransportationTransportation

When transporting the truck, it is important that you secure it safely to prevent it fromWhen transporting the truck, it is important that you secure it safely to prevent it from

moving. For transport, fold in the side moving. For transport, fold in the side guards and lift the operator’s platform up. Alsoguards and lift the operator’s platform up. Also

support the traction wheel with blocks.support the traction wheel with blocks.

CAUTIONCAUTION

Do not tie the truck from the tiller arm or it may break.Do not tie the truck from the tiller arm or it may break.

Figure 19Figure 19 below shows an example on how to secure the below shows an example on how to secure the truck safely for transportation.truck safely for transportation.
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Figure 19. Securing the truck for transportationFigure 19. Securing the truck for transportation

5.35.3 Ordering spare partsOrdering spare parts

When ordering spare parts, always When ordering spare parts, always contact your maintenance centre. Only use contact your maintenance centre. Only use originaloriginal

spare parts. To ensure that you rspare parts. To ensure that you receive the correct parts, include the followingeceive the correct parts, include the following

information in your order:information in your order:

••   Truck typeTruck type

••   Serial number of the truckSerial number of the truck

••   Order number of the partOrder number of the part

••   Name of the partName of the part

••   Number of parts Number of parts orderedordered

5.45.4 Opening the coversOpening the covers

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before opening the truck’s covers, turn the key swBefore opening the truck’s covers, turn the key switch to the OFF position anditch to the OFF position and

disconnect the battery plug/connector.disconnect the battery plug/connector.
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Figure 20. Truck covers overviewFigure 20. Truck covers overview

1.1. Front coverFront cover

2.2. Control panelControl panel

3.3. Top coverTop cover

4.4. Battery coverBattery cover

5.4.1 5.4.1 Front Front covercover

1.1. Remove the two screws at the top ofRemove the two screws at the top of

the front cover.the front cover.

2.2. Lift the front cover off theLift the front cover off the

attachment points at the base of theattachment points at the base of the

front cover.front cover.
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5.4.2 5.4.2 Control Control panelpanel

Figure 21. Control panel overviewFigure 21. Control panel overview

1.1. Control panelControl panel

2.2. Key switch connectorKey switch connector

3.3. Emergency switch connectorEmergency switch connector

4.4. Multi-function display connectorMulti-function display connector

1.1. Remove the two screws holding theRemove the two screws holding the

control panel in place.control panel in place.
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2.2. Disconnect the emergency switch,Disconnect the emergency switch,

key switch and key switch and multi-function displaymulti-function display

connectors.connectors.

3.3. Remove the control panel.Remove the control panel.

5.4.3 5.4.3 Top Top covercover

Figure 22. Top cover overviewFigure 22. Top cover overview

NOTE: You must remove the control panel before you can open the truck’s top cover.NOTE: You must remove the control panel before you can open the truck’s top cover.  
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1.1. Remove the four screws holding theRemove the four screws holding the

top cover in place.top cover in place.

2.2. Remove the top cover.Remove the top cover.

5.4.4 5.4.4 Battery Battery covercover

Figure 23. Battery cover overviewFigure 23. Battery cover overview

1.1. Locking buttonLocking button 2.2. Battery coverBattery cover
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1.1. Push the locking button down andPush the locking button down and

leave it open.leave it open.

2.2. Open the battery cover.Open the battery cover.

NOTE: When closing the battery cover, make sure that the locking button returns allNOTE: When closing the battery cover, make sure that the locking button returns all

the way to the way to the locking position.the locking position.  
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5.4.4.1 5.4.4.1 Removing Removing the the battery battery cover cover locklock

Figure 24. Battery cover lock overviewFigure 24. Battery cover lock overview

1.1. Remove the screw holding theRemove the screw holding the

battery cover lock in place.battery cover lock in place.

2.2. Remove the lock.Remove the lock.
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5.4.4.2 5.4.4.2 Removing Removing the batthe battery tery cover’s cover’s rubber rubber absorbersabsorbers

Figure 25. Battery cover’s rubber absorbersFigure 25. Battery cover’s rubber absorbers

Remove the battery cover’s rubber absorbers by simply screwing them out.Remove the battery cover’s rubber absorbers by simply screwing them out.

5.55.5 Removing the side guardsRemoving the side guards

Figure 26. Side guards overviewFigure 26. Side guards overview

1.1. Side guardSide guard 2.2. Side guard’s gas springSide guard’s gas spring
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1.1. On the outside of the side guard,On the outside of the side guard,

remove the two screws holding theremove the two screws holding the

plastic cover in place.plastic cover in place.

2.2. Remove the plastic cover.Remove the plastic cover.

3.3. Remove the screws at the base Remove the screws at the base ofof

the side guard.the side guard.

4.4. Release the side guard’s gas spring. For instructions, see steps 1-3 Release the side guard’s gas spring. For instructions, see steps 1-3 in the sectionin the section

5.5.1 )5.5.1 ) below.below.

5.5. Remove the side guard.Remove the side guard.

5.5.1 5.5.1 Replacing Replacing the the side side guard’s guard’s gas gas springspring

Figure 27. Side guard’s gas spring overviewFigure 27. Side guard’s gas spring overview
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1.1. Remove the front screw from theRemove the front screw from the

gas spring’s triangular gas spring’s triangular mountingmounting

plate.plate.

2.2. Fold the side guard in.Fold the side guard in.

3.3. Remove the gas spring. Note theRemove the gas spring. Note the

location of the wiring.location of the wiring.

4.4. Check the condition of the ball jointsCheck the condition of the ball joints

holding the gas spring in place.holding the gas spring in place.

Replace ball joints, if Replace ball joints, if needed.needed.

5.5. Install the new gas spring. Make sure Install the new gas spring. Make sure that the location of the wiring that the location of the wiring is the sameis the same

as it was with the old spring.as it was with the old spring.

6.6. Fasten the front screw on the Fasten the front screw on the triangular mountintriangular mounting plate.g plate.
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5.65.6 Removing the operator’s platformRemoving the operator’s platform

Figure 28. Operator’s platform overviewFigure 28. Operator’s platform overview

1.1. Operator’s platformOperator’s platform 2.2. Rubber absorbersRubber absorbers

Before you can remove the operator’s platform, remove the two rubber absorbers at Before you can remove the operator’s platform, remove the two rubber absorbers at thethe

base of the operator’s platform:base of the operator’s platform:

1.1. Lift the operator’s platform up.Lift the operator’s platform up.

2.2. Remove the rubber absorbers usingRemove the rubber absorbers using

a support bar.a support bar.
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CAUTIONCAUTION

After removing the rubber absorbers, beware of sharp edges when After removing the rubber absorbers, beware of sharp edges when removing theremoving the

operator’s platform.operator’s platform.

When installing the rubber absorbers, remember to use locking glue When installing the rubber absorbers, remember to use locking glue (for example,(for example,

Loctite 243).Loctite 243).

 After the rubbe After the rubber absorbers have r absorbers have been remobeen removed, you can ved, you can remove the oremove the operator’sperator’s

platform:platform:

1.1. Remove the two screws under theRemove the two screws under the

operator’s platform.operator’s platform.

2.2. Remove the operator’s platform.Remove the operator’s platform.

CAUTIONCAUTION

When removing the operator’s platform, note that it weights 35 When removing the operator’s platform, note that it weights 35 kg.kg.

NOTE: When installing the operator’NOTE: When installing the operator’s platform, place a support, such as s platform, place a support, such as a block ora block or

similar, between the operator’s platform and the mounting bracket to prevent thesimilar, between the operator’s platform and the mounting bracket to prevent the

operator’s platform from lifting too much. Seeoperator’s platform from lifting too much. See Figure 29 Figure 29 below.below.  
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Figure 29. Supporting the operator’s platform during installationFigure 29. Supporting the operator’s platform during installation
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Figure 30. Operator’s platform detailed constructionFigure 30. Operator’s platform detailed construction

1.1. Rubber matRubber mat

2.2. Locking screwLocking screw

3.3. ShaftShaft

4.4. Mounting bracketMounting bracket

5.5. Slide bearingSlide bearing

6.6. Gas springGas spring

7.7. Rubber absorberRubber absorber

8.8. SupportSupport

9.9. Operator’s platformOperator’s platform
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5.6.1 5.6.1 Replacing Replacing the the operator’s operator’s platform platform gas gas springspring

The gas spring of the The gas spring of the operator’s platform can be replaced either with the platform inoperator’s platform can be replaced either with the platform in

place or with the place or with the platform removed compleplatform removed completely from the truck tely from the truck frame. Instructions forframe. Instructions for

replacing the operator’s platform gas spring are provided below, but the samereplacing the operator’s platform gas spring are provided below, but the same

instructions can be applied also while working with the platform removed.instructions can be applied also while working with the platform removed.

1.1. Remove the rubber mat from theRemove the rubber mat from the

operator’s platform by pulling it fromoperator’s platform by pulling it from

one corner.one corner.

2.2. Lift the operator’s platform up.Lift the operator’s platform up.

3.3. Open the locking spring using aOpen the locking spring using a

screwdriver. Also remove the ballscrewdriver. Also remove the ball

 joint if need joint if needed.ed.
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4.4. Carefully lower the operator’sCarefully lower the operator’s

platform.platform.

5.5. Pull the gas spring out through thePull the gas spring out through the

hole in the hole in the operator’s platform.operator’s platform.

6.6. Push the new spring into place,Push the new spring into place,

making sure that the spring’s head ismaking sure that the spring’s head is

positioned correctly into the slotpositioned correctly into the slot

inside the operator’s platform.inside the operator’s platform.

7.7. Carefully lift the operator’s platform, making sure that the new Carefully lift the operator’s platform, making sure that the new spring does not fallspring does not fall

out.out.

8.8. Tighten the gas spring locking spring and install the ball joint if Tighten the gas spring locking spring and install the ball joint if it was rit was removedemoved

earlier.earlier.

9.9. Lower the operator’s platform.Lower the operator’s platform.

10.10.  Attach the rub Attach the rubber mat to the ober mat to the operator’s platperator’s platform.form.
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5.6.2 5.6.2 Removing Removing the the operator’s operator’s platform platform slide slide bearingbearing

Figure 31. Operator’s platform slide bearing overviewFigure 31. Operator’s platform slide bearing overview

1.1. Remove the operator’s platform from the truck frame. For Remove the operator’s platform from the truck frame. For instructions, see theinstructions, see the
sectionsection 5.6. 5.6.  

2.2. Remove the support at the base ofRemove the support at the base of

the operator’s platform.the operator’s platform.

3.3. Remove the operator’s platform gasRemove the operator’s platform gas

spring. For instructions, see sectionspring. For instructions, see section

5.6.1.5.6.1.  

4.4. Remove the shaft locking screw.Remove the shaft locking screw.

5.5. Remove the shaft.Remove the shaft.

6.6. Remove the mounting bracket.Remove the mounting bracket.

7.7. Remove the slide bearing.Remove the slide bearing.
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5.75.7 Transmission gearTransmission gear

Figure 32. Transmission gear overviewFigure 32. Transmission gear overview

There is no need to There is no need to change the transmission gear lubricant during the truck's lifetime.change the transmission gear lubricant during the truck's lifetime.

During maintenance, check the transmission gear for During maintenance, check the transmission gear for any leaks.any leaks.

Transmission gear oilTransmission gear oil   SAE 80W/90, API GL-5SAE 80W/90, API GL-5  

Total transmission oil quantityTotal transmission oil quantity 1.05 L1.05 L

CAUTIONCAUTION

Transmission oil is hazardous waste that must be Transmission oil is hazardous waste that must be disposed of accordingly.disposed of accordingly.
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5.85.8 Bogie bearingBogie bearing

Figure 33. Bogie bearing overviewFigure 33. Bogie bearing overview

There is no need to There is no need to change the bogie bearing lubricant during the truck's lifetime.change the bogie bearing lubricant during the truck's lifetime.

During maintenance, check the During maintenance, check the following:following:

••   The bearing rotates easily when the traction wheel is raised up.The bearing rotates easily when the traction wheel is raised up.

••   The drive unit’s The drive unit’s mounting bolts are tightened properly.mounting bolts are tightened properly.

5.95.9 Traction wheelTraction wheel

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before installing the traction wheel, make sure that Before installing the traction wheel, make sure that the wheel shaft, the face of the wheel shaft, the face of the rimthe rim

mounting, the wheel nuts and wheel bolts are mounting, the wheel nuts and wheel bolts are clean, free from grease and undamaged.clean, free from grease and undamaged.

NOTE: To access the traction wheel, lift the NOTE: To access the traction wheel, lift the truck up (see the correct lifting points intruck up (see the correct lifting points in

the sectionthe section 5.1 5.1 of this manual) and turn the transmission gear so that there is enoughof this manual) and turn the transmission gear so that there is enough

space for you to access and remove the wheel.space for you to access and remove the wheel.   
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Figure 34. Traction wheel overviewFigure 34. Traction wheel overview

Check the wear of Check the wear of the traction wheel:the traction wheel:

••   When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 220 mm, adjust the castor wheels asWhen the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 220 mm, adjust the castor wheels as

instructed in sectioninstructed in section 5.12.2. 5.12.2.  

••   When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 214 When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 214 mm, replace the traction mm, replace the traction wheelwheel

and adjust the castor wheels as instructed in and adjust the castor wheels as instructed in sectionsection 5.12.2. 5.12.2.  

5.9.1 5.9.1 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the traction traction wheelwheel

1.1. Remove the five rounded cone nutsRemove the five rounded cone nuts

holding the traction wheel in place.holding the traction wheel in place.

2.2. Remove the traction wheel.Remove the traction wheel.

3.3. Check the condition of the wheelCheck the condition of the wheel

shaft bolts. Replace the bolts, ifshaft bolts. Replace the bolts, if

needed. For instructions, see theneeded. For instructions, see the
sectionsection 5.9.1.1 5.9.1.1 below.below.
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5.9.1.1 5.9.1.1 Replacing Replacing the the wheel wheel shaft shaft boltsbolts

Figure 35. Wheel shaft bolts overviewFigure 35. Wheel shaft bolts overview

If the wheel shaft If the wheel shaft bolts of the traction wheel are bolts of the traction wheel are defective, you need to replace them.defective, you need to replace them.

1.1. Unscrew the defective wheel shaftUnscrew the defective wheel shaft

bolt.bolt.

2.2. Use e.g. a rod or a crowbar to lockUse e.g. a rod or a crowbar to lock
the wheel shaft in place.the wheel shaft in place.
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3.3. Wet the new wheel shaft bolt Wet the new wheel shaft bolt withwith

Loctite 243.Loctite 243.

4.4. Install the new wheel shaft bolt.Install the new wheel shaft bolt.

5.5. Tighten the new wheel shaft bolt.Tighten the new wheel shaft bolt.

The correct tightening torque isThe correct tightening torque is

27 Nm.27 Nm.

5.9.2 5.9.2 Assembly Assembly of of the the traction traction wheelwheel

1.1.  Align the rim’ Align the rim’s hole pattern s hole pattern with thewith the

wheel shaft bolts and slide thewheel shaft bolts and slide the

traction wheel into place.traction wheel into place.

2.2. Install the five rounded cone nutsInstall the five rounded cone nuts
and tighten them. The correctand tighten them. The correct

tightening torque for the nuts istightening torque for the nuts is

80 Nm.80 Nm.
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5.105.10 Load wheelsLoad wheels

Figure 36. Load wheels overviewFigure 36. Load wheels overview

Check the wear of Check the wear of the load wheels:the load wheels:

••   The diameter of a new load wheel is 85 mm.The diameter of a new load wheel is 85 mm.

••   It is recommended that the load wheel is replaced when its diameter reachesIt is recommended that the load wheel is replaced when its diameter reaches

76 mm.76 mm.

NOTE: To access the load wheels, lift NOTE: To access the load wheels, lift up the forks and the truck up the forks and the truck so that the loadso that the load

wheels are off the floor (see the wheels are off the floor (see the correct lifting points in the sectioncorrect lifting points in the section 5.1 5.1 of this manual)of this manual)

and turn the load wheel so that you can access the bolt holding the wheel in place.and turn the load wheel so that you can access the bolt holding the wheel in place.   

Disassembly of the load Disassembly of the load wheel:wheel:

1.1. Remove the bolt holding the loadRemove the bolt holding the load

wheel in the bracket.wheel in the bracket.

2.2. Remove the load wheel from theRemove the load wheel from the

bracket.bracket.

3.3. Check the condition of the slideCheck the condition of the slide

bearing. Replace the part, if bearing. Replace the part, if needed.needed.

4.4. Check the condition of the bracketCheck the condition of the bracket

shafts. Replace the part, if shafts. Replace the part, if needed.needed.
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 Assembly of the  Assembly of the load wheeload wheel:l:

1.1. Place the load wheel into the bracket.Place the load wheel into the bracket.

2.2. Push the bolt through the bracket and the load wheel. Be careful not to damagePush the bolt through the bracket and the load wheel. Be careful not to damage

the bolt threads.the bolt threads.

3.3. Tighten the bolt holding the load wheel in the bracket.Tighten the bolt holding the load wheel in the bracket.

4.4. Check that the load wheel rotates properly.Check that the load wheel rotates properly.

5.115.11 Lifting system and fork Lifting system and fork carriagecarriage

Figure 37. Lifting system and fork carriage overviewFigure 37. Lifting system and fork carriage overview

1.1. Fork carriage shaftFork carriage shaft

2.2. LinkLink

3.3. Chassis shaftChassis shaft

4.4. Slide bearingSlide bearing

5.5. Tub pinTub pin

6.6. Push rod shaftPush rod shaft

7.7. Load wheel fork shaftLoad wheel fork shaft

The lift cylinder handles the lifting of The lift cylinder handles the lifting of the fork carriage, while the the fork carriage, while the push rod mechanismpush rod mechanism

assists in raising the fork tips. For stable lifting, it is assists in raising the fork tips. For stable lifting, it is important that there is not too muchimportant that there is not too much

play in the linkage mechanism. Below you can find the play in the linkage mechanism. Below you can find the instructions regarding theinstructions regarding the

disassembly of the linkage mechanism. Assemble the linkage mechanism by repeatingdisassembly of the linkage mechanism. Assemble the linkage mechanism by repeating

the steps in reversed order.the steps in reversed order.
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Disassembly of the linkage mechanism:Disassembly of the linkage mechanism:

1.1. On the wheel fork side, rOn the wheel fork side, remove theemove the

tub pin from the load wheel forktub pin from the load wheel fork

shaft.shaft.

2.2. Remove the load wheel fork shaft.Remove the load wheel fork shaft.

3.3. On the linkage mechanism’s forkOn the linkage mechanism’s fork

carriage side, open the screw fromcarriage side, open the screw from

the fork carriage shaft.the fork carriage shaft.

4.4. Screw a bolt (size M8) onto theScrew a bolt (size M8) onto the

threads at the end of the forkthreads at the end of the fork

carriage shaft and use a slide pullcarriage shaft and use a slide pull
hammer to pull the shaft out.hammer to pull the shaft out.

5.5. On the chassis side of On the chassis side of the linkagethe linkage

mechanism, open the screw of themechanism, open the screw of the

chassis shaft.chassis shaft.

6.6. Remove the chassis shaft.Remove the chassis shaft.

7.7. Remove the tub pin from push rodRemove the tub pin from push rod

shaft.shaft.

8.8. Remove the push rod shaft.Remove the push rod shaft.
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9.9. Remove the slide bearings from theRemove the slide bearings from the

wheel fork.wheel fork.

10.10. Remove the tub pin from the link.Remove the tub pin from the link.

11.11. Remove the shaft.Remove the shaft.

12.12. Remove the slide bearings from theRemove the slide bearings from the

link.link.

5.125.12 Castor wheelsCastor wheels

Figure 38. Castor wheel overviewFigure 38. Castor wheel overview

Check the wear of Check the wear of the castor wheels:the castor wheels:

••   The diameter of a new castor wheel is 98 mm.The diameter of a new castor wheel is 98 mm.

••   It is rIt is recommenecommended that the castor wheel is ded that the castor wheel is replaced when its diameter reachesreplaced when its diameter reaches
90 mm.90 mm.
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NOTE: To access the castor wheels, lift NOTE: To access the castor wheels, lift the truck up (see the the truck up (see the correct lifting points incorrect lifting points in

the sectionthe section 5.1 5.1 of this manual).of this manual).  

5.12.1 5.12.1 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the castor castor wheelwheel

1.1. Open the nut holding the castorOpen the nut holding the castor

wheel bolt in the bracket.wheel bolt in the bracket.

2.2. Remove the bolt holding the castorRemove the bolt holding the castor

wheel in the bracket.wheel in the bracket.

3.3. Remove the castor wheel from theRemove the castor wheel from the

bracket.bracket.

4.4. Remove the sleeves from theRemove the sleeves from the

bearing and save them.bearing and save them.

5.12.2 5.12.2 Adjusting Adjusting the the castor castor wheelswheels

The castor wheels need to be adjusted according to the The castor wheels need to be adjusted according to the wear of the traction wheel:wear of the traction wheel:

••   In a new truck, the castor wheels are in location 1 shown inIn a new truck, the castor wheels are in location 1 shown in Figure 39. Figure 39.  

••   When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 220 mm, move the castor wheels toWhen the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 220 mm, move the castor wheels to

location 2.location 2.

••   When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 214 When the traction wheel’s diameter reaches 214 mm, replace the traction mm, replace the traction wheelwheel

and move the castor wheels back to and move the castor wheels back to location 1.location 1.
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Figure 39. Castor wheel locationsFigure 39. Castor wheel locations

1.1. Location 1Location 1 2.2. Location 2Location 2

5.12.3 5.12.3 Assembly Assembly of of the the castor castor wheelwheel

1.1. Install the sleeves into the new castor Install the sleeves into the new castor wheel.wheel.

2.2. Place the castor wheel into the bracket.Place the castor wheel into the bracket.

3.3. Push the bolt through the bracket and the castor Push the bolt through the bracket and the castor wheel. Be careful not to damagewheel. Be careful not to damage

the bolt threads.the bolt threads.

4.4. Install and tighten the nut to the Install and tighten the nut to the bolt.bolt.

5.5. Check that the castor wheel rotates properly.Check that the castor wheel rotates properly.
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5.135.13 Castor wheel suspensionCastor wheel suspension

Figure 40. Castor wheel suspension overviewFigure 40. Castor wheel suspension overview

The castor wheel suspension mechanism makes the truck more stable. Check theThe castor wheel suspension mechanism makes the truck more stable. Check the

condition of the suspension rubbers at every maintenance. Also the wear of the condition of the suspension rubbers at every maintenance. Also the wear of the castorcastor

wheels and the traction wheel have a considerable effect on the trwheels and the traction wheel have a considerable effect on the truck’s drivinguck’s driving

capability.capability.

When the castor wheel suspension mechanism needWhen the castor wheel suspension mechanism needs to be s to be serviced, it is serviced, it is easiest toeasiest to

remove the whole system from the truck remove the whole system from the truck frame. The procedure is described below.frame. The procedure is described below.

NOTE: To access the castor wheel suspension mechanism, lift the truck up NOTE: To access the castor wheel suspension mechanism, lift the truck up (see the(see the

correct lifting points in the sectioncorrect lifting points in the section 5.1 5.1 of this manual).of this manual).  

1.1. Remove the four nuts attaching theRemove the four nuts attaching the

castor wheel suspensioncastor wheel suspension

mechanism to the truck frame.mechanism to the truck frame.

2.2. Remove the castor wheelRemove the castor wheel

suspension mechanism.suspension mechanism.
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Disassembly of the castor wheel unit:Disassembly of the castor wheel unit:

1.1. Remove the bolts and the nutsRemove the bolts and the nuts

attaching the castor wheel unit to theattaching the castor wheel unit to the

castor wheel suspensioncastor wheel suspension

mechanism.mechanism.

2.2. Remove the castor wheel unit.Remove the castor wheel unit.

 Assembly of the  Assembly of the castor wheel uncastor wheel unit:it:

1.1. Install the castor wheel unit.Install the castor wheel unit.

2.2. Tighten the bolts and the nuts attaching the castor wheel unit Tighten the bolts and the nuts attaching the castor wheel unit to the castor wheelto the castor wheel

suspension mechanism.suspension mechanism.

3.3. Check that there is not Check that there is not too much play in the too much play in the bearing of the castor wheel unit.bearing of the castor wheel unit.

4.4. Check that the castor wheel rotates properly.Check that the castor wheel rotates properly.

Disassembly of the rubber Disassembly of the rubber spring:spring:

1.1. Remove the bolt and the nut holdingRemove the bolt and the nut holding

the rubber spring in place.the rubber spring in place.

2.2. Remove the rubber spring and theRemove the rubber spring and the

washers by pulling them to the side.washers by pulling them to the side.

 Assembly of the  Assembly of the rubber springrubber spring::

1.1. Install the rubber spring and the washers.Install the rubber spring and the washers.

2.2. Tighten the bolt and the nut keeping the rubber spring in place. Do not overTighten the bolt and the nut keeping the rubber spring in place. Do not over

tighten! Always use a new locking nut and tighten! Always use a new locking nut and tighten the nut only so much tighten the nut only so much that thethat the

locking part of the nut is on the threads.locking part of the nut is on the threads.
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5.145.14 Disassembly of the drive unit suspensionDisassembly of the drive unit suspension

WARNINGWARNING

When you lift the truck up, When you lift the truck up, make sure that you support it make sure that you support it properly to prevent it fromproperly to prevent it from

falling.falling.

NOTE: If the truck NOTE: If the truck is equipped with the electrical steering option, you need tois equipped with the electrical steering option, you need to

disassemble the electrical steering motor unit first before you can perform the stepsdisassemble the electrical steering motor unit first before you can perform the steps

 provided b provided below. For moelow. For more informre information abouation about the disassemt the disassembly of the electrbly of the electrical steeringical steering

motor unit, see sectionmotor unit, see section 15.11.5. 15.11.5.  

Figure 41. Drive unit suspension overviewFigure 41. Drive unit suspension overview

1.1. Motor bedMotor bed

2.2. Motor bed frameMotor bed frame

3.3. Motor connectorMotor connector

4.4. Power cablePower cable

5.5. Cable mounting bracketCable mounting bracket

6.6. SpringSpring

7.7. Tub pinTub pin

8.8. ShaftShaft

9.9. Slide bearingSlide bearing
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1.1. Remove all the covers. For instructions, see sectionRemove all the covers. For instructions, see section 5.4. 5.4.  

2.2. Remove the tiller arm and the tiller Remove the tiller arm and the tiller arm fastener. For instructions, see sectionarm fastener. For instructions, see section

5.15.5.15.  

3.3. Remove the drive unit. For instructions, see sectionRemove the drive unit. For instructions, see section 8.3.1. 8.3.1.  

4.4. Remove the hydraulic cylinder. For Remove the hydraulic cylinder. For instructions, see sectioninstructions, see section 10.5. 10.5.  

5.5. Remove the four screws at the Remove the four screws at the backback

of the motor bed frame.of the motor bed frame.

6.6. Lift the motor bed frame out of itsLift the motor bed frame out of its

slot.slot.

7.7. Remove the screws and shaftsRemove the screws and shafts

holding the drive unit suspensionholding the drive unit suspension

springs in place.springs in place.

8.8. Remove the springs.Remove the springs.
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9.9. Push out the tub pins above thePush out the tub pins above the

motor bed.motor bed.

10.10. Push out the shafts connecting thePush out the shafts connecting the

top part of the motor bed to thetop part of the motor bed to the

motor bed frame.motor bed frame.

11.11. Remove the slide bearings.Remove the slide bearings.

12.12. Tilt the motor bed forwardTilt the motor bed forward

approximately 45 degrees.approximately 45 degrees.

13.13. Push out the tub pins beneath thePush out the tub pins beneath the

motor bed.motor bed.

14.14. Push out the shafts connecting thePush out the shafts connecting the

lower part of the motor bed to thelower part of the motor bed to the

motor bed frame.motor bed frame.

15.15. Remove the slide bearings.Remove the slide bearings.
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5.155.15 Tiller armTiller arm

aa

Figure 42. Tiller arm overviewFigure 42. Tiller arm overview

1.1. Tiller armTiller arm

2.2. Tiller arm fastenerTiller arm fastener

3.3. Tiller connectorTiller connector

Removing the tiller arm:Removing the tiller arm:

1.1. Remove the covers. For Remove the covers. For more detailed information, see sectionmore detailed information, see section 5.4. 5.4.  

2.2. Remove the tiller connectors fromRemove the tiller connectors from

the motor.the motor.
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3.3. Remove the brake wires from theRemove the brake wires from the

connector using the extraction toolconnector using the extraction tool

(360058).(360058).

4.4. Remove the bolts attaching the tillerRemove the bolts attaching the tiller

arm fastener to the magnetic brake.arm fastener to the magnetic brake.

5.5. Remove the tiller arm fastener andRemove the tiller arm fastener and

the tiller arm.the tiller arm.

During the installation of the tiller arm, tighten the bolts of the tiller arm fastener first byDuring the installation of the tiller arm, tighten the bolts of the tiller arm fastener first by

hand to make sure they fit the threads correctly. After that, cross-tighten the bolts with ahand to make sure they fit the threads correctly. After that, cross-tighten the bolts with a

power tool, making sure that the fastener is power tool, making sure that the fastener is aligned correctly.aligned correctly.
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5.165.16 Tiller arm jointTiller arm joint

Figure 43. Tiller arm joint overviewFigure 43. Tiller arm joint overview

1.1.  Aisle pipe Aisle pipe

2.2. Gas springGas spring

3.3. Spring lockSpring lock

4.4. BearingBearing

5.5. ShaftShaft

Disassembly of the tiller arm joint:Disassembly of the tiller arm joint:

1.1. Remove the tiller head. For instructions, see the sectionRemove the tiller head. For instructions, see the section 8.1.1. 8.1.1.  

2.2. Remove the lower bolt from the tillerRemove the lower bolt from the tiller

arm.arm.

3.3. Pull the aisle pipe up.Pull the aisle pipe up.
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4.4. Remove the locking spring from theRemove the locking spring from the

gas spring’s head.gas spring’s head.

5.5.  At the base o At the base of the gas springf the gas spring, push, push

the spring lock off its place andthe spring lock off its place and

move it to the side. Note themove it to the side. Note the

orientation of the spring lock.orientation of the spring lock.

6.6. Pull the gas spring out.Pull the gas spring out.
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7.7. Remove the locking screw.Remove the locking screw.

8.8. Remove the shaft.Remove the shaft.

9.9. Remove the bearings.Remove the bearings.
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6 6 Electrical Electrical operationoperation

This chapter describes the electrical operating principles of the power pallet truck. TheThis chapter describes the electrical operating principles of the power pallet truck. The

standard model and its electrical schematic diagram are used as an example.standard model and its electrical schematic diagram are used as an example.

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct schematic diagram for the Always use the correct schematic diagram for the specific model you are servicing. Thespecific model you are servicing. The

latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

To troubleshoot a particular component, locate the component on the appropriate pageTo troubleshoot a particular component, locate the component on the appropriate page

of the schematic diagram and check the of the schematic diagram and check the circuitry associated with it. Keep the schematiccircuitry associated with it. Keep the schematic

diagram at hand for reference while reading the explanation. Make diagram at hand for reference while reading the explanation. Make sure that you havesure that you have

the correct schematic diagram with regard to the truck model the correct schematic diagram with regard to the truck model and its age.and its age.

6.16.1 Using the schematic diagramUsing the schematic diagram

CAUTIONCAUTION

The figures provided in this section are provided as The figures provided in this section are provided as examples only. Therefore theexamples only. Therefore the

information in the actual schematic diagram of the truck model information in the actual schematic diagram of the truck model you are servicing mayyou are servicing may

differ from the figures.differ from the figures.

 As an exampl As an example,e, Figure 44 Figure 44 below shows a part of below shows a part of a schematic diagram.a schematic diagram.
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Figure 44. Page 1/8, zone 13, wiring reference J14Figure 44. Page 1/8, zone 13, wiring reference J14

Note the numbers above the wiring reference J14. These numbers (8/16) direct you Note the numbers above the wiring reference J14. These numbers (8/16) direct you toto

the page and zone where the wire is connected.the page and zone where the wire is connected.

This procedure is used to follow This procedure is used to follow the circuits throughout the schematic diagram. If thethe circuits throughout the schematic diagram. If the

numbers are given without the slash (/), numbers are given without the slash (/), the connection is on the same page of the connection is on the same page of thethe

schematics.schematics.

Table 2Table 2 below explains the different identifiers used in below explains the different identifiers used in the schematic diagram. # standsthe schematic diagram. # stands
for a number.for a number.

Table 2. Schematic diagram identifiersTable 2. Schematic diagram identifiers

IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTIONIDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION

S#S# Switches and other state Switches and other state changing devices (for example, most sensors).changing devices (for example, most sensors).

#F##F# FuseFuse

J# Reference.J# Reference.

 All references mark All references marked with an even ”J” (e.g. Jed with an even ”J” (e.g. J2) are positive (+). All2) are positive (+). All

references marked with an odd “J” (e.g. J3) are references marked with an odd “J” (e.g. J3) are negative (-).negative (-).
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IDENTIFIER DESCRIPTIONIDENTIFIER DESCRIPTION

M#M# MotorMotor

V#V# DiodeDiode

 A# A# Controllers and displaysControllers and displays

K#K# Contactors and relaysContactors and relays

X#X# Connector. Contact numbers are marked on individual wires.Connector. Contact numbers are marked on individual wires.

XX#XX# Splice. Multiple wires are connected together at this Splice. Multiple wires are connected together at this point.point.

Figure 45Figure 45 shows the reference to whichshows the reference to which Figure 44 Figure 44 referred.referred.

Figure 45. Page 8, zone 16, wiring reference J14Figure 45. Page 8, zone 16, wiring reference J14

Once again, note the numbers below Once again, note the numbers below the wiring reference J14. the wiring reference J14. These numbers (1/13)These numbers (1/13)

direct you back to direct you back to the page (and zone) shown inthe page (and zone) shown in Figure 44. Figure 44.  

Figure 46. Page numbers (4/9), circuit diagram number (3-7109) and revision letter (H)Figure 46. Page numbers (4/9), circuit diagram number (3-7109) and revision letter (H)
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Page numbers, the circuit diagram number and the revision letter can be found in Page numbers, the circuit diagram number and the revision letter can be found in thethe

bottom right corner of the bottom right corner of the page.page.

Figure 47. Page modification historyFigure 47. Page modification history

On the bottom left side of On the bottom left side of the circuit diagram, you can see the circuit diagram, you can see the modification history of thethe modification history of the

page.page.

6.26.2 Power sourcePower source

This truck product family uses wet This truck product family uses wet lead-acid batteries, which consist of 12 cells andlead-acid batteries, which consist of 12 cells and

supply a nominal voltage of 24 volts. The batteries have the supply a nominal voltage of 24 volts. The batteries have the maximum capacity ofmaximum capacity of

500 Ah, depending on the truck model. The batteries reside in a separate compartment500 Ah, depending on the truck model. The batteries reside in a separate compartment

and are connected to the system via and are connected to the system via the X1 battery connector. In the the X1 battery connector. In the electricalelectrical

schematic diagram, the battery is presented as G1 in zone schematic diagram, the battery is presented as G1 in zone 11 on page 1.11 on page 1.

6.36.3 Safety circuit (emergency stop button)Safety circuit (emergency stop button)

If the emergency stop button (S9) If the emergency stop button (S9) is in its is in its normal closed position, B+ continues to flownormal closed position, B+ continues to flow

to the key switch (S1). B+ also flows to the key switch (S1). B+ also flows to the main power contactor coil (K1). The operatorto the main power contactor coil (K1). The operator

can shut down the system power at can shut down the system power at any time by pressing the emergency stop button.any time by pressing the emergency stop button.

When the button is pressed, the connection opens and removes B+ from the mainWhen the button is pressed, the connection opens and removes B+ from the main

contactor coil (K1).contactor coil (K1).

6.46.4 Key switchKey switch

The main key switch S1 The main key switch S1 controls the electrical power supply to the entire controls the electrical power supply to the entire system withsystem with

the help of the main the help of the main contactor K1. The coil controlling the K1 contacts is contactor K1. The coil controlling the K1 contacts is presented inpresented in

zone 17 on page 1.zone 17 on page 1.

The key switch is activated by turning it to the ON position. When the key switch S1The key switch is activated by turning it to the ON position. When the key switch S1

closes, B+ flows to closes, B+ flows to the coil of the the coil of the main contactor K1, the negative is connected to themain contactor K1, the negative is connected to the

battery via the controller pin 6 battery via the controller pin 6 of the connector XA1B and the contactor K1 of the connector XA1B and the contactor K1 closes thecloses the

contacts. Positive electrical power is supplied to the system contacts. Positive electrical power is supplied to the system through the main fuse 5F1.through the main fuse 5F1.

The fuse 5F1 is rThe fuse 5F1 is rated at 300 A. In ated at 300 A. In the electrical schematic diagram, the location of thethe electrical schematic diagram, the location of the

main fuses is illustrated in zone 27 on page 1. After the main fuse 5F1, the +B supply ismain fuses is illustrated in zone 27 on page 1. After the main fuse 5F1, the +B supply is

fed to the contacts of fed to the contacts of the pump motor M2. The pump motor negative is controlled by thethe pump motor M2. The pump motor negative is controlled by the

pump controller. In the schematic diagram, the M2 contacts are presented in zone 21 onpump controller. In the schematic diagram, the M2 contacts are presented in zone 21 on

page 1.page 1.

The traction motor is controlled by the The traction motor is controlled by the traction controller. In the schematic diagram, thetraction controller. In the schematic diagram, the

M1 contacts are presented in zone 23 on M1 contacts are presented in zone 23 on page 1. The main voltage is supplied to thepage 1. The main voltage is supplied to the

terminal BF on the traction controller.terminal BF on the traction controller.
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6.56.5 TractionTraction

The movement of the truck is The movement of the truck is controlled by the traction controller. Before the truck cancontrolled by the traction controller. Before the truck can

be driven, the battery must be be driven, the battery must be connected, the main key switch must be closed and theconnected, the main key switch must be closed and the

system must have system must have passed the self-test procedure.passed the self-test procedure.

When the truck is When the truck is powered on and in the standby mode, it can powered on and in the standby mode, it can be driven by turning thebe driven by turning the
accelerator at the end of the accelerator at the end of the tiller arm forward or tiller arm forward or backward. In the electrical schematicbackward. In the electrical schematic

diagram, the accelerator is presented in zones 12 to 15 diagram, the accelerator is presented in zones 12 to 15 on page 3 of the on page 3 of the electricalelectrical

schematic diagram. The acceleratoschematic diagram. The accelerator unit receives its r unit receives its positive 24 volt electrical supplypositive 24 volt electrical supply

from the pin 2 of the connector XA1C. The negative connection is supplied directly fromfrom the pin 2 of the connector XA1C. The negative connection is supplied directly from

- B. - B. When the accelerator is turned forward or backward, it When the accelerator is turned forward or backward, it indicates the direction to theindicates the direction to the

traction controller via the pins 4 traction controller via the pins 4 and 8 of the and 8 of the connector XA1B. It also provides a varyingconnector XA1B. It also provides a varying

voltage to the pin 4 voltage to the pin 4 of the connector XA1C. The voltage varies between 0, 3 of the connector XA1C. The voltage varies between 0, 3 and 4.7and 4.7

volts, depending on the position of the accelerator control. The voltage increases as thevolts, depending on the position of the accelerator control. The voltage increases as the

accelerator is moved to either extreme.accelerator is moved to either extreme.

6.66.6 AC motor operationAC motor operation

In the induction motor (= In the induction motor (= asynchronoasynchronous motor), the stator us motor), the stator is powered with alternatingis powered with alternating
current and designed to create a rotating magnetic field, which rotates in current and designed to create a rotating magnetic field, which rotates in time with thetime with the

 AC oscillations. In  AC oscillations. In the induction the induction motor, the rotomotor, the rotor rotates at a slower rotates at a slower speed than tr speed than thehe

stator field and therefore the magnetic field through the rotor is stator field and therefore the magnetic field through the rotor is changing (rotating). Thechanging (rotating). The

rotor has windings in the form rotor has windings in the form of closed wire loops. The rotating magnetic flux inducesof closed wire loops. The rotating magnetic flux induces

currents in the rotor windings as currents in the rotor windings as in a transformer. These currents in turn in a transformer. These currents in turn createcreate

magnetic fields in the rotor that magnetic fields in the rotor that interact with the stator field. Due interact with the stator field. Due to Lenz's law, theto Lenz's law, the

direction of the created magnetic field is such direction of the created magnetic field is such as to oppose the change in currentas to oppose the change in current

through the windings. The cause of induced current in the rotor through the windings. The cause of induced current in the rotor is the rotating statoris the rotating stator

magnetic field, so to oppose it, this rotor starts to rotate in the direction of the rotatingmagnetic field, so to oppose it, this rotor starts to rotate in the direction of the rotating

stator magnetic field to make the relative speed between the rotor stator magnetic field to make the relative speed between the rotor and the rotatingand the rotating

stator magnetic field zero.stator magnetic field zero.

For these currents to be For these currents to be induced, the speed of the physical rotor must induced, the speed of the physical rotor must be lower thanbe lower than

that of the stator's that of the stator's rotating magnetic field or the magnetic field would not be movingrotating magnetic field or the magnetic field would not be moving

relative to the rotor relative to the rotor conductors and no currents would be induced. As the speed of theconductors and no currents would be induced. As the speed of the

rotor drops below synchronous speed, the rotation rate of the magnetic field in rotor drops below synchronous speed, the rotation rate of the magnetic field in the rotorthe rotor

increases, inducing more current in the windings and creating more torque. The ratioincreases, inducing more current in the windings and creating more torque. The ratio

between the rotation rate of the magnetic field as between the rotation rate of the magnetic field as seen by the rotor (sseen by the rotor (slip speed) and thelip speed) and the

rotation rate of the stator's rrotation rate of the stator's rotating field is called "slip". Under load, the otating field is called "slip". Under load, the speed drops andspeed drops and

the slip increases enough to create sufficient torque to turn the slip increases enough to create sufficient torque to turn the load. For this reason,the load. For this reason,

induction motors are sometimes referred to induction motors are sometimes referred to as asynchronous motors. An as asynchronous motors. An inductioninduction

motor can be used as motor can be used as an induction generatoan induction generator, or r, or it can be unrolled to form it can be unrolled to form the linearthe linear

induction motor, which can directly induction motor, which can directly generate linear motion.generate linear motion.
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7 7 Battery Battery maintenancemaintenance

WARNINGWARNING

Always keep the truck’s battery clean and Always keep the truck’s battery clean and dry to prevent tracking currents. Cleaning ofdry to prevent tracking currents. Cleaning of
the battery must be done in the battery must be done in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

Any liquid in the battery tray must Any liquid in the battery tray must be extracted and disposed of in be extracted and disposed of in the prescribedthe prescribed

manner. After cleaning, repair all damages to the manner. After cleaning, repair all damages to the tray’s insulation to prevent traytray’s insulation to prevent tray

corrosion and to ensure that the insulation value complies with corrosion and to ensure that the insulation value complies with the standardthe standard

EN 50272-3.EN 50272-3.

If the battery is taken out If the battery is taken out of service for a longer period, make of service for a longer period, make sure that the battery issure that the battery is

fully charged and store it in a fully charged and store it in a dry, frost-free room. The storage time should be taken dry, frost-free room. The storage time should be taken intointo

account when considering the lifetime of the battery.account when considering the lifetime of the battery.

In case of any malfunctions on In case of any malfunctions on the battery or in the charger, contact the the battery or in the charger, contact the batterybattery

manufacturer without delay.manufacturer without delay.

When using motive batteries and chargers, always make When using motive batteries and chargers, always make sure you follow the currentsure you follow the current

standards, laws, rules and regulations in force in standards, laws, rules and regulations in force in the country of usethe country of use

For batteries according to the ATEX directive 94/9 For batteries according to the ATEX directive 94/9 EC, the instructions for maintainingEC, the instructions for maintaining

the appropriate protection class during operation must be complied with (see thethe appropriate protection class during operation must be complied with (see the

relevant certificate).relevant certificate).

Batteries marked with this sign must be Batteries marked with this sign must be recycled.recycled.

Batteries that are not marked with this Batteries that are not marked with this sign are not returned for the recycling processsign are not returned for the recycling process

and must be disposed of as and must be disposed of as hazardous waste.hazardous waste.
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7.17.1 Safety regulations concerning the handling of lead-acidSafety regulations concerning the handling of lead-acid

batteriesbatteries

Pay attention to the Pay attention to the battery’s operating instructions and fix them close to the battery.battery’s operating instructions and fix them close to the battery.

Work on batteries should be carried out Work on batteries should be carried out by skilled personnel only!by skilled personnel only!

Use protective glasses and clothes when working on batteries.Use protective glasses and clothes when working on batteries.

Pay attention to the Pay attention to the accident prevention rules as well as the standards EN 50272-3 accident prevention rules as well as the standards EN 50272-3 and ENand EN

50110-150110-1

No smoking!No smoking!

Do not expose batteries to naked Do not expose batteries to naked flames, glowing embers or sparks, as it may cause theflames, glowing embers or sparks, as it may cause the

battery to explode.battery to explode.

 Acid splashes in the ey Acid splashes in the eyes or on the skin mues or on the skin must be washed immediately wst be washed immediately with water.ith water.

In case of an accident, consult a In case of an accident, consult a doctor immediately!doctor immediately!

Clothing contaminated by acid should be Clothing contaminated by acid should be washed with water.washed with water.

Risk of explosion and fire, avoid short Risk of explosion and fire, avoid short circuits!circuits!

Metal parts of the battery are Metal parts of the battery are always live. Do not place tools or always live. Do not place tools or other metal objects on theother metal objects on the

battery!battery!

Electrolyte is highly corrosive.Electrolyte is highly corrosive.

Batteries and cells are heavy.Batteries and cells are heavy.

Ensure secure installation. Use only suitable handling equipment, for Ensure secure installation. Use only suitable handling equipment, for example lifting gear inexample lifting gear in

accordance with the standard VDI 3616.accordance with the standard VDI 3616.

Dangerous electrical voltage!Dangerous electrical voltage!

Pay attention to the Pay attention to the hazards that can be caused by batteries.hazards that can be caused by batteries.
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7.27.2 Battery maintenanceBattery maintenance

7.2.1 7.2.1 Daily Daily maintenancemaintenance

Charge the battery after every discharge.Charge the battery after every discharge.

For batteries with electrolyte circulation, check the electrolyte level towards the end For batteries with electrolyte circulation, check the electrolyte level towards the end ofof

the charging and, if necessary, top it the charging and, if necessary, top it up to the specified level with up to the specified level with purified waterpurified water

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The electrolyte level must not fall belowaccording to the manufacturer’s instructions. The electrolyte level must not fall below

the anti-surge baffle, the top of the the anti-surge baffle, the top of the separator or the electrolyte minimum level mark.separator or the electrolyte minimum level mark.

For batteries with filling level sensors, check For batteries with filling level sensors, check the illuminated display daily. If the displaythe illuminated display daily. If the display

is green, the level is OK. If the display shows a blinking red colour, the filling level is toois green, the level is OK. If the display shows a blinking red colour, the filling level is too

low.low.

Check the electrolyte level visually by opening the standard vent plug or Check the electrolyte level visually by opening the standard vent plug or by the positionby the position

of the float indicator of of the float indicator of the water refilling plug and top it the water refilling plug and top it up with demineralised water atup with demineralised water at

the end of the charge.the end of the charge.

7.2.2 7.2.2 Weekly Weekly maintenancemaintenance

 After recharging After recharging, check the ba, check the battery visually for anttery visually for any signs of dirt or mey signs of dirt or mechanical damchanical damagesages

to the battery’s components. Pay special attention to the battery charging plugs andto the battery’s components. Pay special attention to the battery charging plugs and

cables. In special cases when charging with an IU cables. In special cases when charging with an IU characteristic curve, also ancharacteristic curve, also an

equalizing charge must be carried out.equalizing charge must be carried out.

7.2.3 7.2.3 Monthly Monthly maintenancemaintenance

 At the end of  At the end of the charge, switch the charge, switch the charger on the charger on and measuand measure and record re and record the voltages ofthe voltages of

all cells or bloc batteries.all cells or bloc batteries.

 After the chargin After the charging has beeg has been completedn completed, measure an, measure and record the eld record the electrolyte densiectrolyte density,ty,

electrolyte temperature and the filling level (when filling level sensors are used) of electrolyte temperature and the filling level (when filling level sensors are used) of allall

cells. If there are cells. If there are any significant changes compareany significant changes compared to earlier measurements ord to earlier measurements or

differences between the cells or bloc batteries, charge the battery fully and differences between the cells or bloc batteries, charge the battery fully and allow it toallow it to
rest for the minimum of two hours. If the problem persists, contact the batteryrest for the minimum of two hours. If the problem persists, contact the battery

manufacturer.manufacturer.

Before contacting the battery manufacturer, measure and record:Before contacting the battery manufacturer, measure and record:

••   Total voltageTotal voltage

••   Voltage per cellVoltage per cell

••   If the voltage readings are irregular, also check the If the voltage readings are irregular, also check the S.G. of each cellS.G. of each cell

7.2.4 7.2.4 Annual Annual maintenancemaintenance

In accordance with the standard EN 1175-1, the insulation resistance of the In accordance with the standard EN 1175-1, the insulation resistance of the truck andtruck and

the battery must be checked by the battery must be checked by an electrical specialist at least once per an electrical specialist at least once per year. The testsyear. The tests

on the battery’s insulation resistance must be conducted in accordance with theon the battery’s insulation resistance must be conducted in accordance with the
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standard EN 1987 part 1. The insulation resistance of the standard EN 1987 part 1. The insulation resistance of the battery must not fall below thebattery must not fall below the

value of 50value of 50 Ω per Volt of nominal voltage, in compliance with the standard EN 50272Ω per Volt of nominal voltage, in compliance with the standard EN 50272-3.-3.

For batteries up to 20 V nominal voltage, the minimum value is 1000For batteries up to 20 V nominal voltage, the minimum value is 1000 Ω.Ω.  

For batteries fitted with an electrolyte circulation system, check For batteries fitted with an electrolyte circulation system, check the filter of the the filter of the air pumpair pump

and clean or replace it, if and clean or replace it, if needed. The filter may need to be replaced earlier thanneeded. The filter may need to be replaced earlier than

expected if there are no leaks expected if there are no leaks in the air pipes but in the air pipes but for some reason the defect signal offor some reason the defect signal of
the air mixing system on the charger or on the battery (on the DC air pump or rthe air mixing system on the charger or on the battery (on the DC air pump or remoteemote

signal) is signal) is illuminateilluminated.d.

During annual maintenance, also check the correct operation of the air pump.During annual maintenance, also check the correct operation of the air pump.

7.37.3 Recharging the batteryRecharging the battery

CAUTIONCAUTION

Make sure that the charger is the Make sure that the charger is the appropriate model (correct battery type and voltage)appropriate model (correct battery type and voltage)

and that the battery has sufficient ventilation.and that the battery has sufficient ventilation.

1.1. Park the truck in Park the truck in a reserved recharging place.a reserved recharging place.

2.2. Switch the truck’s power off.Switch the truck’s power off.

3.3. Make sure that the charger hasMake sure that the charger has

been switched off.been switched off.

4.4. Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the sectionsection 5.4.4. 5.4.4.  

5.5. Disconnect the battery connectorDisconnect the battery connector

and connect it to the charger.and connect it to the charger.
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6.6. Switch on the charger.Switch on the charger.

After rechargingAfter recharging

1.1. Switch the charger off.Switch the charger off.

2.2. Disconnect the battery connectorDisconnect the battery connector

from the charger. Grab the plugs; dofrom the charger. Grab the plugs; do

not pull the cables.not pull the cables.

3.3. Check the battery according to Check the battery according to the battery manufacturer's maintenancethe battery manufacturer's maintenance

instructions.instructions.

4.4. Connect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remainConnect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remain

completely safe within the frame of the truck.completely safe within the frame of the truck.

5.5. Close the battery cover. Make sure that Close the battery cover. Make sure that the locking button returns all the way the locking button returns all the way toto

the locking position.the locking position.
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7.47.4 Measuring the battery's specific gravityMeasuring the battery's specific gravity

Measure the specific gravity of the battery Measure the specific gravity of the battery fluid according to the manufacturer'sfluid according to the manufacturer's

instructions. The acid density of a fully instructions. The acid density of a fully charged battery is 1.28 to 1.30 at charged battery is 1.28 to 1.30 at +30°C. The+30°C. The

gravity is:gravity is:

••   1.24 when the battery is 3/4 1.24 when the battery is 3/4 charged.charged.

••   1.20 when the battery is 1/2 1.20 when the battery is 1/2 charged.charged.

••   1.16 when the battery is 1/4 1.16 when the battery is 1/4 charged.charged.

••   1.15 when the battery is empty. Charge the battery 1.15 when the battery is empty. Charge the battery immediatelyimmediately..

7.57.5 Replacing the batteryReplacing the battery

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when replacing the battery.Always follow the manufacturer’s instructions when replacing the battery.

When replacing the battery, use one wWhen replacing the battery, use one with similar dimensions and weight to maintain theith similar dimensions and weight to maintain the

stability and the braking properties of the truck. The stability and the braking properties of the truck. The battery’s minimum weight isbattery’s minimum weight is

indicated on the identification plate of the truck.indicated on the identification plate of the truck.

When reinstalling batteries, use the appropriate tools for moving, connecting andWhen reinstalling batteries, use the appropriate tools for moving, connecting and

fastening the battery securely. Do not keep fastening the battery securely. Do not keep tools or other metal implements on top oftools or other metal implements on top of

uncovered batteries.uncovered batteries.

Make sure that the capacity of the used lifting device is sufficient. When using a liftingMake sure that the capacity of the used lifting device is sufficient. When using a lifting

device for lifting the battery, place a device for lifting the battery, place a non-conductive plate on top of the battery to anon-conductive plate on top of the battery to avoidvoid

the risk of a the risk of a short circuit. This is not necessary, if short circuit. This is not necessary, if the lifting device has sufficientthe lifting device has sufficient

insulation and is equipped with a insulation and is equipped with a distributor, or if the pole shoes and distributor, or if the pole shoes and cell combinationscell combinations

are fully protected.are fully protected.
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Figure 48. Replacing the battery overviewFigure 48. Replacing the battery overview

1.1. Battery connectorBattery connector

2.2. Battery holderBattery holder

3.3. BatteryBattery

1.1. Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the sectionsection 5.4.4. 5.4.4.  

2.2. Disconnect the battery connector.Disconnect the battery connector.

3.3. Open the battery holder with aOpen the battery holder with a

13 mm socket wrench to release the13 mm socket wrench to release the

latch.latch.
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4.4.  Attach self-lockin Attach self-locking lifting hookg lifting hooks (sizes (size

5/6) to the lifting points.5/6) to the lifting points.

5.5. Lift up the battery.Lift up the battery.

6.6. Insert a new battery (verify Insert a new battery (verify the battery type and voltage).the battery type and voltage).

7.7.  Attach the latch  Attach the latch and close thand close the battery holde battery holder with a socket wreer with a socket wrench.nch.

8.8. Connect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remainConnect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remain

completely safe within the frame of the truck.completely safe within the frame of the truck.

9.9. Close the battery cover.Close the battery cover.
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8 8 Electric Electric system system maintenancemaintenance

8.18.1 Tiller armTiller arm

Figure 49. Tiller arm overviewFigure 49. Tiller arm overview

1.1. Tiller headTiller head

2.2. Tiller head switchesTiller head switches

3.3. Safety buttonSafety button

4.4.  Accelerator Accelerator

8.1.1 8.1.1 Removing Removing the the tiller tiller headhead

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before opening the tiller head, turn the Before opening the tiller head, turn the key switch to the OFF position and key switch to the OFF position and disconnectdisconnect
the battery plug/connector. Record the places of the harness connections beforethe battery plug/connector. Record the places of the harness connections before

disassembly.disassembly.

When disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and thenWhen disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and then

unlock the connector. Holding the case may cause unlock the connector. Holding the case may cause damage to the inside card, whiledamage to the inside card, while

holding the cable may cause wire holding the cable may cause wire breakage.breakage.
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Figure 50. Tiller head overviewFigure 50. Tiller head overview

1.1. Tiller headTiller head2.2. ConnectorConnector 3.3. Tiller head fixing screwTiller head fixing screw4.4. Logo plateLogo plate

1.1. Remove the logo plate.Remove the logo plate.

2.2. Remove the tiller head fixing screw.Remove the tiller head fixing screw.

3.3. Lift the tiller head carefully upwardsLift the tiller head carefully upwards

until you can feel the connectoruntil you can feel the connector

wires tightening. Be careful not towires tightening. Be careful not to

damage the wiring. When pulling thedamage the wiring. When pulling the

tiller head up, note that the pipetiller head up, note that the pipe

edges are sharp and may cut you.edges are sharp and may cut you.
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4.4. Disconnect the connectors.Disconnect the connectors.

5.5. Remove the tiller head from theRemove the tiller head from the

pipe.pipe.

8.1.2 8.1.2 Removing Removing the the tiller tiller head head switchesswitches

CAUTIONCAUTION

When removing the switches, be careful not When removing the switches, be careful not to break them.to break them.

Figure 51. Tiller head switches overviewFigure 51. Tiller head switches overview

1.1. Brake release/slow speed switchBrake release/slow speed switch

2.2. HornHorn

3.3. Initial lower/lift switchesInitial lower/lift switches
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1.1. Remove the brake Remove the brake release/slowrelease/slow

speed switch.speed switch.

2.2. Remove the horn.Remove the horn.

3.3. Remove the initial lift/lower switches.Remove the initial lift/lower switches.

8.1.3 8.1.3 Removing Removing the the safety safety buttonbutton

NOTE: Before you can remove the accelerator knobs, you have to remove the rubberNOTE: Before you can remove the accelerator knobs, you have to remove the rubber

tiller arm handles to tiller arm handles to make room.make room.  

Figure 52. Safety button overviewFigure 52. Safety button overview

1.1. Rubber handleRubber handle

2.2.  Accelerator knob’s fixing screw Accelerator knob’s fixing screw

3.3.  Accelerator knob Accelerator knob

4.4. Safety button fixing screwSafety button fixing screw

5.5. Safety buttonSafety button
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1.1. Remove the right hand side rubberRemove the right hand side rubber

handle.handle.

2.2. Remove the right hand sideRemove the right hand side

accelerator knob’s fixing screw.accelerator knob’s fixing screw.

3.3. Remove the accelerator knob.Remove the accelerator knob.

4.4. Remove the safety button fixingRemove the safety button fixing

screw.screw.

5.5. Remove the safety button.Remove the safety button.
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8.1.3.1 8.1.3.1 Installing Installing the the rubber rubber handleshandles

1.1. Clean the surface of the tiller armClean the surface of the tiller arm

handle carefully.handle carefully.

2.2. Spread two lines of Loctite 435 glueSpread two lines of Loctite 435 glue

onto the tiller arm handle.onto the tiller arm handle.

3.3. Install the new handle and place itInstall the new handle and place it

correctly before the clue dries (10correctly before the clue dries (10

seconds).seconds).
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8.1.4 8.1.4 Removing Removing the the acceleratoraccelerator

NOTE: Record the places of the wire connections before disassembly.NOTE: Record the places of the wire connections before disassembly.

Keep the accelerator connector because the new accelerator is delivered without aKeep the accelerator connector because the new accelerator is delivered without a

connector.connector.  

Figure 53. Accelerator overviewFigure 53. Accelerator overview

1.1. Rubber handleRubber handle

2.2.  Accelerator knob Accelerator knob

3.3. Safety buttonSafety button

4.4. Microswitch bracketMicroswitch bracket

5.5.  Accelerator connector Accelerator connector

6.6. Mounting bracketMounting bracket

7.7.  Accelerator Accelerator

1.1. Remove the tiller head. For instructions, see sectionRemove the tiller head. For instructions, see section 8.1.1 8.1.1 above.above.

2.2. Remove the safety button. For instructions, see sectionRemove the safety button. For instructions, see section 8.1.3 8.1.3 above.above.
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3.3. Pull out the microswitch bracket.Pull out the microswitch bracket.

4.4. Remove the accelerator connectorRemove the accelerator connector

from the mounting bracket.from the mounting bracket.

5.5. Open the fixing screws and removeOpen the fixing screws and remove

the mounting bracket.the mounting bracket.

6.6. Pull out the accelerator.Pull out the accelerator.

7.7. Pull out the accelerator wires fromPull out the accelerator wires from

the accelerator connector.the accelerator connector.
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8.1.5 8.1.5 Installing Installing the the acceleratoraccelerator

1.1. Connect the accelerator wires to Connect the accelerator wires to the accelerator connector. The pin locationsthe accelerator connector. The pin locations

from 1 to 3 from 1 to 3 are marked on the connector with lines and help you are marked on the connector with lines and help you in determiningin determining

the rest of the rest of the pin locations. Details of the accelerator wires and the pin locations. Details of the accelerator wires and their pintheir pin

locations are available inlocations are available in Figure 54 Figure 54 andand Table 3 Table 3 below.below.

2.2. Install the Install the accelerator.accelerator.

3.3. Install the mounting bracket and tighten the screws.Install the mounting bracket and tighten the screws.

4.4. Fit the accelerator connector to the mounting bracket.Fit the accelerator connector to the mounting bracket.

5.5. Install the microswitch bracket.Install the microswitch bracket.

6.6. Install the safety button. For instructions, see Install the safety button. For instructions, see the sectionthe section 8.1.3 8.1.3 above, justabove, just

perform the steps in reversed order.perform the steps in reversed order.

7.7.  Assemble the  Assemble the tiller arm. For instructiotiller arm. For instructions, see the sens, see the sectionction 5.15 5.15 above, just performabove, just perform

the steps in reverse order.the steps in reverse order.

8.8. Calibrate the accelerator. For instructions, see the sectionCalibrate the accelerator. For instructions, see the section 9.1. 9.1.  

Figure 54. Accelerator pin locationsFigure 54. Accelerator pin locations

Table 3. Accelerator wire detailsTable 3. Accelerator wire details

PIN PIN WIRE WIRE COLOR COLOR DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

11 Red/Green Red/Green Sensor Sensor +24 +24 VV

22 - - --

33 White/Black White/Black Backward Backward signalsignal

44 White White Forward Forward signalsignal

55 Orange Orange Sensor Sensor GNDGND

66 Black Black Sensor Sensor analogue analogue outputoutput

77 White/Brown White/Brown Sensor Sensor 0 0 VV
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PIN PIN WIRE WIRE COLOR COLOR DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

88 Grey Grey Safety Safety button button outputoutput

8.28.2 Electric panelElectric panel

WARNINGWARNING

Before inspecting the controller, disconnect the Before inspecting the controller, disconnect the battery plug/connector.battery plug/connector.

Never drive the truck without the electrical Never drive the truck without the electrical panel cover in place.panel cover in place.

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before inspecting and replacing fuses, turn the key switch Before inspecting and replacing fuses, turn the key switch to the OFF position andto the OFF position and

disconnect the battery plug/connector.disconnect the battery plug/connector.

Figure 55. Electric panel overviewFigure 55. Electric panel overview

1.1. Controller coverController cover

2.2. FusesFuses

3.3. Zapi COMBIACX Power ControllerZapi COMBIACX Power Controller

4.4. Controller fan (behind the electric panel)Controller fan (behind the electric panel)
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8.2.1 8.2.1 Removing Removing the the controller controller covercover

1.1. Remove the screw holding theRemove the screw holding the

controller cover in controller cover in place.place.

2.2. Pull the bottom of the cPull the bottom of the cover upwardsover upwards

to release the top of the cover.to release the top of the cover.

3.3. Remove the controller cover.Remove the controller cover.
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8.2.2 8.2.2 Zapi Zapi COMBIACX COMBIACX Power Power ControllerController

The COMBIACX inverter has been developed to perform all the electric functions thatThe COMBIACX inverter has been developed to perform all the electric functions that

are usually present in walkie and rider pallet trare usually present in walkie and rider pallet trucks, stackers and low level orderucks, stackers and low level order

pickers.pickers.

The controller can perform the The controller can perform the following functions:following functions:

••   Controller for AC 600 W to 2 kW Controller for AC 600 W to 2 kW AC motorsAC motors

••   Pump controller for series wounded DC motors up to Pump controller for series wounded DC motors up to 5 kW5 kW

••   Driver for the line Driver for the line contactor coilcontactor coil

••   Driver for ON/OFF solenoid valves and for one proportional valveDriver for ON/OFF solenoid valves and for one proportional valve

••   Low side and high side (short circuit Low side and high side (short circuit protected) drives for electric brake coilprotected) drives for electric brake coil

••   CAN bus interfaceCAN bus interface

••   Interface for a CAN bus tillerInterface for a CAN bus tiller

••   192 kB flash memory embedded192 kB flash memory embedded

••   Software downloadaSoftware downloadable via a serial ble via a serial link (internal connectors) or CAN bus (externallink (internal connectors) or CAN bus (external

connector)connector)

••   ESD protection on CAN bus ESD protection on CAN bus inputs CANL and CANHinputs CANL and CANH

••   Inverter for traction AC Inverter for traction AC asynchronoasynchronous 3-phase motors plus a chopper for us 3-phase motors plus a chopper for DC seriesDC series

pump motorspump motors

••   Regenerative braking functionsRegenerative braking functions

8.2.3 8.2.3 Zapi Zapi COMBIACX COMBIACX connectorsconnectors

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before any inspection or repair work, turn the Before any inspection or repair work, turn the key switch to the OFF key switch to the OFF position,position,

disconnect the battery plug/connector, discharge all inverters and record the places ofdisconnect the battery plug/connector, discharge all inverters and record the places of

the harness connections before disassembly.the harness connections before disassembly.

When disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and When disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and unlock theunlock the

connector. Holding the case may cause damage to connector. Holding the case may cause damage to the inside card, while holding thethe inside card, while holding the

cable may cause wire breakage.cable may cause wire breakage.

If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are not tightenednot tightened

properly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and canproperly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and can

even cause a fire. To even cause a fire. To prevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tighteningprevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tightening

torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull the cables to checkthe cables to check

connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are moved, connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are moved, re-tightenre-tighten

the connections.the connections.
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Figure 56. Zapi COMBIACX Power connectorsFigure 56. Zapi COMBIACX Power connectors

1.1. CND external connectorCND external connector
2.2. CNC external connectorCNC external connector

3.3. CNB external connectorCNB external connector
4.4. CNA external connectorCNA external connector

The Zapi COMBIACX Power inverter uses four connectors:The Zapi COMBIACX Power inverter uses four connectors:

••   CNA 14 poles CNA 14 poles connector, spare part: RL450937connector, spare part: RL450937

••   CNB 8 poles connector, spare part: RL450935CNB 8 poles connector, spare part: RL450935

••   CNC 10 poles CNC 10 poles connector, spare part: RL450936connector, spare part: RL450936

••   CND 6 poles connector, spare part: RL450661CND 6 poles connector, spare part: RL450661

Contact 0.2 – 0.8 mm2 for CNA, CNB, CNC and CND connectors, Spare part:Contact 0.2 – 0.8 mm2 for CNA, CNB, CNC and CND connectors, Spare part:

RL450666RL450666

8.2.3.1 8.2.3.1 CNA CNA external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

 A1 EV1 (XA1 A/1) A1 EV1 (XA1 A/1)

(fan control)(fan control)

Output of the Output of the protected ON/OFF electrovalve driver;protected ON/OFF electrovalve driver;

1.5 A maximum continuous current (driving to –1.5 A maximum continuous current (driving to –

Batt). Built-in freewheeling diode to B2. This outputBatt). Built-in freewheeling diode to B2. This output

is activated when the 1ST function (input is activated when the 1ST function (input A12) isA12) is

requested.requested.

 A4 DI5 (XA1 A/4) A4 DI5 (XA1 A/4)

(platform up S10)(platform up S10)

Input of the switch DI5. The Input of the switch DI5. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller HORN input. When the switch is closed,controller HORN input. When the switch is closed,

the horn output is activated.the horn output is activated.
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CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

 A5 DI7 (XA1 A/5) A5 DI7 (XA1 A/5)

(lift cutoff option S7)(lift cutoff option S7)

Input of the switch DI7. The Input of the switch DI7. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller LIFT enable input.controller LIFT enable input.

 A6 DI9 (XA1 A/6) A6 DI9 (XA1 A/6)
(side guard out S13 & S17)(side guard out S13 & S17)

Input of the switch DI9. The Input of the switch DI9. The input is activated wheninput is activated when
the external switch is opened. The the external switch is opened. The default function isdefault function is

the controller PUMP CUTBACK input. When thethe controller PUMP CUTBACK input. When the

switch is opened, the pump speed is reduced.switch is opened, the pump speed is reduced.

 A7 DI11 (XA1 A/7) A7 DI11 (XA1 A/7)

(brake release S3)(brake release S3)

Input of the switch DI11. The Input of the switch DI11. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

the external switch is opened to ground. The defaultthe external switch is opened to ground. The default

function is the controller CUTBACK1 input. Whenfunction is the controller CUTBACK1 input. When

the switch is opened, the truck speed is the switch is opened, the truck speed is reduced. Inreduced. In

the sense coil version, this input is the sense coil version, this input is connected to theconnected to the

 AC motor sense  AC motor sense coil.coil.

 A10 GND (XA1 A/10) A10 GND (XA1 A/10)

(brake release/lift cutoff option)(brake release/lift cutoff option)

This is the ground of the logic board.This is the ground of the logic board.

 A11 DI6 (XA1 A/11) A11 DI6 (XA1 A/11)

(lower switch S5)(lower switch S5)

Input of the switch DI6. The Input of the switch DI6. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller LOWER enable input.controller LOWER enable input.

 A12 DI8 (XA1 A/12) A12 DI8 (XA1 A/12)

(economy mode S1)(economy mode S1)

Input of the switch DI8. The Input of the switch DI8. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller 1ST input: the pump motor turns controller 1ST input: the pump motor turns at theat the

defined speed.defined speed.

 A13 DI10 (XA1 A/13) A13 DI10 (XA1 A/13)

(driver present / platform down S11)(driver present / platform down S11)

Input of the switch DI10. The Input of the switch DI10. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller 2ND input: the pump motor turns at controller 2ND input: the pump motor turns at thethe

defined speed.defined speed.

 A14 DI12 (XA1 A/14) A14 DI12 (XA1 A/14)

(battery lock sensor option S14)(battery lock sensor option S14)

Input of the switch DI12. The Input of the switch DI12. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

the external switch is opened to ground. The defaultthe external switch is opened to ground. The default

function is the controller CUTBACK1 input. Whenfunction is the controller CUTBACK1 input. When
the switch is opened, the truck speed is the switch is opened, the truck speed is reduced. Inreduced. In

the sense coil version, this input is the sense coil version, this input is connected to theconnected to the

 AC motor sense  AC motor sense coil.coil.

8.2.3.2 8.2.3.2 CNB CNB external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

B1 PEB (XA1 B/1)B1 PEB (XA1 B/1)

(magnetic brake Y31)(magnetic brake Y31)

This pin outputs the positive supply (equal This pin outputs the positive supply (equal to +Batt)to +Batt)

of the electro-mechanical brake coil. Depending onof the electro-mechanical brake coil. Depending on

the hardware configuration, this pin can bethe hardware configuration, this pin can be

controlled by the microcontroller or tied to the controlled by the microcontroller or tied to the B2B2

input or to the C6 input. See the connection drawinginput or to the C6 input. See the connection drawing

for more details.for more details.
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CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

B2 PEV (XA2 B/2)B2 PEV (XA2 B/2)

(positive supply of all solenoid(positive supply of all solenoid

valves)valves)

Connect the positive supply of all the Connect the positive supply of all the solenoidsolenoid

valves (EV1, EV2, EV3, LOWER EVP, valves (EV1, EV2, EV3, LOWER EVP, HORN OUT)HORN OUT)

to this pin. Take the to this pin. Take the positive supply immediatelypositive supply immediately

after the main contactor.after the main contactor.

B3 NEVP (XA1 B/3)B3 NEVP (XA1 B/3)

(solenoid valve negative Y1)(solenoid valve negative Y1)

Output of the solenoid valve driver (driving Output of the solenoid valve driver (driving to –Batt).to –Batt).

 A built-in freewheeling diode to B2. A built-in freewheeling diode to B2.

B4 DI3 (XA1 B/4)B4 DI3 (XA1 B/4)

(backward B1)(backward B1)

Input of the switch DI3. The Input of the switch DI3. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller BACKWARD request input. When thiscontroller BACKWARD request input. When this

input is closed, the truck moves in the input is closed, the truck moves in the forwardforward

direction.direction.

B5 NEB (XA1 B/5)B5 NEB (XA1 B/5)

(magnetic brake Y31)(magnetic brake Y31)

Electro-mechanic brake coil driver output; PWMElectro-mechanic brake coil driver output; PWM

controlled; 3 A controlled; 3 A maximum continuous current (drivingmaximum continuous current (driving

to –Batt). A built-in freewheeling diode to B1.to –Batt). A built-in freewheeling diode to B1.

B6 NLC (XA1 B/6)B6 NLC (XA1 B/6)

(K1)(K1)

Main contactor coil driver output; PWM controlled; 3Main contactor coil driver output; PWM controlled; 3

 A maximum  A maximum continuous current (drivcontinuous current (driving to –Batt). Aing to –Batt). A

built-in freewheeling diode.built-in freewheeling diode.

B8 DI4 (XA1 B/8)B8 DI4 (XA1 B/8)

(forward B1)(forward B1)

Input of the switch DI4. The Input of the switch DI4. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller FORWARD request input. When this inputcontroller FORWARD request input. When this input

is closed, the truck moves in the backward direction.is closed, the truck moves in the backward direction.

8.2.3.3 8.2.3.3 CNC CNC external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

C1 +KEY (XA1 C/1)C1 +KEY (XA1 C/1)

(S1)(S1)

Input of the key switch signal.Input of the key switch signal.

C2 DI1 (XA1 C/2)C2 DI1 (XA1 C/2)

(Safety button S2)(Safety button S2)

Input of the switch DI1. The Input of the switch DI1. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller BELLY input. When the switch is closed,controller BELLY input. When the switch is closed,

the quick inversion function is activated.the quick inversion function is activated.

C3 NPOT (XA1 C/3)C3 NPOT (XA1 C/3)

(pressure sensor gnd B42)(pressure sensor gnd B42)

Potentiometer’s negative reference (GND).Potentiometer’s negative reference (GND).

C4 CPOTTR (XA1 C/4)C4 CPOTTR (XA1 C/4)

(accelerator B1)(accelerator B1)

 Accelerator potentiomete Accelerator potentiometer wiper input.r wiper input.

C5 CANH (XA1 C/5)C5 CANH (XA1 C/5)

(CAN bus yellow)(CAN bus yellow)

High level CAN bus voltage I/O.High level CAN bus voltage I/O.
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CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

C6 DI0 (XA1 C/6)C6 DI0 (XA1 C/6)

(tiller switch S12)(tiller switch S12)

Input of the switch DI0. The Input of the switch DI0. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. it is connected to +Batt. With the logic hardwareWith the logic hardware

properly configured, it can be used to properly configured, it can be used to supply the EBsupply the EB

and MC positive voltage. The default function and MC positive voltage. The default function is theis the

controller TILLER input.controller TILLER input.

C7 DI2 (XA1 C/7)C7 DI2 (XA1 C/7)

(side guard in S15 and S16)(side guard in S15 and S16)

Input of the switch DI7. The Input of the switch DI7. The input is activated wheninput is activated when

it is connected to +Batt. The default function is theit is connected to +Batt. The default function is the

controller H&S (Hard & Soft) request input. Whencontroller H&S (Hard & Soft) request input. When

this input is closed, the truck performances arethis input is closed, the truck performances are

modified.modified.

C8 PPOTC8 PPOT

(pressure sensor supply B42)(pressure sensor supply B42)

Potentiometer’s positive supply. The hardware hasPotentiometer’s positive supply. The hardware has

to be configured to the output +12 V or +5 V.to be configured to the output +12 V or +5 V.

C9 CPOTLC9 CPOTL

(pressure sensor output B42)(pressure sensor output B42)

Lift/lower potentiometer wiper input.Lift/lower potentiometer wiper input.

C10 CANL (XA1 C/10)C10 CANL (XA1 C/10)

(CAB bus green)(CAB bus green)

Low level CAN bus voltage I/O.Low level CAN bus voltage I/O.

8.2.3.4 8.2.3.4 CND CND external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

D1 ENC A (XA1 D/1)D1 ENC A (XA1 D/1)

(traction motor encoder phase A M1)(traction motor encoder phase A M1)

Traction motor encoder phase A.Traction motor encoder phase A.

D2 PENC (XA1 D/2)D2 PENC (XA1 D/2)

(traction motor encoder supply M1)(traction motor encoder supply M1)

Encoder positive supply. The hardware has to beEncoder positive supply. The hardware has to be

configured to the output +12 V or +5 V.configured to the output +12 V or +5 V.

D3 PTHERM (XA1 D/3)D3 PTHERM (XA1 D/3)

(temperature sensor R31)(temperature sensor R31)

Traction motor’s thermal sensor positive inputTraction motor’s thermal sensor positive input

5VDC. The resistance of the sensor is 5815VDC. The resistance of the sensor is 581 Ω atΩ at

2020˚C.˚C.  

D4 ENC B (XA1 D/4)D4 ENC B (XA1 D/4)

(traction motor encoder phase B M1)(traction motor encoder phase B M1)

Traction motor encoder phase B.Traction motor encoder phase B.

D5 NENC XA1 D/4)D5 NENC XA1 D/4)

(traction motor encoder gnd M1)(traction motor encoder gnd M1)

Negative of the encoder.Negative of the encoder.

D6 NTHERM (XA1 D/6)D6 NTHERM (XA1 D/6)

(temperature sensor R31)(temperature sensor R31)

Negative (GND) for the motor thermal sensor.Negative (GND) for the motor thermal sensor.
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8.2.3.5 8.2.3.5 Description Description of of the the power power connectionsconnections

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

- B- B Negative of the battery.Negative of the battery.

+ B+ B Positive of the battery.Positive of the battery.

- P- P Negative of the pump motor.Negative of the pump motor.

U; V; WU; V; W Connection bars of the three motor phases.Connection bars of the three motor phases.

The correct tightening torque for the COMBIACX Power terminal bolts isThe correct tightening torque for the COMBIACX Power terminal bolts is

7 Nm (±1.4 Nm).7 Nm (±1.4 Nm).  

8.2.4 8.2.4 Contactors Contactors and and relaysrelays

TypeType   Main / drive contactor Main / drive contactor   

Coil typeCoil type 24 Vdc continuous duty coil24 Vdc continuous duty coil

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Coil: quick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mmCoil: quick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mm

Power contacts: M8 ring terminalsPower contacts: M8 ring terminals

Contact ratingContact rating Resistive load: 125/150 A @ 60 Resistive load: 125/150 A @ 60 Vdc maxVdc max

Overload: 205/225 A / UL 508Overload: 205/225 A / UL 508

Inductive load: 100 A @ 96 Inductive load: 100 A @ 96 Vdc maxVdc max

Switching outputSwitching output NONO

Spare partSpare part RL490525RL490525
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Figure 57. ContactorFigure 57. Contactor

 A contactor is an  A contactor is an electrically-controlleelectrically-controlled switch used fod switch used for switching a por switching a power circuit, similarwer circuit, similar

to a relay, except with higher current ratings. A contactor is controlled by a circuit, whichto a relay, except with higher current ratings. A contactor is controlled by a circuit, which

has a much lower power level has a much lower power level than the switched circuit.than the switched circuit.

Contactor functionality check:Contactor functionality check:

1. 1. Measure the Measure the ohms ohms between the between the coil A1 coil A1 – – A2 A2 terminalsterminals..

The ohms value should be ~55The ohms value should be ~55 Ω.Ω.  

If the ohms value is ~0If the ohms value is ~0 Ω or ~∞Ω or ~∞  ΩΩ, replace the contactor., replace the contactor.

2. 2. Measure the Measure the ohms ohms between between the the main main switchinswitching g contacts 1-2.contacts 1-2.

The ohms value should be ~The ohms value should be ~∞∞  ΩΩ..

If the value does not match the above, replace the contactor.If the value does not match the above, replace the contactor.

3. 3. Supply +Supply +24 Vdc 24 Vdc between between the A1 the A1 (+) and (+) and A2 (-) termiA2 (-) terminals.nals.
4. 4. Measure bMeasure between thetween the main e main contacts 1 contacts 1 – 2 that – 2 that the contacts the contacts are closedare closed..

If the contacts are not If the contacts are not closed, they are stuck together. In that case, closed, they are stuck together. In that case, replace thereplace the

contactor.contactor.
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8.2.5 Fuses8.2.5 Fuses

NOTE: If the truck NOTE: If the truck is equipped with the electrical steering option, the fuse locationsis equipped with the electrical steering option, the fuse locations

are described in sectionare described in section 15.11.3.2. 15.11.3.2.  

Figure 58. FusesFigure 58. Fuses

1.1. Line connector fuseLine connector fuse

2.2. Control circuit fuseControl circuit fuse

3.3. OptionalOptional

4.4. Working lights fuse (optional)Working lights fuse (optional)

5.5. Drive/pump motor fuseDrive/pump motor fuse

Table 4. FusesTable 4. Fuses

IDENTIFIER IDENTIFIER RATING RATING DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

1F11F1 10 10 A A Line Line connector connector fusefuse

2F12F1 50 50 A A Electric Electric steering steering fuse fuse (optional)(optional)

3F13F1 10 10 A A Control Control circuit circuit fusefuse

4F14F1 10 10 A A OptionalOptional

5F15F1 300 300 A A Drive/pump Drive/pump motor motor fusefuse

6F16F1 10 10 A A Working Working lights lights (optional)(optional)
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8.2.6 8.2.6 Accessing Accessing the the controller controller fanfan

Figure 59. Controller fan overviewFigure 59. Controller fan overview

1.1. Controller fanController fan

2.2. Controller fan fixing screwsController fan fixing screws

3.3. Controller fan connectorController fan connector

4.4. Fan plateFan plate

The controller fan is located behind the electric panel. To clean The controller fan is located behind the electric panel. To clean or replace the fan, youor replace the fan, you

have to move the electric panel out of the way:have to move the electric panel out of the way:

1.1. Remove the two 10 mm bolts fromRemove the two 10 mm bolts from

the electric panel.the electric panel.
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2.2. Remove the cable tie attaching theRemove the cable tie attaching the

wires of the electric panel to thewires of the electric panel to the

truck frame. Record the places oftruck frame. Record the places of

the connectors and wires youthe connectors and wires you

remove.remove.

3.3. Turn the electric panel to the Turn the electric panel to the side toside to

access the controller fan.access the controller fan.

4.4. Remove the fan plate.Remove the fan plate.
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5.5. Remove the controller fan fixingRemove the controller fan fixing

screws.screws.

6.6. Disconnect the controller fanDisconnect the controller fan

connector.connector.

7.7. Remove the controller fan.Remove the controller fan.

8.38.3 Motor compartmentMotor compartment

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before opening the motor compartment covers, turn the key switch to Before opening the motor compartment covers, turn the key switch to the OFF positionthe OFF position

and disconnect the battery and disconnect the battery plug/connector.plug/connector.

Before any inspection or repair work, discharge the inBefore any inspection or repair work, discharge the inverters. Record the places ofverters. Record the places of

cables and harness connections before disassembly.cables and harness connections before disassembly.

Use the correct power cables and Use the correct power cables and terminate marked cable ends to the correct terminalsterminate marked cable ends to the correct terminals

marked on the motor. Cables terminated at the wmarked on the motor. Cables terminated at the wrong terminals may cause the motor torong terminals may cause the motor to

rotate in the opposite direction when activated.rotate in the opposite direction when activated.

If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are not tightenednot tightened

properly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and mayproperly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and may

even cause a fire. To even cause a fire. To prevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tighteningprevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tightening

torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull the cables whenthe cables when

checking connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are checking connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are moved, re-moved, re-

tighten the connections.tighten the connections.
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Figure 60. Motor compartment overviewFigure 60. Motor compartment overview

1.1. Traction motorTraction motor
2.2. Temperature sensorTemperature sensor

3.3. HALL sensorHALL sensor

4.4. Magnetic brakeMagnetic brake
5.5. Tiller arm fastenerTiller arm fastener

8.3.1 8.3.1 Removing Removing the the drive drive unitunit

NOTE: If the truck NOTE: If the truck has the electric steering option in use, see sectionhas the electric steering option in use, see section 15.11.5 15.11.5 forfor

instructions.instructions.

1.1. Remove all the covers. For instructions, see sectionRemove all the covers. For instructions, see section 5.4. 5.4.  

2.2. Remove the tiller arm and the tiller Remove the tiller arm and the tiller arm fastener. For instructions, see sectionarm fastener. For instructions, see section

5.15.5.15.  
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3.3. Disconnect the motor Disconnect the motor connectors.connectors.

4.4. Disconnect the motor’s powerDisconnect the motor’s power

cables.cables.

5.5. Remove the two screws from theRemove the two screws from the

cable mounting bracket.cable mounting bracket.

6.6. Lift the truck up and support it properly to prevent it from falling. See the correctLift the truck up and support it properly to prevent it from falling. See the correct

lifting points in the sectionlifting points in the section 5.1 5.1 of this manual.of this manual.

7.7. While supporting the motor from theWhile supporting the motor from the

traction wheel, remove the sixtraction wheel, remove the six

screws from the motor bed.screws from the motor bed.

8.8. Drop the drive unit through theDrop the drive unit through the
motor bed.motor bed.

8.3.2 8.3.2 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the drive drive unitunit

1.1. Remove the screws attaching theRemove the screws attaching the
magnetic brake to the traction motor.magnetic brake to the traction motor.

2.2. Remove the magnetic brake.Remove the magnetic brake.

3.3. Remove the limiter from the tractionRemove the limiter from the traction

motor.motor.
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4.4. Remove the screws attaching theRemove the screws attaching the

traction motor to traction motor to the transmission.the transmission.

5.5. Remove the traction motor.Remove the traction motor.

8.3.3 8.3.3 Installation Installation of of the the traction traction motormotor

The centring and locating face for connecting the electric motor must be The centring and locating face for connecting the electric motor must be perfectly cleanperfectly clean

and undamagand undamaged. Using a dial indicator or ed. Using a dial indicator or similar tool, check the face rsimilar tool, check the face run-out of theun-out of the

motor’s connecting face to the motor shaft. The rmotor’s connecting face to the motor shaft. The run-out must not exceed 0.04 mm.un-out must not exceed 0.04 mm.

Figure 61. Checking the face run-out of the motor’s connecting faceFigure 61. Checking the face run-out of the motor’s connecting face

Excessive face run-out can have a negative effect on Excessive face run-out can have a negative effect on the noise behaviour and the load-the noise behaviour and the load-

carrying capacity of the helical gear stage or carrying capacity of the helical gear stage or cause unnecessacause unnecessary wear.ry wear.
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8.3.4 8.3.4 Assembly Assembly of of the the splined splined shaft-hub shaft-hub connectionconnection

CAUTIONCAUTION

If the motor is connected incorrectly to the If the motor is connected incorrectly to the transmission, the tooth flanks at the drivetransmission, the tooth flanks at the drive

pinion and the helical gear can be pinion and the helical gear can be damaged, causing louder noise later on.damaged, causing louder noise later on.

1.1. Clean the motor shaft and the driveClean the motor shaft and the drive

pinion carefully. The taperpinion carefully. The taper

connection must be free from anyconnection must be free from any

grease or oil.grease or oil.

2.2. For versions with a curved washer,For versions with a curved washer,

insert the washer into the slot of theinsert the washer into the slot of the

motor shaft. Then slide on the drivemotor shaft. Then slide on the drive

pinion.pinion.

3.3. Tighten the slotted nut with a torqueTighten the slotted nut with a torque

spanner. The tightening torque ofspanner. The tightening torque ofthe slotted nut is 30 Nm.the slotted nut is 30 Nm.

4.4. Wet the O-ring with Wet the O-ring with a small amounta small amount

of transmission oil or grease.of transmission oil or grease.

5.5. Insert the O-ring into the slot of theInsert the O-ring into the slot of the

motor centring seat.motor centring seat.

6.6. Place the motor carefully into thePlace the motor carefully into the

transmission top section.transmission top section.
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7.7. Turn the motor so that the bolt holesTurn the motor so that the bolt holes

of the motor and the of the motor and the transmissiontransmission

top section are top section are aligned correctly.aligned correctly.

8.8. Fasten the motor and theFasten the motor and the

transmission top section with thetransmission top section with the

eight cap screws and the lockingeight cap screws and the locking
pieces. The tightening torque of thepieces. The tightening torque of the

screws is 23 Nm.screws is 23 Nm.

 After replacing  After replacing the motor or contthe motor or controller, teach the roller, teach the motor resistance motor resistance with the TruckTowith the TruckToolol

wizard or wizard or using the following button combination:using the following button combination:

1. 1. During key-oDuring key-on, move n, move the tiller arm the tiller arm to the dto the driving position riving position and press and press the brakethe brake

release / low speed and safety buttons for release / low speed and safety buttons for 15 seconds.15 seconds.

2. 2. After the After the contactor contactor opens opens and reand recloses, recloses, restart the start the trucktruck

8.3.5 8.3.5 Temperature Temperature sensor sensor checkcheck

The temperature sensor is located inside the motor and cannot be changed.The temperature sensor is located inside the motor and cannot be changed.

The condition of the temperature sensor can be verified with a The condition of the temperature sensor can be verified with a multimeter. Measure themultimeter. Measure the

ohms between the traction motor ohms between the traction motor connector pins XM1/1 and XM1/2. The connector pins XM1/1 and XM1/2. The value shouldvalue should

be ~580be ~580 Ω.Ω.  

Figure 62Figure 62 below provides a graphical presentation on how below provides a graphical presentation on how the resistance variesthe resistance varies

according to the temperature.according to the temperature.
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Figure 62. Resistance variation according to temperatureFigure 62. Resistance variation according to temperature

8.3.6 8.3.6 HALL HALL sensorsensor

TypeType   HALL sensor HALL sensor   

VVss   5 - 24Vdc5 - 24Vdc

Output signalOutput signal 60 imp. / U60 imp. / U

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring 4-wire, Vs = RED wire, GND = BLK 4-wire, Vs = RED wire, GND = BLK wire, Signalwire, Signal
output A = WHT & Signal output B = BLUoutput A = WHT & Signal output B = BLU
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Figure 63. HALL sensorFigure 63. HALL sensor

8.3.6.1 8.3.6.1 Replacing Replacing the the HALL HALL sensorsensor

1.1. Remove the socket screw.Remove the socket screw.
2.2. Disconnect the sensor Disconnect the sensor connector.connector.

3.3. Disassemble the wires from theDisassemble the wires from the

sensor connector. Note the pinsensor connector. Note the pin
location of each wire.location of each wire.

4.4. Remove the HALL sensor.Remove the HALL sensor.

5.5. Install the new HALL sensor.Install the new HALL sensor.

6.6. Connect the wires to the sensor Connect the wires to the sensor connector.connector.

7.7. Connect the sensor Connect the sensor connector.connector.
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8.8. Install and tighten the socket screw.Install and tighten the socket screw.

8.3.7 8.3.7 Magnetic Magnetic brakebrake

Figure 64. Magnetic brake overviewFigure 64. Magnetic brake overview

 Applying a d Applying a direct voltage to irect voltage to the exciter windinthe exciter winding in the magg in the magnet body gnet body generates aenerates a

magnetic force acting on the armature disk, which is magnetic force acting on the armature disk, which is then pulled via the air gap againstthen pulled via the air gap against

the pressure of the spring to the pressure of the spring to the magnet body. The decelerating rotor is released andthe magnet body. The decelerating rotor is released and

the brake torque is neutralized.the brake torque is neutralized.

The electro-magnetic brake The electro-magnetic brake is is maintenamaintenance-free.nce-free.

The minimum brake disk thickness is 7.5 mm.The minimum brake disk thickness is 7.5 mm.

1.1. Remove the drive unit. For more detailed instructions, see sectionRemove the drive unit. For more detailed instructions, see section 8.3.1. 8.3.1.  
2.2. Disassemble the drive unit. For more detailed instructions, see sectionDisassemble the drive unit. For more detailed instructions, see section 8.3.2. 8.3.2.  

3.3. Remove the screws of the magneticRemove the screws of the magnetic

brake.brake.

4.4. Check the condition of the brakeCheck the condition of the brake

disk. If the thickness of the brakedisk. If the thickness of the brake

disk is 7.5 mm or less, replace thedisk is 7.5 mm or less, replace the

brake disk.brake disk.
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8.3.7.1 8.3.7.1 Coil Coil resistance resistance measurememeasurementnt

Use a multimeter to measure the brake coil Use a multimeter to measure the brake coil resistance. The coil resistance has to beresistance. The coil resistance has to be

measured between the brake wires. The value should be ~21measured between the brake wires. The value should be ~21 Ω.Ω.  

8.48.4 Pump motorPump motor

Figure 65. Pump motor overviewFigure 65. Pump motor overview

The pump motor is an The pump motor is an integral part of the hydraulic aggregate. For instructions, seeintegral part of the hydraulic aggregate. For instructions, see

sectionsection 10.4. 10.4.  

TypeType   DC pump motor DC pump motor   

Contact ratingContact rating 24 Vdc / 1.2 kW24 Vdc / 1.2 kW

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring M6 & M8 bolt terminalsM6 & M8 bolt terminals

The pump motor is maintenance free. Do not attempt to repair the pump motor.The pump motor is maintenance free. Do not attempt to repair the pump motor.
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8.4.1 8.4.1 Solenoid Solenoid valvevalve

Figure 66. Solenoid valve overviewFigure 66. Solenoid valve overview

Solenoid valve is an electrically controlled hydraulic valve that has two main Solenoid valve is an electrically controlled hydraulic valve that has two main parts: aparts: a
solenoid (coil) and a solenoid (coil) and a valve. The solenoid converts electrical energy into valve. The solenoid converts electrical energy into mechanicalmechanical

energy which, in turn, opens or energy which, in turn, opens or closes the valve mechanically. This basic ON/OFFcloses the valve mechanically. This basic ON/OFF

function is used to control the oil flow to the cylinders.function is used to control the oil flow to the cylinders.

TypeType   SolenoidSolenoid  

Contact ratingContact rating 24 Vdc / 22 W24 Vdc / 22 W

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Quick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mmQuick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mm

The basic solenoid test is to measure the ohms between the solenoid terminals XY1/A1The basic solenoid test is to measure the ohms between the solenoid terminals XY1/A1

and XY1/A2. The value should be ~27and XY1/A2. The value should be ~27 Ω.Ω.
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8.58.5 SensorsSensors

NOTE: If NOTE: If the truck is the truck is equipped with the electrical steering option, information aboutequipped with the electrical steering option, information about

the feedback sensor is available in sectionthe feedback sensor is available in section 15.11 15.11 and its subsections.and its subsections.

8.5.1 8.5.1 Tiller, Tiller, side side guard guard and and operator’s operator’s platform platform sensorssensors

TypeType   Inductive proximity sensor Inductive proximity sensor   

SizeSize Flat, 15 mm x 32 mm x 8 mmFlat, 15 mm x 32 mm x 8 mm

VVss   12 - 24 Vdc12 - 24 Vdc

Switching outputSwitching output PNP, NOPNP, NO

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring DC 3-wire, Vs = BRN, GND = BLU, signal DC 3-wire, Vs = BRN, GND = BLU, signal output =output =

BLKBLK

Sensing rangeSensing range 2 - 4 mm2 - 4 mm

Spare partSpare part RL611594RL611594

Figure 67. Tiller, side guard and operator’s platform sensorsFigure 67. Tiller, side guard and operator’s platform sensors
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Table 5Table 5 below presents a more detailed view of the functionality of the below presents a more detailed view of the functionality of the different sensors.different sensors.

Table 5. Sensor functionalityTable 5. Sensor functionality

TILLER, OPERATOR’STILLER, OPERATOR’S
PLATFORM AND SIDEPLATFORM AND SIDE

GUARD POSITIONSGUARD POSITIONS

SENSORSENSOR
FUNCTIONALITYFUNCTIONALITY

TRUCK FUNCTIONALITYTRUCK FUNCTIONALITY

S10: ONS10: ON

S11:OFFS11:OFF

S12:OFFS12:OFF

S13:OFFS13:OFF

S15:ONS15:ON

S16:ONS16:ON

S17:OFFS17:OFF

Not operational.Not operational.

S10: ONS10: ON

S11: OFFS11: OFF

S12: ONS12: ON

S13: OFFS13: OFF
S15: ONS15: ON

S16: ONS16: ON

S17: OFFS17: OFF

Pedestrian mode with the sidePedestrian mode with the side

guards folded and the operator’sguards folded and the operator’s

platform lifted, maximum speedplatform lifted, maximum speed

limited to 6 km/h.limited to 6 km/h.

S10:ONS10:ON

S11:OFFS11:OFF

S12:ONS12:ON

S13:ONS13:ON

S15:OFFS15:OFF

S16:OFFS16:OFF

S17:ONS17:ON

When the operator’s platform isWhen the operator’s platform is

lifted and the side guards are out,lifted and the side guards are out,

the truck does not operate.the truck does not operate.

S10: OFFS10: OFF

S11: ONS11: ON

S12: ONS12: ON

S13: OFFS13: OFF

S15: ONS15: ON

S16: ONS16: ON

S17: OFFS17: OFF

Driving mode without the sideDriving mode without the side

guards, maximum speed limited toguards, maximum speed limited to

6 km/h.6 km/h.
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TILLER, OPERATOR’STILLER, OPERATOR’S
PLATFORM AND SIDEPLATFORM AND SIDE
GUARD POSITIONSGUARD POSITIONS

SENSORSENSOR
FUNCTIONALITYFUNCTIONALITY

TRUCK FUNCTIONALITYTRUCK FUNCTIONALITY

S10:OFFS10:OFF

S11:OFFS11:OFF

S12:ONS12:ON

S13:ONS13:ON

S15:OFFS15:OFF

S16:OFFS16:OFF

S17:ONS17:ON

When the operator’s platform isWhen the operator’s platform is

lowered and the side guards are outlowered and the side guards are out

but there is no operator present, thebut there is no operator present, the
truck does not operate.truck does not operate.

S10: OFFS10: OFF

S11: ONS11: ON

S12: ONS12: ON

S13: ONS13: ON

S15: OFFS15: OFF

S16: OFFS16: OFF

S17: ONS17: ON

Operator present, driving mode,Operator present, driving mode,

maximum speed limited to 9 km/h.maximum speed limited to 9 km/h.

Sensor functionality checkSensor functionality check

1. 1. Connect Connect the supthe supply voltagply voltage betweee between the n the brown (+) brown (+) and bluand blue (-) wires.e (-) wires.

2. 2. Measure Measure the the supply supply voltage voltage between between the the wires.wires.

The value should be +24 Vdc.The value should be +24 Vdc.

3. 3. Measure bMeasure between thetween the blue (-) e blue (-) and black and black (output) wires (output) wires on the on the voltage arvoltage area.ea.

When a supply is connected and there are no metallic objects within the sensingWhen a supply is connected and there are no metallic objects within the sensing

range, the value is approximately 0 V.range, the value is approximately 0 V.

When a metallic object is moved within the sensing range, the value is the same asWhen a metallic object is moved within the sensing range, the value is the same as

the supply voltage, i.e. +24 Vdc.the supply voltage, i.e. +24 Vdc.

If the values do not match the above, replace the sensor.If the values do not match the above, replace the sensor.
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8.68.6 Switches and buttonsSwitches and buttons

8.6.1 8.6.1 Emergency Emergency stop stop buttonbutton

TypeType   Complete emergency stopComplete emergency stop  

Contact ratingContact rating 24 Vdc / 4 A24 Vdc / 4 A

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Quick connect terminals 2.8 x 0.8 mmQuick connect terminals 2.8 x 0.8 mm

Switching outputSwitching output 1 x NC1 x NC

Spare partSpare part RL611948RL611948

Figure 68. Emergency stop buttonFigure 68. Emergency stop button

Emergency stop button functionality check:Emergency stop button functionality check:

Measure at the ohms area that the Measure at the ohms area that the contacts inside the emergency stop button are notcontacts inside the emergency stop button are not

stuck together.stuck together.

When the emergency stop button is released (the contacts are closed together), theWhen the emergency stop button is released (the contacts are closed together), the

ohms value is ~0ohms value is ~0 Ω.Ω.

When the emergency stop button is pressed down, the ohms value is When the emergency stop button is pressed down, the ohms value is ~~∞Ω∞Ω..

If the contacts are If the contacts are stuck together or broken, replace the emergency stop button.stuck together or broken, replace the emergency stop button.
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8.6.2 8.6.2 Key Key switchswitch

TypeType   Key switchKey switch  

Contact ratingContact rating 24 Vdc / 5 A24 Vdc / 5 A

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Plug-in connector 6 polesPlug-in connector 6 poles

Switching outputSwitching output 3 x NO3 x NO

Spare partSpare part RL608414RL608414

Figure 69. Key switchFigure 69. Key switch

Key switch functionality check:Key switch functionality check:

Measure at the ohms area that the Measure at the ohms area that the contacts inside the key switch are contacts inside the key switch are not stuck together.not stuck together.

When the key switch is in the 0 position, the ohms value is ~0When the key switch is in the 0 position, the ohms value is ~0 Ω between the pins 6Ω between the pins 6-1-1

and 4-5.and 4-5.

When the key switch is When the key switch is turned clockwise once, the ohms value is ~0turned clockwise once, the ohms value is ~0 Ω between the pinsΩ between the pins

6-1, 4-5, 6-4, 6-3, 1-4 and 1-3.6-1, 4-5, 6-4, 6-3, 1-4 and 1-3.

When the key switch is turned clockwise for the second time, the ohms value is ~0When the key switch is turned clockwise for the second time, the ohms value is ~0 ΩΩ

between the pins 6-1, 4-5, 6-5, 6-2, between the pins 6-1, 4-5, 6-5, 6-2, 1-5 and 1-2.1-5 and 1-2.

If the contacts are If the contacts are stuck together or broken, replace the key switch.stuck together or broken, replace the key switch.
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8.6.3 8.6.3 Tiller Tiller head head micro micro switchswitch

TypeType   Miniature basic switchMiniature basic switch  

Contact ratingContact rating 30 Vdc / 10 A30 Vdc / 10 A

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Quick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mmQuick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mm

Switching outputSwitching output 1 x NC + 1 x NO1 x NC + 1 x NO

Spare partSpare part RL109007RL109007

Figure 70. Tiller head micro switchFigure 70. Tiller head micro switch

Micro switch functionality check:Micro switch functionality check:

Measure at the ohms area between the COM – NO terminals.Measure at the ohms area between the COM – NO terminals.

When the micro switch is in the neutral position, the ohms value is ~When the micro switch is in the neutral position, the ohms value is ~∞∞  ΩΩ..

The value between the COM – NC terminal is ~0The value between the COM – NC terminal is ~0 Ω.Ω.  

When the micro switch is When the micro switch is actuated, the values are reversed.actuated, the values are reversed.

If the contacts are If the contacts are stuck together or broken, replace the micro switch.stuck together or broken, replace the micro switch.
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8.78.7 HornHorn

Figure 71. HornFigure 71. Horn

TypeType   AMA S.P.A hornAMA S.P.A horn  

VVss   24 Vdc24 Vdc

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring Quick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mmQuick connect terminals 6.3 x 0.8 mm

Spare partSpare part RL604758RL604758

If the horn does If the horn does not work properly, disconnect it and then measure with a not work properly, disconnect it and then measure with a multimetermultimeter

that the horn is that the horn is not broken. Set the multimeter to the not broken. Set the multimeter to the ohms range, and connect itohms range, and connect it

between the H1/ A1 and H1/A2 terminals. The value should be ~4between the H1/ A1 and H1/A2 terminals. The value should be ~4 Ω.Ω.  

Normally the horn creates voltage peaks that may cause problems to other Normally the horn creates voltage peaks that may cause problems to other electricalelectrical
devices. To prevent these voltage peaks, a diode (V8 in devices. To prevent these voltage peaks, a diode (V8 in the circuit diagram) is installedthe circuit diagram) is installed

parallel to the horn terminals.parallel to the horn terminals.

8.7.1 8.7.1 Diode Diode test test with with a a multimetermultimeter

The basic diode test is The basic diode test is very simple to perform; only two very simple to perform; only two multimeter tests are needed tomultimeter tests are needed to

ensure that the diode works correctly:ensure that the diode works correctly:

1. 1. Remove Remove the the horn.horn.

2. 2. Set the Set the multimeter to multimeter to the the ohms or ohms or diode diode range.range.

3. 3. Connect thConnect the diode’s e diode’s cathode cathode terminal to terminal to the multimethe multimeter’s positive ter’s positive terminal anterminal and thed the

anode to the multimeter’s negative or common terminal.anode to the multimeter’s negative or common terminal.

4. 4. Set Set the mthe multimeter ultimeter to reto read ad ohms ohms or dor diode.iode.

 A low or 0 re A low or 0 reading shouading should be obtainld be obtained.ed.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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5. 5. Reverse Reverse the the connectionconnections.s.

This time a high or OL reading should be obtained.This time a high or OL reading should be obtained.

If the results do If the results do not match the expected values, there is something wrong with the not match the expected values, there is something wrong with the diodediode

connection:connection:

••   If the results are If the results are opposites of the expected values, the diode has been assembledopposites of the expected values, the diode has been assembled

with incorrect polarity.with incorrect polarity.

••   If the ohms values are If the ohms values are ~0~0 Ω in both directions, the diode is shorted and needs to beΩ in both directions, the diode is shorted and needs to be

replaced.replaced.

••   If the ohms values are ~If the ohms values are ~∞∞  ΩΩ in both directions, the diode is broken and needs to be in both directions, the diode is broken and needs to be

replaced.replaced.

8.88.8 Wiring harnesses and cablesWiring harnesses and cables

There are a few There are a few issues that need to be checked with issues that need to be checked with the wire harnesses:the wire harnesses:

••   To prevent disconnection of the switches, the protective spiral shield of the To prevent disconnection of the switches, the protective spiral shield of the motormotor

cables must not touch the key cables must not touch the key switch or the emergency stop button.switch or the emergency stop button.

••   To prevent connector and pin damages, wires and cables must not be installed tooTo prevent connector and pin damages, wires and cables must not be installed too

tightly.tightly.

••   To prevent possible insulation damagTo prevent possible insulation damages, wires and cables must not es, wires and cables must not lie on sharplie on sharp

edges.edges.

••   To prevent wire or cable insulation damages, wires and cables must not be To prevent wire or cable insulation damages, wires and cables must not be installedinstalled

so that a moving element could cause any damage.so that a moving element could cause any damage.

The traction motor cables and wires are placed inside the protective spiral, seeThe traction motor cables and wires are placed inside the protective spiral, see Figure Figure

72.72. The wire  The wire harness should travel between the U- and V-cables. The correct order harness should travel between the U- and V-cables. The correct order ofof

the cables is important to prevent twisting of the cables is important to prevent twisting of the cables.the cables.

Figure 72. Traction motor cables and wires inside the protective Figure 72. Traction motor cables and wires inside the protective spiralspiral
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 At the traction mo At the traction motor end, the cator end, the cable and wiring ble and wiring lengths mulengths must be correct to prest be correct to preventvent

insulation damage, seeinsulation damage, see Figure 73. Figure 73. If  If you have to disassemble the factory-installed cableyou have to disassemble the factory-installed cable

set, remember to reassemble the cables and wires with the set, remember to reassemble the cables and wires with the correct lengths, in thecorrect lengths, in the

correct order and making sure they are correct order and making sure they are not twisted.not twisted.

Figure 73. Correct cable and wiring lengthsFigure 73. Correct cable and wiring lengths
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8.8.1 8.8.1 Installing Installing the the traction traction motor motor cablescables

Figure 74. Installing the traction motor cables overviewFigure 74. Installing the traction motor cables overview

1.1. Wire harnessWire harness

2.2. Protective spiralProtective spiral

3.3. Cable holderCable holder

4.4. Mounting plateMounting plate

5.5. SupportSupport

6.6. BoltBolt

1.1. Install the cables inside the yellowInstall the cables inside the yellow

protective spiral.protective spiral.

2.2. Stretch the protective spiral to checkStretch the protective spiral to check

that the cables are not twisted that the cables are not twisted insideinside

it.it.

3.3. Secure the wire harness inside theSecure the wire harness inside the

protective spiral so that the bend atprotective spiral so that the bend at

the controller side is the controller side is approximateapproximatelyly
the same as on the the same as on the motor side.motor side.
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4.4. Install the motor side wires insideInstall the motor side wires inside

the cable holder. Make sure that thethe cable holder. Make sure that the

cables are in the correct order ascables are in the correct order as

shown inshown in Figure 75 Figure 75 below.below.

5.5. Install the cable holder and theInstall the cable holder and the

mounting plate to the support,mounting plate to the support,
approximately 10 mm from the cableapproximately 10 mm from the cable

tie.tie.

6.6. Insert Loctite 248 glue to the bolts Insert Loctite 248 glue to the bolts ofof

the cable holder.the cable holder.

7.7. Install the bolts attaching the cableInstall the bolts attaching the cable

holder to the support and tightenholder to the support and tighten

them so that the distance from thethem so that the distance from the

back of the support to the front ofback of the support to the front of

the mounting plate is 37 mm (seethe mounting plate is 37 mm (see

Figure 75Figure 75 below).below).

Figure 75. Correct order of wires inside the cable holderFigure 75. Correct order of wires inside the cable holder
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9 9 Electric Electric system system adjustments adjustments and and measurementsmeasurements

The basis for calibrations is that The basis for calibrations is that all of the all of the parameters are correctly set according to theparameters are correctly set according to the

truck parameter list and settings. Before you start truck parameter list and settings. Before you start adjusting the calibration parameadjusting the calibration parameters,ters,

make sure that the rest of the parameters are in order.make sure that the rest of the parameters are in order.

9.19.1 Calibrating the acceleratorCalibrating the accelerator

If the accelerator or If the accelerator or the Zapi COMBIACX Power controller is changed, the acceleratorthe Zapi COMBIACX Power controller is changed, the accelerator

must be calibrated. Also if the must be calibrated. Also if the truck does not drive smoothly, it truck does not drive smoothly, it is recommended that youis recommended that you

always first perform this always first perform this calibration.calibration.

9.1.1 9.1.1 Acquiring Acquiring the the VACC VACC with with TruckToolTruckTool

1.1. Connect TruckTool to the truck.Connect TruckTool to the truck.

2.2. In TruckTool, go to the Wizards In TruckTool, go to the Wizards view.view.

3.3. Select the "Accelerator calibration" option and click the "Start wizard" button nextSelect the "Accelerator calibration" option and click the "Start wizard" button next

to it.to it.

4.4. Make sure that the truck’sMake sure that the truck’s

accelerator lever is in the middleaccelerator lever is in the middle

position.position.

5.5. In TruckTool, click "Start" in In TruckTool, click "Start" in the Wizard popup window.the Wizard popup window.

6.6. Pull the truck’s tiller to the drivingPull the truck’s tiller to the driving

position and turn the position and turn the acceleratoraccelerator

lever to one end position and then tolever to one end position and then to

the other end position.the other end position.
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7.7. In TruckTool, check that the displayed values are acceptable and click "Stop".In TruckTool, check that the displayed values are acceptable and click "Stop".

If the process fails, If the process fails, update the firmware on the controller and try update the firmware on the controller and try again.again.

9.1.2 9.1.2 Acquiring Acquiring the the VACC VACC without without Truck Truck ToolTool

1. 1. During key-oDuring key-on, lower the n, lower the forks and forks and turn the aturn the accelerator forwaccelerator forward at the rd at the same timesame time

and hold the buttons down for 15 seconds.and hold the buttons down for 15 seconds.

The truck enters the accelerator teach-in mode.The truck enters the accelerator teach-in mode.

2. 2. Release Release all all the the buttons.buttons.

3. 3. Teach thTeach the accelee accelerator by rator by turning turning it first fully it first fully forward, then forward, then fully backfully backward.ward.

4. 4. Release Release the the accelerator.accelerator.

5. 5. Press thPress the sae safety bfety button utton to sato save thve the sette settings.ings.

6. 6. Restart Restart the the truck.truck.

9.29.2 Insulation resistance testInsulation resistance test

9.2.1 9.2.1 Test Test voltagevoltage

The insulation resistance of the truck and the trThe insulation resistance of the truck and the traction battery is checked separately. Theaction battery is checked separately. The

test voltage is greater than the nominal voltage but no more than 100 V or three timestest voltage is greater than the nominal voltage but no more than 100 V or three times

the nominal voltage:the nominal voltage:

NOMINAL NOMINAL VOLTAGE VOLTAGE TEST TEST VOLTAGEVOLTAGE

Up to 24 VUp to 24 V 50 V50 V

Over 36 VOver 36 V
100 V100 V
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9.2.2 9.2.2 Checking Checking the the insulation insulation testertester

Connect the test probe to the Connect the test probe to the frame of the truck frame of the truck (for example, to a non-painted bolt or(for example, to a non-painted bolt or

bracket) and the other test probe to bracket) and the other test probe to another bolt or bracket. The tester should show aanother bolt or bracket. The tester should show a

zero value.zero value.

Figure 76. Checking the insulation testerFigure 76. Checking the insulation tester

9.2.3 9.2.3 Measuring Measuring the the insulation insulation resistanceresistance

The test is The test is performed with the battery disconnected from the truck. All the performed with the battery disconnected from the truck. All the electricalelectrical

components must be in place.components must be in place.

1. 1. Release the Release the emergency stop emergency stop and and turn the turn the key switch key switch to the to the ON position.ON position.

2. 2. Connect thConnect the test probe test probe to the e to the frame of thframe of the truck (for e truck (for example, to example, to a non-paina non-painted boltted bolt

or bracket) and the other or bracket) and the other test probe to the plus test probe to the plus terminal of the battery connector.terminal of the battery connector.

3. 3. Read Read the the resistance resistance value.value.

4. 4. Measure aMeasure and read nd read the minuthe minus terminal os terminal of the baf the battery connector ttery connector in the sain the same way.me way.
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9.2.3.1 9.2.3.1 Insulation Insulation resistance resistance of of the the trucktruck

Figure 77. Measuring the insulation resistance of the truckFigure 77. Measuring the insulation resistance of the truck

The insulation resistance between the live parts of all the The insulation resistance between the live parts of all the electric components and theelectric components and the

frame of the industrial truck with the exception of the battery is at least 1000frame of the industrial truck with the exception of the battery is at least 1000 ΩΩ

multiplied by the nominal voltage of the truck system.multiplied by the nominal voltage of the truck system.

NOMINAL NOMINAL VOLTAGE VOLTAGE MINIMUM MINIMUM INSULATION INSULATION RESISTANCERESISTANCE

24 V24 V 24,000 Ω24,000 Ω  

36 V36 V 36,000 Ω36,000 Ω  

48 V48 V 48,000 Ω48,000 Ω  

80 V80 V 80,000 Ω80,000 Ω  
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9.2.3.2 9.2.3.2 Insulation Insulation resistance resistance of of the the batterybattery

Figure 78. Measuring the insulation resistance of the batteryFigure 78. Measuring the insulation resistance of the battery

The insulation resistance of the The insulation resistance of the disconnecteddisconnected, filled , filled and charged traction batteryand charged traction battery

mounted on the truck is at least 50mounted on the truck is at least 50 Ω multiplied by the nominal voltage of the truckΩ multiplied by the nominal voltage of the truck

system between the live parts and the frame of the truck. If the battery is fitted into moresystem between the live parts and the frame of the truck. If the battery is fitted into more

than one containers, this test is than one containers, this test is carried out with the electrically-connected sectionscarried out with the electrically-connected sections

(including metal battery containers).(including metal battery containers).

NOMINAL NOMINAL VOLTAGE VOLTAGE MINIMUM MINIMUM INSULATION INSULATION RESISTANCERESISTANCE

24 V24 V 1,200 Ω1,200 Ω  

36 V36 V 1,800 Ω1,800 Ω  

48 V48 V 2,400 Ω2,400 Ω  

80 V80 V 4,000 Ω4,000 Ω  
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10 10 Hydraulic Hydraulic operationoperation

This chapter presents the hydraulic operation of the truck.This chapter presents the hydraulic operation of the truck.

CAUTIONCAUTION

Make sure that you have the Make sure that you have the appropriate version of the hydraulic schematics for theappropriate version of the hydraulic schematics for the

truck model under maintenance. Contact your supplier or technical support fortruck model under maintenance. Contact your supplier or technical support for

information on obtaining up to date documentation for your truck model.information on obtaining up to date documentation for your truck model.

The hydraulic schematic diagram shown inThe hydraulic schematic diagram shown in Figure 79 Figure 79 illustrates the operation of theillustrates the operation of the

hydraulic system.hydraulic system.

Figure 79. Hydraulic system overview (1.6 t / Figure 79. Hydraulic system overview (1.6 t / 1.8 t model and 2.0 t model)1.8 t model and 2.0 t model)

1.1. Electrical motorElectrical motor

2.2. Hydraulic gear pumpHydraulic gear pump

3.3. Relief valveRelief valve

4.4. Plugged measuring pointPlugged measuring point

5.5. No-return valveNo-return valve

6.6. Lifting cylinderLifting cylinder

7.7. 300 μ sieve300 μ sieve  

8.8. Solenoid valveSolenoid valve
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The principle of the truck’s hydraulic operation is as The principle of the truck’s hydraulic operation is as follows:follows:

Lifting:Lifting:

1. 1. The The electrical electrical motor omotor operates perates the hydthe hydraulic graulic gear puear pump.mp.

2. 2. The The hydraulic hydraulic fluid fluid is is pressurized.pressurized.

3. 3. The fluid The fluid pressure is mpressure is maintained aintained using the using the relief valve, relief valve, which opewhich opens at a ns at a certaincertain

pressure. In such cases, the pressure. In such cases, the hydraulic fluid is returned to the fluid hydraulic fluid is returned to the fluid tank. The openingtank. The opening

pressure of the relief valve pressure of the relief valve is indicated in the hydraulic schematics.is indicated in the hydraulic schematics.

4. 4. The pressuThe pressurized hydraulrized hydraulic fluid flowic fluid flows through s through the no-return the no-return valve to thvalve to the liftinge lifting

cylinder.cylinder.

5. 5. The The lifting lifting cylinder cylinder piston piston lifts lifts the the forks.forks.

Figure 80. Hydraulic fluid flow during liftingFigure 80. Hydraulic fluid flow during lifting

LoweringLowering

1. 1. The The solenoid solenoid valve valve is openis opened with ed with the lothe lowering wering switch.switch.

2. 2. The The hydraulic fluid hydraulic fluid flows flows through through the the 300300 μ sieve back to the fluid tank.μ sieve back to the fluid tank.  

3. 3. As the hyAs the hydraulic pressudraulic pressure reduces, re reduces, the lifting the lifting cylinder piston cylinder piston retracts and retracts and the forksthe forks

are lowered.are lowered.
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Figure 81. Hydraulic fluid flow during loweringFigure 81. Hydraulic fluid flow during lowering

NOTE: Different truck models can NOTE: Different truck models can have different hydraulic system configurationhave different hydraulic system configurations.s.  

10.110.1 Hydraulic symbolsHydraulic symbols

SYMBOL DESCRIPTIONSYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Lifting cylinderLifting cylinder

Plugged measuring pointPlugged measuring point

No-return valveNo-return valve

300 μ sieve300 μ sieve  
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTIONSYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Solenoid valveSolenoid valve

Pump motor and hydraulic pumpPump motor and hydraulic pump

 Adjustable pressure re Adjustable pressure relief valvelief valve

Hydraulic oil flow chokerHydraulic oil flow choker

Hydraulic oil tank filling plugHydraulic oil tank filling plug
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10.210.2 Hydraulic oil recommendationsHydraulic oil recommendations

CAUTIONCAUTION

Hydraulic oil is hazardous waste that Hydraulic oil is hazardous waste that must be disposed of accordingly.must be disposed of accordingly.

Normal operating conditionsNormal operating conditions   ISO VG 32ISO VG 32  

Cold storageCold storage ISO VG 15ISO VG 15

Hot temperaturesHot temperatures ISO VG 46ISO VG 46

Fill the hydraulic oil tank up to ¾ of the full volume. The filling hole for hydraulic oil isFill the hydraulic oil tank up to ¾ of the full volume. The filling hole for hydraulic oil is

shown inshown in Figure 82 Figure 82 below.below.

Figure 82. Filling hole for hydraulic oilFigure 82. Filling hole for hydraulic oil

10.310.3 Maintenance points of the hydraulic systemMaintenance points of the hydraulic system

During maintenanDuring maintenance, clean the hydraulic oil suction filter ce, clean the hydraulic oil suction filter in the oil tank.in the oil tank.
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10.410.4 Hydraulic aggregateHydraulic aggregate

Figure 83. Hydraulic aggregate overviewFigure 83. Hydraulic aggregate overview

1.1. Hydraulic connectorHydraulic connector

2.2. Oil tankOil tank

3.3. Solenoid valveSolenoid valve

4.4. Hydraulic hoseHydraulic hose

5.5. Pump motorPump motor

6.6. Filling hole for hydraulic oilFilling hole for hydraulic oil

The hydraulic aggregate consists of the electric pump motor, the hydraulic gear pumpThe hydraulic aggregate consists of the electric pump motor, the hydraulic gear pump

unit, the oil tank, unit, the oil tank, the suction filter, the pressure relief valve, the suction filter, the pressure relief valve, the solenoid valve, hydraulicthe solenoid valve, hydraulic

hoses and connections for various hoses and connections for various hydraulic equipmehydraulic equipment.nt.

The hydraulic aggregate is used to control the load handling device.The hydraulic aggregate is used to control the load handling device.

10.4.1 10.4.1 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the hydraulic hydraulic aggregateaggregate

WARNINGWARNING

Prepare a drip pan to Prepare a drip pan to catch any remaining oil in the catch any remaining oil in the pipes and hoses beforepipes and hoses before

disconnecting each pipe. Take appropriate actions to prevent dust and dirt disconnecting each pipe. Take appropriate actions to prevent dust and dirt fromfrom

entering in the opening of the pipe entering in the opening of the pipe and valve connections.and valve connections.
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1.1. Remove the hydraulic oil hose.Remove the hydraulic oil hose.

2.2. Remove the hydraulic Remove the hydraulic connector.connector.

3.3. Unscrew the bolts attaching theUnscrew the bolts attaching the

hydraulic aggregate to the truckhydraulic aggregate to the truck

frame.frame.

4.4. Remove the Remove the hydraulic aggregate.hydraulic aggregate.

10.4.2 10.4.2 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the oil oil tanktank

To adjust the pressure relief valve or To adjust the pressure relief valve or to clean the hydraulic oil suction filter, to clean the hydraulic oil suction filter, you mustyou must

disassemble the oil tank.disassemble the oil tank.

1.1. Remove the four bolts attaching theRemove the four bolts attaching the

oil tank to the oil tank to the pump motor.pump motor.

2.2. Remove the oil tank.Remove the oil tank.

3.3.  Adjust the pre Adjust the pressure relief valvessure relief valve, if, if
necessary. Note that the pressurenecessary. Note that the pressure

relief valve has been factoryrelief valve has been factory

adjusted and normally there is noadjusted and normally there is no

need for re-adjusting it.need for re-adjusting it.

4.4. Clean the hydraulic oil suction filterClean the hydraulic oil suction filter

and the oil tank.and the oil tank.
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5.5.  Attach the hyd Attach the hydraulic oil tank to raulic oil tank to thethe

pump motor with the four bolts.pump motor with the four bolts.

When assembling it, rotate the tankWhen assembling it, rotate the tank

so that the filling hole is placed asso that the filling hole is placed as

shown in the figure.shown in the figure.

10.510.5 Replacing the hydraulic cylinderReplacing the hydraulic cylinder

CAUTIONCAUTION

Attach caps to the cylinder connectors to protect the Attach caps to the cylinder connectors to protect the threads of the connectors and tothreads of the connectors and to

prevent oil from flowing out of the prevent oil from flowing out of the cylinder when it is removed.cylinder when it is removed.

Figure 84. Hydraulic cylinder overviewFigure 84. Hydraulic cylinder overview

1.1. Hydraulic cylinderHydraulic cylinder

2.2. Hydraulic hoseHydraulic hose

3.3. Hydraulic hose connectorHydraulic hose connector

4.4. ShaftShaft

5.5. Guide bracketGuide bracket

6.6. Cylinder slotCylinder slot
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NOTE: Support the fork sledge to its uppermost position before cylinder removal.NOTE: Support the fork sledge to its uppermost position before cylinder removal.   

1.1. Remove the bolts attaching the Remove the bolts attaching the shaftshaft

to the frame.to the frame.

2.2. Remove the guide bracket.Remove the guide bracket.

3.3. Pull the shaft out.Pull the shaft out.

4.4. Disconnect the hydraulic hoseDisconnect the hydraulic hose

connector.connector.

5.5. Disconnect the hydraulic hose.Disconnect the hydraulic hose.

6.6. Remove the hydraulic cylinder bolts.Remove the hydraulic cylinder bolts.

Use Nordlock washers.Use Nordlock washers.
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7.7. Bend the machine slightly backward.Bend the machine slightly backward.

8.8. Remove the spacers.Remove the spacers.

9.9. Lift the cylinder out off the slot.Lift the cylinder out off the slot.

Install the hydraulic cylinder by repeating the steps in Install the hydraulic cylinder by repeating the steps in reversed order.reversed order.
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10.5.1 10.5.1 Replacing Replacing the the hydraulic hydraulic cylinder’s cylinder’s slide slide bearingsbearings

1.1. Remove the hydraulic cylinder as instructed in sectionRemove the hydraulic cylinder as instructed in section 10.5 10.5 above.above.

2.2. Remove the slide bearings.Remove the slide bearings.

3.3. Install new slide bearings.Install new slide bearings.

4.4. Install the hydraulic cylinder by repeating the steps in sectionInstall the hydraulic cylinder by repeating the steps in section 10.5 10.5 in reversedin reversed

order.order.
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11 11 TruckTool TruckTool DiagnosticsDiagnostics

Software maintenance can be performed with a Software maintenance can be performed with a diagnostics applicatiodiagnostics application calledn called

TruckTool. This program runs on a laptop PC and TruckTool. This program runs on a laptop PC and connects to the truck's data busconnects to the truck's data bus

(CAN) via a (CAN) via a special adapter and wire harness.special adapter and wire harness.

TruckTool can be used to receive, display and modify settings, update (flash) controllerTruckTool can be used to receive, display and modify settings, update (flash) controller

firmware, reset settings to hardware defaults, review and clear firmware, reset settings to hardware defaults, review and clear alarms, performalarms, perform

calibrations, execute a quick truck calibrations, execute a quick truck setup and monitor digital and analogue inputs andsetup and monitor digital and analogue inputs and

outputs.outputs.

The TruckTool program’s usage instructions are available in The TruckTool program’s usage instructions are available in the application itself.the application itself.

 Additional trai Additional training is requirening is required to use the pd to use the program.rogram.

Figure 85. TruckTool DiagnosticsFigure 85. TruckTool Diagnostics
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12 12 Parameter Parameter descriptionsdescriptions

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct parameter list for Always use the correct parameter list for the specific model you are servicing. The the specific model you are servicing. The latestlatest

parameter lists are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.parameter lists are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

NOTE: If the truck NOTE: If the truck is equipped with the electrical steering option, the parameteris equipped with the electrical steering option, the parameter

descriptions of the steering controller are available in descriptions of the steering controller are available in sectionsection 15.11.9. 15.11.9.  

12.112.1 Traction controllerTraction controller

Table 6. Main menu, parameter changeTable 6. Main menu, parameter change

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

 Acceleration ramp Acceleration ramp

 ACCELER. DELA ACCELER. DELAYY

This parameter determines the acceleration rate ofThis parameter determines the acceleration rate of

the traction motor in the the traction motor in the standard drive mode.standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

 Acceleration ramp end s Acceleration ramp end smootheningmoothening

STOP SMOOTHSTOP SMOOTH

This parameter controls the smoothness when This parameter controls the smoothness when thethe

direction change ramp is stopped.direction change ramp is stopped.

Value range:Value range:

••   3 Hz: Minimum3 Hz: Minimum

••   20 Hz: Maximum20 Hz: Maximum

 Acceleration smoothen Acceleration smootheninging

 ACC SMOO ACC SMOOTHTH

This parameter controls the smoothness of theThis parameter controls the smoothness of the

acceleration ramp.acceleration ramp.
Value range:Value range:

••   1: Minimum1: Minimum

••   5: Maximum5: Maximum

Brake release cutback speedBrake release cutback speed

H&S CUTBACKH&S CUTBACK

This parameter controls the speed reduction whenThis parameter controls the speed reduction when

the brake release is activated.the brake release is activated.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Enabled10%: Enabled

••   100%: Disabled100%: Disabled

Braking ramp end smootheningBraking ramp end smoothening

STOP BRK SMOOTHSTOP BRK SMOOTH

This parameter controls the smoothness when This parameter controls the smoothness when thethe

braking ramp is stopped.braking ramp is stopped.

Value range:Value range:

••

   3 Hz: Minimum3 Hz: Minimum
••   20 Hz: Maximum20 Hz: Maximumhttps://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Braking smootheningBraking smoothening

BRK SMOOTHBRK SMOOTH

This parameter controls the smoothness of theThis parameter controls the smoothness of the

braking ramp.braking ramp.

Value range:Value range:

••   1: Minimum1: Minimum
••   5: Maximum5: Maximum

Deceleration rampDeceleration ramp

DECEL. BRAKINGDECEL. BRAKING

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the speed is reduced but not the speed is reduced but not stopped while movingstopped while moving

in the standard drive mode.in the standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Acceleration rampECO: Acceleration ramp

 ACCELER. DELA ACCELER. DELAY EY E

This parameter determines the acceleration rate ofThis parameter determines the acceleration rate of

the traction motor in the the traction motor in the economy drive mode.economy drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Deceleration rampECO: Deceleration ramp

DECEL. BRAKING EDECEL. BRAKING E

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the speed is reduced but not the speed is reduced but not stopped while movingstopped while moving

in the economy drive mode.in the economy drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Inversion braking rampECO: Inversion braking ramp

INVERS. BRAK. EINVERS. BRAK. E

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the direction switch is reversed while moving in thethe direction switch is reversed while moving in the

economy drive mode.economy drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Maximum speed forwardECO: Maximum speed forward

MAX SPEED FORW EMAX SPEED FORW E

This parameter controls the maximum speedThis parameter controls the maximum speed

forward in the economy drive mode.forward in the economy drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the

parameter table value!parameter table value!

ECO: Maximum speed reverseECO: Maximum speed reverse

MAX SPEED BACK EMAX SPEED BACK E

This parameter controls the maximum speedThis parameter controls the maximum speed

backward in the economy drive backward in the economy drive mode.mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the
parameter table value!parameter table value!
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

ECO: Release braking rampECO: Release braking ramp

RELEASE BRAK. ERELEASE BRAK. E

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the accelerator is released in the the accelerator is released in the economy driveeconomy drive

mode.mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Speed limit braking rampECO: Speed limit braking ramp

SPEED LIM BRK. ESPEED LIM BRK. E

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

speed reduction is activated in the economy drivespeed reduction is activated in the economy drive

mode.mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

ECO: Steering cutback braking rampECO: Steering cutback braking ramp

STEER BRAKING ESTEER BRAKING E

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

electrical steering cutback is activated in theelectrical steering cutback is activated in the

economy drive mode.economy drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

Inversion braking rampInversion braking ramp

INVERS. BRAKINGINVERS. BRAKING

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the direction switch is reversed while moving in thethe direction switch is reversed while moving in the

standard drive mode.standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

Inversion smootheningInversion smoothening

INV SMOOTHINV SMOOTH

This parameter controls the smoothness of This parameter controls the smoothness of directiondirection

change during a drive.change during a drive.

Value range:Value range:

••   1: Minimum1: Minimum

••   5: Maximum5: Maximum

Max speed forwardMax speed forward

MAX SPEED FORWMAX SPEED FORW

This parameter controls the maximum speedThis parameter controls the maximum speed

forward in the standard drive mode.forward in the standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the

parameter table value!parameter table value!

Max speed FWD PIN 3Max speed FWD PIN 3

MAX SP. FW PIN3MAX SP. FW PIN3

Maximum speed forward with PIN code 3.Maximum speed forward with PIN code 3.

Max speed FWD PIN1Max speed FWD PIN1

MAX SP. FW PIN1MAX SP. FW PIN1

Maximum speed forward with PIN code 1.Maximum speed forward with PIN code 1.
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Max speed FWD PIN2Max speed FWD PIN2

MAX SP. FW PIN2MAX SP. FW PIN2

Maximum speed forward with PIN code 2.Maximum speed forward with PIN code 2.

Max speed REV PIN 1Max speed REV PIN 1

MAX SP. BK PIN1MAX SP. BK PIN1

Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 1.Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 1.

Max speed REV PIN 2Max speed REV PIN 2

MAX SP. BK PIN2MAX SP. BK PIN2

Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 2.Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 2.

Max speed REV PIN 3Max speed REV PIN 3

MAX SP. BK PIN3MAX SP. BK PIN3

Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 3.Maximum speed backwards with PIN code 3.

Max speed reverseMax speed reverse

MAX SPEED BACKMAX SPEED BACK

This parameter controls the maximum speedThis parameter controls the maximum speed

backward in the standard drive mode.backward in the standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the

parameter table value!parameter table value!

Maximum load speed cutbackMaximum load speed cutback

MAX SPEED LOADMAX SPEED LOAD

This parameter controls the maximum speedThis parameter controls the maximum speed

forward with maximum load in percentage offorward with maximum load in percentage of

absolute maximum driving speed.absolute maximum driving speed.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the

parameter table value!parameter table value!

Maximum load weightMaximum load weight

MAX LOAD WEIGHTMAX LOAD WEIGHT

This parameter controls the maximum load of theThis parameter controls the maximum load of the

truck.truck.

NOTE:NOTE: This parameter is used only if  This parameter is used only if the truck isthe truck is

equipped with the pressure sensor option!equipped with the pressure sensor option!

Proportional valve closing rampProportional valve closing ramp

EVP CLOSE DELAYEVP CLOSE DELAY

This parameter controls the proportional valveThis parameter controls the proportional valve

closing delay ramp.closing delay ramp.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   12.75: Slowest12.75: Slowest

Proportional valve opening rampProportional valve opening ramp

EVP OPEN DELAYEVP OPEN DELAY

This parameter controls the proportional valve openThis parameter controls the proportional valve open

delay ramp.delay ramp.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   12.75: Slowest12.75: Slowest
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Pump acceleration rampPump acceleration ramp

PU. ACCELER. DELPU. ACCELER. DEL

This parameter controls the acceleration ramp forThis parameter controls the acceleration ramp for

the pump motor.the pump motor.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest
••   25.5: Slowest25.5: Slowest

Pump deceleration rampPump deceleration ramp

PU. DECELER. DELPU. DECELER. DEL

This parameter controls the deceleration ramp forThis parameter controls the deceleration ramp for

the pump motor.the pump motor.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   25.5: Slowest25.5: Slowest

Pump max speedPump max speed

SPEED LIMITSPEED LIMIT

This parameter controls the maximum lift speed.This parameter controls the maximum lift speed.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

Release braking rampRelease braking rampRELEASE BRAKINGRELEASE BRAKING

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

the accelerator is released in the the accelerator is released in the standard drivestandard drive

mode.mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

Speed limit braking rampSpeed limit braking ramp

SPEED LIM BRK.SPEED LIM BRK.

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

speed reduction is activated in the standard drivespeed reduction is activated in the standard drive

mode.mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest

Steering cutbackSteering cutback

STEER CUTBACKSTEER CUTBACK

This parameter controls the maximum speed whenThis parameter controls the maximum speed when

steering is at a 90-degree angle.steering is at a 90-degree angle.
Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

NOTE:NOTE: This parameter is used only if  This parameter is used only if the truck isthe truck is

equipped with the electrical steering option!equipped with the electrical steering option!

Steering cutback braking rampSteering cutback braking ramp

STEER BRAKINGSTEER BRAKING

This parameter controls the deceleration rate whenThis parameter controls the deceleration rate when

electrical steering cutback is activated in theelectrical steering cutback is activated in the

standard drive mode.standard drive mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   0.1: Fastest0.1: Fastest

••   10: Slowest10: Slowest
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Turtle cutback speed reductionTurtle cutback speed reduction

TURTLE CUTBACKTURTLE CUTBACK

This parameter controls the speed reduction whenThis parameter controls the speed reduction when

the low speed mode is activated.the low speed mode is activated.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Enabled10%: Enabled
••   100%: Disabled100%: Disabled

Walkie mode cutbackWalkie mode cutback

WALKING CUTBACKWALKING CUTBACK

This parameter controls the maximum speed in theThis parameter controls the maximum speed in the

pedestrian mode.pedestrian mode.

Value range:Value range:

••   10%: Slowest10%: Slowest

••   100%: Fastest100%: Fastest

Table 7. Submenu: adjustmentsTable 7. Submenu: adjustments

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

 Adjust battery voltage Adjust battery voltage

 ADJUST BATTE ADJUST BATTERYRY

Because the traction motor controller monitors theBecause the traction motor controller monitors the

battery discharge level, this parameter must be setbattery discharge level, this parameter must be set
to match the actual battery voltage. The to match the actual battery voltage. The differencedifference

between the ADJUST BATTERY VALUE parameterbetween the ADJUST BATTERY VALUE parameter

value and the voltmeter reading should be value and the voltmeter reading should be ±0.2 V.±0.2 V.

Connect the voltmeter between –Batt and key inputConnect the voltmeter between –Batt and key input

K1/1. Use a high-quality voltmeter to check theK1/1. Use a high-quality voltmeter to check the

battery voltage and set this parameter as close tobattery voltage and set this parameter as close to

the meter reading as possible. This measurementthe meter reading as possible. This measurement

can be carried out at can be carried out at any time (i.e. regardlessany time (i.e. regardless

whether the battery is full or whether the battery is full or empty).empty).

This parameter should be set after the This parameter should be set after the controller hascontroller has

been changed or if been changed or if there are problems with batterythere are problems with battery

charge level monitoring.charge level monitoring.

Battery maximum value adjustBattery maximum value adjust

BAT MAX ADJ.BAT MAX ADJ.

This parameter controls the maximum level forThis parameter controls the maximum level for

charged battery.charged battery.

Value range:Value range:

••   Level = 0: MinimumLevel = 0: Minimum

••   Level = 9: MaximumLevel = 9: Maximum

Battery minimum value adjustBattery minimum value adjust

BAT. MIN ADJ.BAT. MIN ADJ.

This parameter controls the minimum level forThis parameter controls the minimum level for

discharged battery.discharged battery.

Value range:Value range:

••   Level = 0: MinimumLevel = 0: Minimum

••   Level = 9: MaximumLevel = 9: Maximum

BDI startup correction valueBDI startup correction value

BDI ADJ STARTUPBDI ADJ STARTUP

 At startup, the BDI is c At startup, the BDI is calculated with this voltagealculated with this voltage

adjust parameter.adjust parameter.

Value range:Value range:

••   Level = 0: MinimumLevel = 0: Minimum

••   Level = 9: MaximumLevel = 9: Maximumhttps://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Check up doneCheck up done

CHECK UP DONECHECK UP DONE

Maintenance request acknowledgement.Maintenance request acknowledgement.

Check up typeCheck up type

CHECK UP TYPECHECK UP TYPE

••   0 = No maintenance warnings.0 = No maintenance warnings.

••   1 = Maintenance warning in 600 h.1 = Maintenance warning in 600 h.

••   2 = Maintenance warning in 600 h, speed2 = Maintenance warning in 600 h, speed

reduction in 640 h.reduction in 640 h.

••   3 = Maintenance warning in 600 h, speed3 = Maintenance warning in 600 h, speed

reduction in 640 h, truck stop in 680 h.reduction in 640 h, truck stop in 680 h.

Electrobrake retain voltageElectrobrake retain voltage

EB VOLTAGE RED.EB VOLTAGE RED.

This parameter controls the brake coil voltage oneThis parameter controls the brake coil voltage one

second after the activation of the second after the activation of the brake voltage. Thebrake voltage. The

parameter should be set between 60% and 80%.parameter should be set between 60% and 80%.

Value range:Value range:

••   0%: Minimum0%: Minimum

••   100%: Maximum100%: Maximum

Fan start temperatureFan start temperature

FAN FAN TEMPERATURETEMPERATURE

This parameter controls the temperature limit forThis parameter controls the temperature limit for

fans. If any of the fans. If any of the measured temperatures exceedmeasured temperatures exceedssthis value, the fans are started.this value, the fans are started.

Main contactor retain voltageMain contactor retain voltage

MC VOLTAGE RED.MC VOLTAGE RED.

This parameter controls the main contactor coilThis parameter controls the main contactor coil

voltage one second after the activation of voltage one second after the activation of the mainthe main

contactor voltage.contactor voltage.

Value range:Value range:

••   0%: Minimum0%: Minimum

••   100%: Maximum100%: Maximum

Maximum lifting timeMaximum lifting time

MAX LIFT TIMEMAX LIFT TIME

Maximum lift time adjustment.Maximum lift time adjustment.

••   Level = 3: MinimumLevel = 3: Minimum

••   Level = 15: MaximumLevel = 15: Maximum

Throttle 0 zoneThrottle 0 zone

THROTTLE 0 ZONETHROTTLE 0 ZONE

This parameter establishes the dead band in This parameter establishes the dead band in thethe

finger tip input curve (seefinger tip input curve (see Figure 86 Figure 86 below).below).

Throttle curve X-axisThrottle curve X-axis

THROTTLE X POINTTHROTTLE X POINT

This parameter changes the characteristics of theThis parameter changes the characteristics of the

finger tip input curve (seefinger tip input curve (see Figure 86 Figure 86 below).below).

Throttle curve Y-axisThrottle curve Y-axis

THROTTLE Y POINTTHROTTLE Y POINT

This parameter changes the characteristics of theThis parameter changes the characteristics of the

finger tip input curve (seefinger tip input curve (see Figure 86 Figure 86 below).below).
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Figure 86. Throttle curve adjustmentFigure 86. Throttle curve adjustment

Table 8. Submenu: set optionsTable 8. Submenu: set options

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

 A14 FUNCTION A14 FUNCTION

Input A14 functionalityInput A14 functionality

This parameter controls the functionality of theThis parameter controls the functionality of the

multipurpose input (XA1_A/14).multipurpose input (XA1_A/14).

Value range:Value range:

••   NONE: No functionalityNONE: No functionality

••   OPTION #1: Battery lockOPTION #1: Battery lock

••   OPTION #2: Speed cutbackOPTION #2: Speed cutback

NOTE:NOTE: This parameter is used only if  This parameter is used only if the truck isthe truck is

equipped with the battery lock sensor option!equipped with the battery lock sensor option!

BATTERY CHECKBATTERY CHECK

Option: Battery checkOption: Battery check

This parameter controls the specification of lowThis parameter controls the specification of low

battery charge detection.battery charge detection.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: Nothing happens, the battery charge level 0: Nothing happens, the battery charge level isis

calculated but no action is taken calculated but no action is taken when thewhen the

battery is discharged.battery is discharged.

••   1: Lift cut out 1: Lift cut out when the BATTERY LOW alarm iswhen the BATTERY LOW alarm is

activated.activated.

••   2: Traction speed reduction to 24% when the2: Traction speed reduction to 24% when the

BATTERY LOW alarm is activated.BATTERY LOW alarm is activated.

EPSEPS

Option: Electric steeringOption: Electric steering

This parameter defines whether electrical steering isThis parameter defines whether electrical steering is

on or off.on or off.

Value range:Value range:

••    ABSENT: Off ABSENT: Off

••   PRESENT: OnPRESENT: On

HOUR COUNTERHOUR COUNTER

Option: Hour meterOption: Hour meter

Factory setting.Factory setting.
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

LOAD SENSORLOAD SENSOR

Option: Load sensor (high speedOption: Load sensor (high speed

option)option)

This parameter defines whether the This parameter defines whether the pressure sensorpressure sensor

is in use or not.is in use or not.

Value range:Value range:

••    ABSENT: Not in use ABSENT: Not in use
••   PRESENT: In usePRESENT: In use

NOTE:NOTE: This parameter is used only if  This parameter is used only if the truck isthe truck is

equipped with the pressure sensor option!equipped with the pressure sensor option!

Option: Controller cooler fanOption: Controller cooler fan

FANFAN

Option controller cooling fan.Option controller cooling fan.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: off0: off

••   1:digital1:digital

Option: PIN-code lockOption: PIN-code lock

PIN CODE LOCKPIN CODE LOCK

PIN code lock function.PIN code lock function.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: OFF0: OFF

••   1: ON1: ON

Option: Pin code timeoutOption: Pin code timeout

PIN CODE TIMEOUTPIN CODE TIMEOUT

PIN code lock timeout. The truck is automaticallyPIN code lock timeout. The truck is automatically

locked after the time set in locked after the time set in this parameter (given inthis parameter (given in

minutes).minutes).

Table 9. Submenu: hardware settingsTable 9. Submenu: hardware settings

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

TOP MAX SPEEDTOP MAX SPEED

Maximum speedMaximum speed

This parameter controls the truck’s absoluteThis parameter controls the truck’s absolute

maximum speed to one direction, depending on themaximum speed to one direction, depending on the

TRUCK DIRECTION parameter. All other speedsTRUCK DIRECTION parameter. All other speeds

are percentages of this set value.are percentages of this set value.

NOTE:NOTE: For safety reasons, do not exceed the For safety reasons, do not exceed the

parameter table value!parameter table value!
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13 13 Alarm Alarm codescodes

This chapter explains the meaning of the various alarms that the different controllersThis chapter explains the meaning of the various alarms that the different controllers

may produce. Refer to the chapter may produce. Refer to the chapter  11 11 for information on the for information on the TruckTool diagnosticsTruckTool diagnostics

application.application.

NOTE: If the truck NOTE: If the truck is equipped with the electrical steering option, the alarm codes ofis equipped with the electrical steering option, the alarm codes of

the steering controller are available in sectionthe steering controller are available in section 15.11.10. 15.11.10.  

13.113.1 Traction controllerTraction controller

NOTE: Before you start to troubleshoot the truck, make sure that all NOTE: Before you start to troubleshoot the truck, make sure that all the powerthe power

supplies, fuses and connections are in supplies, fuses and connections are in order. Low voltage in the order. Low voltage in the traction controllertraction controller

can cause different sorts of alarms.can cause different sorts of alarms.  

The fault diagnostic system of the traction controller is The fault diagnostic system of the traction controller is divided into two main groups:divided into two main groups:

••    Alarms Alarms

These are faults, which open the power bridge and, when possible, also the mainThese are faults, which open the power bridge and, when possible, also the main

contactor is opened and the magnetic brake activated. Failures in the motor, thecontactor is opened and the magnetic brake activated. Failures in the motor, the

controller or the safety controller or the safety functions cause alarms.functions cause alarms.

••   WarningWarning

These are faults, which do not stop These are faults, which do not stop the truck or stop the the truck or stop the truck by using regenerationtruck by using regeneration

braking. The controller is working well, but it has detected some conditions thatbraking. The controller is working well, but it has detected some conditions that

reduce the performance or stop the truck without opening the power devices.reduce the performance or stop the truck without opening the power devices.

Incorrect operation sequences or conditions requiring performance reductions (forIncorrect operation sequences or conditions requiring performance reductions (for

example, high temperatures) cause warnings.example, high temperatures) cause warnings.

The text “Stored” means that the The text “Stored” means that the alarm or warning is stored in alarm or warning is stored in the traction controllerthe traction controller

logbook.logbook.
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Table 10. Traction controller alarm codesTable 10. Traction controller alarm codes

CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

88 Self diagnosis test failedSelf diagnosis test failed

WATCHDOGWATCHDOG

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This is a safety-related self diagnosis test within This is a safety-related self diagnosis test within the logic between the master (drive) and the logic between the master (drive) and slaveslave

(pump) microcontrollers. The alarm indicates that the master and slave watchdog message is(pump) microcontrollers. The alarm indicates that the master and slave watchdog message is

missing or late.missing or late.

This alarm can be caused by a This alarm can be caused by a CAN bus malfunction, which blinds the master-slaveCAN bus malfunction, which blinds the master-slave

communication. Check all the CAN bus cables and measure the bus resistance between CANcommunication. Check all the CAN bus cables and measure the bus resistance between CAN

high and low. The high and low. The bus resistance value should be 60bus resistance value should be 60 ΩΩ. Measure also the CAN cables’. Measure also the CAN cables’

resistance between the truck chassis and the 0 cables. There should resistance between the truck chassis and the 0 cables. There should not be any significantnot be any significant

connection and the resistance value should be over 1 connection and the resistance value should be over 1 MMΩ.Ω.  

If CAN bus is OK, the problem is in the controller and it must be replaced.If CAN bus is OK, the problem is in the controller and it must be replaced.

1313 Controller memory errorController memory error

EEPROM KOEEPROM KO

(Warning)(Warning) StoredStored

This warning is caused by a hardware or This warning is caused by a hardware or software defect of the non-volatile embedded memorysoftware defect of the non-volatile embedded memory

supporting the controller parameters. This alarm does not prevent truck operation, supporting the controller parameters. This alarm does not prevent truck operation, but the truckbut the truck

will work with the default will work with the default values.values.
In case of this warning, perform a In case of this warning, perform a CLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the key off and on toCLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the key off and on to

check the result. If the alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller. If thecheck the result. If the alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller. If the

alarm disappears, the previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by thealarm disappears, the previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by the

default values.default values.

1717 Hardware high current protection failureHardware high current protection failure

LOGIC FAILURE #3LOGIC FAILURE #3

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is caused by a hardware problem This alarm is caused by a hardware problem in the logic card circuit for in the logic card circuit for high current (overload)high current (overload)

protection.protection.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller.

1818 Motor voltage feedback circuit damagedMotor voltage feedback circuit damaged

LOGIC FAILURE #2LOGIC FAILURE #2

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is caused by a fault This alarm is caused by a fault in the logic board in the logic board managing the phase’s voltage feedback.managing the phase’s voltage feedback.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller.
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1919 Over or under voltage detectedOver or under voltage detected

LOGIC FAILURE #1LOGIC FAILURE #1

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed when the controller detects an This alarm is displayed when the controller detects an overvoltage or undervoltage condition.overvoltage or undervoltage condition.

The overvoltage threshold is 35 V and the undervoltage threshold is 9.5 V in the 24V controller.The overvoltage threshold is 35 V and the undervoltage threshold is 9.5 V in the 24V controller.
If the alarm is displayed at startup or in the standby mode, it is due to an undervoltage. In suchIf the alarm is displayed at startup or in the standby mode, it is due to an undervoltage. In such

a case, check the following:a case, check the following:

••   The key input signal voltage drops below thThe key input signal voltage drops below the undervoltage threshold due external loads,e undervoltage threshold due external loads,

such as DC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizing or de-energizing.such as DC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizing or de-energizing.

••   If no voltage transient is detected on If no voltage transient is detected on the supply line and the the supply line and the alarm is displayed every timealarm is displayed every time

the key is switched ON, the problem is in the key is switched ON, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.the COMBIACX controller.

If fault is displayed during motor driving, it is due to an undervoltage or an overvoltageIf fault is displayed during motor driving, it is due to an undervoltage or an overvoltage

condition.condition.

••   If the alarm occurs during traction acceleration or driving hydraulic functions, it If the alarm occurs during traction acceleration or driving hydraulic functions, it is caused byis caused by

an undervoltage condition. In such a case, check the an undervoltage condition. In such a case, check the battery charge level and the powerbattery charge level and the power

cable connections.cable connections.

••   If the alarm occurs during release braking, it If the alarm occurs during release braking, it is caused by an overvoltage condition. In suchis caused by an overvoltage condition. In such

a case, check the line contactor tips and the a case, check the line contactor tips and the battery power cable connections.battery power cable connections.

In some cases, this error can also happen during In some cases, this error can also happen during normal operation. Sharp hits may cause thenormal operation. Sharp hits may cause the

emergency stop switch contacts to open for a short period emergency stop switch contacts to open for a short period of time. This causes a short 0 of time. This causes a short 0 VV

pulse to the key line causing this error.pulse to the key line causing this error.

2828 Pump motor output voltage error (low)Pump motor output voltage error (low)

PUMP VMN LOWPUMP VMN LOW

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Cause 1: Startup testCause 1: Startup test

Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. It turns on theIt turns on the

high side power mosfets one by one high side power mosfets one by one and expects the phase voltage to and expects the phase voltage to increase toward the railincrease toward the rail

capacitor value. If the phase voltage does capacitor value. If the phase voltage does not increase, this alarm occurs.not increase, this alarm occurs.

In such a case (the main contactor does not In such a case (the main contactor does not close at all), check the following:close at all), check the following:

••   Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)

••   Motor power connectionsMotor power connections

••   Motor leakage to the truck frameMotor leakage to the truck frame

If the motor connections are OK, the If the motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

Cause 2: Motor running testCause 2: Motor running test

When the motor is running and the power bridge is on, the motor voltage feedback is tested. IfWhen the motor is running and the power bridge is on, the motor voltage feedback is tested. If

the motor voltage feedback is lower than the motor voltage feedback is lower than the commanded value, this alarm occurs.the commanded value, this alarm occurs.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Motor connectionsMotor connections

••   Whether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the Whether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the truck frametruck frame

••   That the main contactor closes properly, with a That the main contactor closes properly, with a good contactgood contact

If no faults are If no faults are found, the problem is in found, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.the COMBIACX controller.
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2929 Pump motor output voltage error (high)Pump motor output voltage error (high)

PUMP VMN HIGHPUMP VMN HIGH

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This test is carried out when This test is carried out when the pump motor is turning. The the pump motor is turning. The alarm indicates that the pumpalarm indicates that the pump

motor output is higher than motor output is higher than expected.expected.
In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Motor connectionsMotor connections

••   If the motor windings or cables have leakages toIf the motor windings or cables have leakages towards the truck framewards the truck frame

If no problems are found If no problems are found on the motor, the problem is on the motor, the problem is in the COMBIAX controller.in the COMBIAX controller.

3030 Traction motor output voltage errorTraction motor output voltage error

(low)(low)

VMN LOWVMN LOW

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Cause 1: Startup testCause 1: Startup test

Before switching the main contactor on, the Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. It turns the highsoftware checks the power bridge. It turns the high

side power mosfets on one by one side power mosfets on one by one and expects the phase voltage to and expects the phase voltage to increase toward the railincrease toward the rail

capacitor value. If the phase voltage does capacitor value. If the phase voltage does not increase, this alarm occurs.not increase, this alarm occurs.

In such a case (the main contactor does not In such a case (the main contactor does not close at all), check the following:close at all), check the following:

••   Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)

••   Motor power connectionsMotor power connections

••   Motor leakage to the truck frameMotor leakage to the truck frame

If the motor connections are OK, the If the motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

Cause 2: Motor running testCause 2: Motor running test

When the motor is running and the power bridge is on, the motor voltage feedback is tested. IfWhen the motor is running and the power bridge is on, the motor voltage feedback is tested. If

the motor voltage feedback is lower than the motor voltage feedback is lower than commanded value, this alarm occurs.commanded value, this alarm occurs.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Motor connectionsMotor connections

••   Whether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the tWhether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the truck frameruck frame

••   That the main contactor closes properly, with a That the main contactor closes properly, with a good contact.good contact.

If no faults are If no faults are found, the problem is in found, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.the COMBIACX controller.
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3131 Traction motor output voltage errorTraction motor output voltage error

(high)(high)

VMN HIGHVMN HIGH

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Cause 1:Cause 1:

Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. It turns the lowIt turns the low

side and high side pside and high side power mosfets on one by one and ower mosfets on one by one and expects the phase voltage to decreaseexpects the phase voltage to decrease

down to –Batt. If down to –Batt. If the phase voltage does not decrease, this alarm occurs.the phase voltage does not decrease, this alarm occurs.

In such a case (the main contactor does nIn such a case (the main contactor does not close at all), check the fot close at all), check the following:ollowing:

••   Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)Motor internal connections (ohmic continuity)

••   Motor power connectionsMotor power connections

••   Motor leakage to the truck frameMotor leakage to the truck frame

If the motor connections are OK, the If the motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

Cause 2:Cause 2:

This alarm may also occur when the startup diagnosis has been This alarm may also occur when the startup diagnosis has been completed and the maincompleted and the main

contactor is closed. In this case, the phase voltage contactor is closed. In this case, the phase voltage is expected to be lower than is expected to be lower than 50% of the50% of the

battery voltage. If it battery voltage. If it is higher than this value, this is higher than this value, this alarm occurs.alarm occurs.

In such a case (the main contactor closes and In such a case (the main contactor closes and then opens again), check the following:then opens again), check the following:

••   Motor connectionsMotor connections
••   Whether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the tWhether the motor’s phase windings or cables have leakages towards the truck frameruck frame

••   That the main contactor closes properly, with a That the main contactor closes properly, with a good contactgood contact

If no faults are If no faults are found, the problem is in found, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.the COMBIACX controller.

3737 Contactor is stuck closedContactor is stuck closed

CONTACTOR CLOSEDCONTACTOR CLOSED

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Before driving the main contactor coil, the Before driving the main contactor coil, the controller checks that the contactor is not stuckcontroller checks that the contactor is not stuck

(closed). The controller drives the mosfets for some milliseconds, trying to discharge the(closed). The controller drives the mosfets for some milliseconds, trying to discharge the

capacitor bank. If the contactor is stuck, this alarm occurs.capacitor bank. If the contactor is stuck, this alarm occurs.

In such a case, check the main contactor tips. In such a case, check the main contactor tips. If needed, replace the main contactor.If needed, replace the main contactor.

3838 Contactor does not close circuitContactor does not close circuit

CONTACTOR OPENCONTACTOR OPEN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs if the main contactor has been This alarm occurs if the main contactor has been driven by the controller, but the driven by the controller, but the contactorcontactor

does not close.does not close.

In such a case, check that the In such a case, check that the wires to the main contactor coil are wires to the main contactor coil are not interrupted ornot interrupted or

disconnected.disconnected.

The alarm can also be caused by a fault in the main contactor itself. If needed, replace theThe alarm can also be caused by a fault in the main contactor itself. If needed, replace the

contactor.contactor.

5252 Pump current 0A while pump runningPump current 0A while pump running

PUMP I=0 EVERPUMP I=0 EVER

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This test is carried out when This test is carried out when the pump motor is running, and the pump motor is running, and it verifies that the current feedbackit verifies that the current feedback

sensor is not constantly stuck to 0.sensor is not constantly stuck to 0.

If this warning is displayed, check that tIf this warning is displayed, check that the motor connection has continuity. If the motorhe motor connection has continuity. If the motor

connection is opened, the current cannot floconnection is opened, the current cannot flow, so the test fails and w, so the test fails and the warning is displayed.the warning is displayed.

If the motor circuit is OK, If the motor circuit is OK, the problem can be in tthe problem can be in the current sensor. In this case, replace thehe current sensor. In this case, replace the

COMBIACX controller.COMBIACX controller.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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5353 Controller current sensor failureController current sensor failure

STBY I HIGHSTBY I HIGH

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the current transducer or the current feedback circuit is damaged incurrent transducer or the current feedback circuit is damaged in

the controller.the controller.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXreplace the COMBIACX

controller.controller.

6060 Power capacitor charging errorPower capacitor charging error

CAPACITOR CHARGECAPACITOR CHARGE

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

When the main contactor is open, When the main contactor is open, the rail capacitors are charged from the the rail capacitors are charged from the key line through akey line through a

charging resistor. If the voltage on tcharging resistor. If the voltage on the rail capacitors is low and he rail capacitors is low and does not increase, this alarm isdoes not increase, this alarm is

displayed.displayed.

In such a case, there are In such a case, there are four possibilities:four possibilities:

••    Another device connec Another device connected in parallel with the rail capacitors ted in parallel with the rail capacitors has failed.has failed.

••   Something is draining the current between the Something is draining the current between the main contactor and the controller when themain contactor and the controller when the

main contactor is open.main contactor is open.

••   There is a problem in There is a problem in the charging section (for example, a bad the charging section (for example, a bad contact in the key line).contact in the key line).

••    A power failure or a logic failure oc A power failure or a logic failure occurred in the controller. In this ccurred in the controller. In this case, replace thease, replace the
COMBIACX controller.COMBIACX controller.

6262 Controller has overheatedController has overheated

TH. PROTECTIONTH. PROTECTION

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This alarm indicates that the controller temperature is over 85°C. TThis alarm indicates that the controller temperature is over 85°C. The maximum current ishe maximum current is

reduced proportionally to the temperature increase. The controller stops when 105°C isreduced proportionally to the temperature increase. The controller stops when 105°C is

reached.reached.

If this alarm occurs when the controller is If this alarm occurs when the controller is cold, there are three possibilities:cold, there are three possibilities:

••   There is a fault in the thermal sensor wiring.There is a fault in the thermal sensor wiring.

••   There is a failure in the thermal sensor.There is a failure in the thermal sensor.

••   There is a failure in the logic.There is a failure in the logic.

In all of In all of the above cases, replace the COMBIACX controller.the above cases, replace the COMBIACX controller.

6565 Traction motor has overheatedTraction motor has overheated
MOTOR TEMPERAT.MOTOR TEMPERAT.

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This alarm occurs when the analogue temperature sensor has exceeded the threshold 150°C.This alarm occurs when the analogue temperature sensor has exceeded the threshold 150°C.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   The thermal sensor inside the motor and the The thermal sensor inside the motor and the outside wiring. The resistance of the outside wiring. The resistance of the sensorsensor

(type KTY83) is 960(type KTY83) is 960 Ω at 20°C.Ω at 20°C.  

••   If the warning occurs when the motor is If the warning occurs when the motor is cold and the thermal sensor is OK, cold and the thermal sensor is OK, the problem isthe problem is

in the COMBIACX controller.in the COMBIACX controller.

••   If the motor is overheating, check that air If the motor is overheating, check that air ventilates freely in the motor compartment.ventilates freely in the motor compartment.
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6666 Battery charge lower than 10%Battery charge lower than 10%

BATTERY LOWBATTERY LOW

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This warning occurs when the battery charge is calculated as This warning occurs when the battery charge is calculated as being less or equal to being less or equal to 10% of a10% of a

full charge and the full charge and the BATTERY CHECK parameter is set to a value other than BATTERY CHECK parameter is set to a value other than 0 (located in the0 (located in the

SET OPTION menu).SET OPTION menu).

In such a case, charge the battery. If it does not help, measure the battery voltage with aIn such a case, charge the battery. If it does not help, measure the battery voltage with a

voltmeter and compare it with the value voltmeter and compare it with the value of the BATTERY VOLTAGE parameter. If they areof the BATTERY VOLTAGE parameter. If they are

different, adjust the value of different, adjust the value of the ADJUST BATTERY parameter.the ADJUST BATTERY parameter.

When adjusting the battery voltage, voltage should bWhen adjusting the battery voltage, voltage should be measured from the key line, after e measured from the key line, after thethe

reverse polarity protection diode. A good measuring point reverse polarity protection diode. A good measuring point is, for example, the emergency stopis, for example, the emergency stop

button terminal. If the button terminal. If the battery voltage is measured anywhere else, it will cause invalid battery voltage is measured anywhere else, it will cause invalid operationoperation

of the battery discharge indicator.of the battery discharge indicator.

7474 Contactor driver circuit errorContactor driver circuit error

DRIVER SHORTEDDRIVER SHORTED

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs if the driver of This alarm occurs if the driver of the main contactor coil is shorted or the the main contactor coil is shorted or the coil is disconnected.coil is disconnected.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••

   If there is a short circuit between the connector XA1 C pin 6 and –Batt.If there is a short circuit between the connector XA1 C pin 6 and –Batt.
••   Condition of the wiring of Condition of the wiring of the main contactor related harness.the main contactor related harness.

If there is no If there is no short circuit and the wiring is short circuit and the wiring is OK, the driver circuit in the OK, the driver circuit in the COMBIACX controller isCOMBIACX controller is

damaged.damaged.

7575 Contactor driver damagedContactor driver damaged

CONTACTOR DRIVERCONTACTOR DRIVER

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the main contactor driver is This alarm indicates that the main contactor driver is not able to drive not able to drive the load. The device itselfthe load. The device itself

or its driving circuit is damaged.or its driving circuit is damaged.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXreplace the COMBIACX

controller.controller.

7878  Accelerator voltage not O Accelerator voltage not OKK

VACC NOT OKVACC NOT OK

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs when the accelerator output voltage differs more than This alarm occurs when the accelerator output voltage differs more than 1 V from the 1 V from the acquiredacquired
minimum during PROGRAM VACC.minimum during PROGRAM VACC.

In such a case, check the functionality of In such a case, check the functionality of the accelerator. Perform the accelerator calibrationthe accelerator. Perform the accelerator calibration

wizard function.wizard function.

7979 Invalid starting sequenceInvalid starting sequence

INCORRECT STARTINCORRECT START

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning occurs because of an incorrect starting sequence.This warning occurs because of an incorrect starting sequence.

Use a tester to check for possible reasons for Use a tester to check for possible reasons for this alarm. The most likely reasons are:this alarm. The most likely reasons are:

••   Incorrect sequence made by the operator.Incorrect sequence made by the operator.

••    Accelerator was a Accelerator was active at startup.ctive at startup.

••   Tiller sensor was active at startup.Tiller sensor was active at startup.

••   Brake release was active at startup.Brake release was active at startup.

••   Safety button was active at startup.Safety button was active at startup.

If no signal was active at If no signal was active at startup, the problem is in the startup, the problem is in the COMBIACX controCOMBIACX controller.ller.
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8080 Direction switches activeDirection switches active

simultaneouslysimultaneously

FORW+BACKFORW+BACK

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning occurs when both travel demands are active at This warning occurs when both travel demands are active at the same time.the same time.

Use a tester to check for possible reasons for Use a tester to check for possible reasons for this warning. If both directions are active at this warning. If both directions are active at thethe

same time, check the accelerator and its wiring.same time, check the accelerator and its wiring.

If no direction signals are active If no direction signals are active at the same time outside the at the same time outside the controller, the problem is in thecontroller, the problem is in the

COMBIACX controller.COMBIACX controller.

8282 Encoder errorEncoder error

ENCODER ERRORENCODER ERROR

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs if the frequency supplied to This alarm occurs if the frequency supplied to the motor is higher than the motor is higher than 40 Hz and the fee40 Hz and the feedbackdback

signal from the encoder has a signal from the encoder has a jump higher than 40 Hz jump higher than 40 Hz within 20-40 milliseconds. This conditionwithin 20-40 milliseconds. This condition

is related to a is related to a malfunction of the encoder. In such a malfunction of the encoder. In such a case, check the encoder’s mechanicalcase, check the encoder’s mechanical

functioning and its wirings connections. Also check the encoder’s mechanical installation; if thefunctioning and its wirings connections. Also check the encoder’s mechanical installation; if the

encoder slips inside the housing, it encoder slips inside the housing, it causes this alarm.causes this alarm.

 Also electromagnetic nois Also electromagnetic noise on the encoder can cause on the encoder can cause this alarm. In such a case this alarm. In such a case, replace thee, replace the

encoder. If the alarm persists after replacing the encoder. If the alarm persists after replacing the encoder, the problem is in encoder, the problem is in the COMBIACXthe COMBIACX

controller.controller.

8686 PEDAL WIRE KOPEDAL WIRE KO

PEDAL WIRE KOPEDAL WIRE KO

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

The software checks for the connection of the tThe software checks for the connection of the two supply ends of the accelerator’swo supply ends of the accelerator’s

potentiometer. The test consists of reading the voltage potentiometer. The test consists of reading the voltage drop on a sense diode drop on a sense diode connectedconnected

between NPOT and GND. If the accelerator gets disconnected on PPOT or between NPOT and GND. If the accelerator gets disconnected on PPOT or NPOT, no currentNPOT, no current

flows in this sense diode and flows in this sense diode and the voltage on the NPOT connection drops down.the voltage on the NPOT connection drops down.

This alarm occurs if the NPOT voltage is less than This alarm occurs if the NPOT voltage is less than 0.3 V and 0.3 V and also when the NPOT voltage isalso when the NPOT voltage is

higher than 2 V (to detect also the condition of a broken sense diode).higher than 2 V (to detect also the condition of a broken sense diode).

In such a case, check the voltage on In such a case, check the voltage on the NPOT and the accelerator connections.the NPOT and the accelerator connections.
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185185 Height sensor mismatchHeight sensor mismatch

HT SENS.MISMHT SENS.MISM

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

If the truck is not If the truck is not equipped with side stabilizers, check that the parameter INITIAL LIFT is equipped with side stabilizers, check that the parameter INITIAL LIFT is notnot

set to 2.set to 2.

If the truck is equipped If the truck is equipped with side stabilizers:with side stabilizers:

••   Check the wiring of the height Check the wiring of the height sensor.sensor.

••   Disconnect the height sensor and test the redundant Disconnect the height sensor and test the redundant switches. If the states are not equal,switches. If the states are not equal,

test if the switch works by moving a magnet in test if the switch works by moving a magnet in front of it.front of it.

••   Check that the magnet counterpart (attached to the lifting Check that the magnet counterpart (attached to the lifting carriage) is intact.carriage) is intact.

••   Check the wiring of the encoder card (extra Check the wiring of the encoder card (extra I/O).I/O).

If the problem persists, replace the height If the problem persists, replace the height sensor.sensor.

186186 Motor temperature notificationMotor temperature notification

WARN. MOT.TEMPWARN. MOT.TEMP

(Warning)(Warning)

This is only a notification. This is only a notification. To limit further heat generation, To limit further heat generation, the parameter cutback starts whenthe parameter cutback starts when

the motor temperature reaches 120the motor temperature reaches 120˚C. The truck can be used normally.˚C. The truck can be used normally.   

187187 Controller temperature notificationController temperature notification

WARN. TWARN. TH.PROTECH.PROTECTT

(Warning)(Warning)

This is only a notification. This is only a notification. To limit further heat generation, To limit further heat generation, the parameter cutback starts whenthe parameter cutback starts when

the controller temperature reaches 75the controller temperature reaches 75˚C. The truck can be used normally.˚C. The truck can be used normally.   

188188 Load sensor value is out of rangeLoad sensor value is out of range

LOAD.SEN.OUT RNGLOAD.SEN.OUT RNG

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This warning indicates a pressure sensor problem. Either the pressure sensor’s voltage is notThis warning indicates a pressure sensor problem. Either the pressure sensor’s voltage is not

within the calibrated value range within the calibrated value range or it exceeds the calibrated values too or it exceeds the calibrated values too much.much.

189189 Battery lock not closedBattery lock not closed

BATTERY LOCKBATTERY LOCK

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that the battery lock is This alarm indicates that the battery lock is not closed.not closed.

In such a case, check the battery lock state In such a case, check the battery lock state from the tester menu. If the from the tester menu. If the lock is stated to belock is stated to be

open while the battery is open while the battery is mechanically locked, check the battery lock sensor operation andmechanically locked, check the battery lock sensor operation and

wiring.wiring.

190190 Motor braking errorMotor braking error

BRK TIMEOUTBRK TIMEOUT

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

One possible cause for this alarm is too One possible cause for this alarm is too steep braking ramp (parameter). Try to lower thesteep braking ramp (parameter). Try to lower the

braking ramps from the parameters. Also braking at a slope braking ramps from the parameters. Also braking at a slope when the truck is loaded canwhen the truck is loaded can

cause this error.cause this error.

192192 Waiting for EPSWaiting for EPS

EPS RELAY OPENEPS RELAY OPEN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that there is some problem in This alarm indicates that there is some problem in the steering and the the steering and the steering has frozen.steering has frozen.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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193193 Sideguard inputs illegal stateSideguard inputs illegal state

SIDEGUARD INPUTSSIDEGUARD INPUTS

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm is caused by an invalid This alarm is caused by an invalid combination of side guard inputs.combination of side guard inputs.

If both the side If both the side guards are in the correct position (both guards are in the correct position (both open or both closed), check from theopen or both closed), check from the

tester menu if the logic tester menu if the logic inputs are the same. Check the correct positioning and inputs are the same. Check the correct positioning and operation of theoperation of the

side guard sensors. Also check the wiring of the side guard sensors. Also check the wiring of the sensors.sensors.

194194 Platform inputs illegal statePlatform inputs illegal state

PLATFORM INPUTSPLATFORM INPUTS

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is caused by an invalid This alarm is caused by an invalid combination of operator’s platform inputs.combination of operator’s platform inputs.

When the operator’s platform is either dWhen the operator’s platform is either down with a driver standing on own with a driver standing on it or up, check from theit or up, check from the

tester menu that the logic itester menu that the logic inputs are correct. Check the correct positioning and operation of nputs are correct. Check the correct positioning and operation of thethe

platform sensors. Also check the sensor platform sensors. Also check the sensor wiring.wiring.

195195 Platform inputs inactivePlatform inputs inactive

WAITING DRIVERWAITING DRIVER

(Warning)(Warning)

This is a general warning indicating only that the truck is waiting for an operator.This is a general warning indicating only that the truck is waiting for an operator.

196196 Invalid motor resistanceInvalid motor resistance

MISMATCHED RMMISMATCHED RM

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs if the motor resistance is different than This alarm occurs if the motor resistance is different than the value of the the value of the parameter MOTORparameter MOTOR

RESIST.RESIST.

In such a case, teach the In such a case, teach the new motor resistance value by setting the parameter MOTORnew motor resistance value by setting the parameter MOTOR

RESIST to 0 and saving the value while holding the tiller arm in the drive position. Restart theRESIST to 0 and saving the value while holding the tiller arm in the drive position. Restart the

truck after the main contactor is opened. Ttruck after the main contactor is opened. The new settings are active after he new settings are active after the restart.the restart.

197197 Motor resistance acquiring failedMotor resistance acquiring failed

WRONG ACQWRONG ACQ

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This warning occurs if the controller did This warning occurs if the controller did not acquire the motor resistance value correctly.not acquire the motor resistance value correctly.

In most cases, this alarm signals that the controller cannot In most cases, this alarm signals that the controller cannot inject current in the motor coils inject current in the motor coils forfor

some reason. Check the motor connections. Also make sure that the main contactor is closed.some reason. Check the motor connections. Also make sure that the main contactor is closed.

198198 Sensorless feedback hardware errorSensorless feedback hardware error

ERROR FEEDBACKERROR FEEDBACK

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates damage to the controller’s hardware which provides feedback for theThis alarm indicates damage to the controller’s hardware which provides feedback for the

sensorless motor control.sensorless motor control.

If the problem occurs permanently, replace the controller.If the problem occurs permanently, replace the controller.

199199 PIN teach modePIN teach mode

TEACHING PINTEACHING PIN

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning is displayed when the PIN This warning is displayed when the PIN code teaching procedure is active. It disappears whencode teaching procedure is active. It disappears when

the teaching is finished.the teaching is finished.

This warning should occur only if the This warning should occur only if the truck is equipped with a PIN truck is equipped with a PIN code lock.code lock.
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200200 Waiting for valid PIN codeWaiting for valid PIN code

WAITING FOR PINWAITING FOR PIN

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates that the controller is This warning indicates that the controller is waiting for a valid PIN waiting for a valid PIN code. If it occurs in a code. If it occurs in a trucktruck

that does not use PIN that does not use PIN code lock, check that the PIN CODE LOCK parameter is set to ABSENT.code lock, check that the PIN CODE LOCK parameter is set to ABSENT.

This warning should occur only if the This warning should occur only if the truck is equipped with a PIN truck is equipped with a PIN code lock.code lock.

201201  Accelerator teach mo Accelerator teach modede

LEVER TEACH INLEVER TEACH IN

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that the controller entered This alarm indicates that the controller entered the throttle lever teaching mode. It the throttle lever teaching mode. It disappearsdisappears

as soon as the teaching of the throttle lever is finished.as soon as the teaching of the throttle lever is finished.

202202 Lift cutout timer activeLift cutout timer active

LIFT TIMEOUTLIFT TIMEOUT

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning is displayed when the lifting This warning is displayed when the lifting cut off timer has expired (the default cut off timer has expired (the default value is sevenvalue is seven

seconds).seconds).

In case of this warning, release the lift button. If the lift buttons are released and the In case of this warning, release the lift button. If the lift buttons are released and the warningwarning

persists: check the following:persists: check the following:
••   The lift inputs are correct in The lift inputs are correct in the tester menu.the tester menu.

••   Operation of the tiller and the lift buttons is correct.Operation of the tiller and the lift buttons is correct.

••   There are no short circuits in the lift button wirings.There are no short circuits in the lift button wirings.

203203 Pump voltage errorPump voltage error

PUMP VMN NOT OKPUMP VMN NOT OK

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Cause 1: At startupCause 1: At startup

The software checks the voltage on the –P The software checks the voltage on the –P terminal and expects it to remain at terminal and expects it to remain at a steady value.a steady value.

This alarm occurs if the value does not This alarm occurs if the value does not remain steady.remain steady.

Cause 2: During operationCause 2: During operation

If this alarm is displayed during operation, it indicates that the voltage on the –P terminal is tooIf this alarm is displayed during operation, it indicates that the voltage on the –P terminal is too

low when the main contactor is closed.low when the main contactor is closed.

The software waits for 30 seconds before displaying this alarm, The software waits for 30 seconds before displaying this alarm, because there are situationsbecause there are situations

where the pump motor can rotate where the pump motor can rotate while the –P output is while the –P output is not activated (pump deceleration).not activated (pump deceleration).

During this time, it shows the During this time, it shows the WAIT MOT P STILL warning.WAIT MOT P STILL warning.

In case of this alarm, check the In case of this alarm, check the following:following:

••   Pump motor internal connectionsPump motor internal connections

••   Pump motor power cable Pump motor power cable connectionsconnections

••   Pump motor leakage to the truck framePump motor leakage to the truck frame

If the pump motor connections are OK, the If the pump motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

204204 Pump voltage warningPump voltage warning

WAIT MOT.P STILLWAIT MOT.P STILL

(Warning)(Warning)

See the description of the See the description of the alarm 203 PUMP VMN NOT OK.alarm 203 PUMP VMN NOT OK.
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206206 High motor voltage during startupHigh motor voltage during startup

INIT VMN HIGHINIT VMN HIGH

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Before switching the main contactor on, the Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge voltage withoutsoftware checks the power bridge voltage without

driving it. The software expects the voltage to be at a steady state value. If the voltage is toodriving it. The software expects the voltage to be at a steady state value. If the voltage is too

high, this alarm occurs.high, this alarm occurs.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Motor internal connectionsMotor internal connections

••   Motor power cable connectionsMotor power cable connections

••   Motor leakage to the truck frameMotor leakage to the truck frame

If the motor connections are OK, the If the motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

207207 Low motor voltage during startupLow motor voltage during startup

INIT VMN LOWINIT VMN LOW

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Before switching the LC on, the Before switching the LC on, the software checks the power bridge voltage without driving it.software checks the power bridge voltage without driving it.

The software expects the voltage to be at a steady state value. If the voltage is too low, thisThe software expects the voltage to be at a steady state value. If the voltage is too low, this

alarm occurs.alarm occurs.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Motor internal connections (ohm continuity)Motor internal connections (ohm continuity)

••   Motor power cable connectionsMotor power cable connections

••   Motor leakage to the truck frameMotor leakage to the truck frame

If the motor connections are OK, the If the motor connections are OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

208208 Controller memory error (EEPROM)Controller memory error (EEPROM)

EEPROM KOEEPROM KO

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is caused by a hardware or This alarm is caused by a hardware or software defect in the non-volatile embedded memorysoftware defect in the non-volatile embedded memory

supporting the controller parameters. This alarm does not prevent the supporting the controller parameters. This alarm does not prevent the truck from operating, buttruck from operating, but

the truck will work with the the truck will work with the default values.default values.

In the case of this In the case of this alarm, perform the CLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the key off and on alarm, perform the CLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the key off and on toto

check the result. If the check the result. If the alarm persists, replace the COMBIACX controller. If the alarmalarm persists, replace the COMBIACX controller. If the alarm

disappears, the previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by the disappears, the previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by the defaultdefault

parameter values.parameter values.

210210 Controller memory error (RAM)Controller memory error (RAM)

WRONG RAM MEM.WRONG RAM MEM.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is caused by a hardware or This alarm is caused by a hardware or software defect in the volatile embedded memory.software defect in the volatile embedded memory.

The controller could be damaged and it should be replaced.The controller could be damaged and it should be replaced.

211211 Traction motor jammedTraction motor jammed

STALL ROTORSTALL ROTOR

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the traction rotor This alarm indicates that the traction rotor is stuck or the encoder signal is is stuck or the encoder signal is not correctlynot correctly

received by the controller.received by the controller.

In the case of this In the case of this alarm, check if the sign of alarm, check if the sign of FREQUENCY and ENCODFREQUENCY and ENCODER on the tester menuER on the tester menu

are the same. Also check that it are the same. Also check that it is not zero during a traction is not zero during a traction request.request.
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212212 Controller memory error (RAM wrong)Controller memory error (RAM wrong)

WRONG RAMWRONG RAM

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that the used program, etc. This alarm indicates that the used program, etc. is incorrect.is incorrect.

213213  Auxiliary output driver error Auxiliary output driver error

 AUX BATT. SHO AUX BATT. SHORT.RT.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

If this alarm occurs, the POSITIVE EB parameter is probably not set If this alarm occurs, the POSITIVE EB parameter is probably not set correctly. Set thecorrectly. Set the

parameter to LEVEL=0.parameter to LEVEL=0.

214214 Lowering valve circuit openLowering valve circuit open

EVP COIL OPENEVP COIL OPEN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the solenoid valve circuit is open.solenoid valve circuit is open.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Wiring, verify that the solenoid valve coil Wiring, verify that the solenoid valve coil circuit is in order between XA1_B/3 and circuit is in order between XA1_B/3 and fuse 3F1.fuse 3F1.

••   Solenoid valve coilSolenoid valve coil

If the wiring and If the wiring and the solenoid valve coil are the solenoid valve coil are OK, the problem is in the OK, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.COMBIACX controller.

215215 Lowering valve coil, or driver shortedLowering valve coil, or driver shorted

EVP DRIV. SHORT.EVP DRIV. SHORT.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the microcontroller detects a mismatch between the valve set-pointmicrocontroller detects a mismatch between the valve set-point

and the voltage measured on the and the voltage measured on the solenoid valve output. This can be caused by tsolenoid valve output. This can be caused by the following:he following:

••   The solenoid valve coil circuit is shorted.The solenoid valve coil circuit is shorted.

••   The COMBIACX solenoid valve driver is The COMBIACX solenoid valve driver is shorted.shorted.

If there is low impedance between the negative of the solenoid valve coil and –Batt, the driverIf there is low impedance between the negative of the solenoid valve coil and –Batt, the driver

circuit is damaged and the COMBIACX controller must be replaced.circuit is damaged and the COMBIACX controller must be replaced.

217217 Pump current feedback sensorPump current feedback sensor

damageddamaged

PUMP I NO ZEROPUMP I NO ZERO

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the pump motor’s current feedback sensor has detected currentThis alarm indicates that the pump motor’s current feedback sensor has detected current

flowing in the circuit while the pump motor is not running.flowing in the circuit while the pump motor is not running.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller.

218218 Motor thermal sensor errorMotor thermal sensor error

SENS MOT TEMP KOSENS MOT TEMP KO

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This warning indicates a motor thermal sensor knockout, meaning that the motor tThis warning indicates a motor thermal sensor knockout, meaning that the motor thermalhermal

sensor has either short or open circuited.sensor has either short or open circuited.

In such a case, check that the In such a case, check that the connector contacts and the cables are in order. Measure theconnector contacts and the cables are in order. Measure the

resistance of the thermal sensor (960resistance of the thermal sensor (960 Ω at 20°C).Ω at 20°C).  
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219219 Proportional valve errorProportional valve error

PEV NOT OKPEV NOT OK

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the voltage on the positive line of the EV outputs (B2) is too high orThis alarm indicates that the voltage on the positive line of the EV outputs (B2) is too high or

too low.too low.

In such a case, check if the In such a case, check if the voltage dropped down because of a voltage dropped down because of a faulty load connected to B2. Iffaulty load connected to B2. If

not, replace the COMBIACX controller.not, replace the COMBIACX controller.

220220 Startup diagnosis for key-line failedStartup diagnosis for key-line failed

KEY OFF SHORTEDKEY OFF SHORTED

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This is a startup diagnostic for This is a startup diagnostic for the key line. This alarm occurs if the the key line. This alarm occurs if the key line (XA1 C/1) voltagekey line (XA1 C/1) voltage

drops below the threshold level of 9.5 V.drops below the threshold level of 9.5 V.

In such a case, check if the In such a case, check if the key input signal voltage drops below the key input signal voltage drops below the undervoltage thresholdundervoltage threshold

due to external loads, such as due to external loads, such as DC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizingDC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizing

or de-energizing.or de-energizing.

If no voltage transient is If no voltage transient is detected on the supply line and detected on the supply line and the alarm occurs every time the key isthe alarm occurs every time the key is

switched ON, the problem is in the switched ON, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.COMBIACX controller.

222222 Magnetic brake driver errorMagnetic brake driver error

SMARTDRIVER KOSMARTDRIVER KO

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that the built-in This alarm indicates that the built-in smart driver is open and not smart driver is open and not able to provide the able to provide the magneticmagnetic

brake positive.brake positive.

In such a case, check the harness to see In such a case, check the harness to see if the smart driver output XA1 B/1 if the smart driver output XA1 B/1 is shorted to –Batt.is shorted to –Batt.

If the output stays at If the output stays at a low level even a low level even when disconnecting the wire from the connector pin, thewhen disconnecting the wire from the connector pin, the

problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

223223 Short circuit main cont. or magn. brakeShort circuit main cont. or magn. brake

coilcoil

COIL SHOR. MC-EBCOIL SHOR. MC-EB

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm occurs when there is a short This alarm occurs when there is a short circuit in the main contactor or magnetic brake coil.circuit in the main contactor or magnetic brake coil.

The typical root cause for this The typical root cause for this alarm is a problem in the alarm is a problem in the harness or in the coil. harness or in the coil. Check theCheck the

connections and wiring between the controller and coils.connections and wiring between the controller and coils.

If there are no external failures or problems, the problem is in the controller and it needs to beIf there are no external failures or problems, the problem is in the controller and it needs to be

replaced.replaced.

224224  Another device is inhibiting controller Another device is inhibiting controller

WAITING FOR NODEWAITING FOR NODE

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates that the controller has This warning indicates that the controller has received a message from the CAN bus thatreceived a message from the CAN bus that

another controller or device in the another controller or device in the network has experienced a failure. As a network has experienced a failure. As a consequence, theconsequence, the

traction controller itself cannot operate, but has traction controller itself cannot operate, but has to wait for the to wait for the other controller or device toother controller or device to

recover from the failure.recover from the failure.

In case of this warning, check the In case of this warning, check the additional CAN bus devices for faults.additional CAN bus devices for faults.
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226226  Accelerator voltage out of ra Accelerator voltage out of rangenge

VACC OUT RANGEVACC OUT RANGE

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if accelerator voltage is This alarm is displayed if accelerator voltage is out of range.out of range.

In such a case:In such a case:

••   Teach the accelerator values again.Teach the accelerator values again.

••   Check that the connectors and cables are in order.Check that the connectors and cables are in order.

••   Replace the accelerator and teach the accelerator new values.Replace the accelerator and teach the accelerator new values.

228228 Tiller switch is openTiller switch is open

TILLER OPENTILLER OPEN

(Warning) (Warning) Not Not shown shown in in the the displaydisplay

This warning occurs when the tiller is This warning occurs when the tiller is released after a fixed time in released after a fixed time in the standby mode with thethe standby mode with the

main contactor open (30 seconds).main contactor open (30 seconds).

 After the next travel reques After the next travel request, the warning disappears.t, the warning disappears.

229229 Magnetic brake driver output errorMagnetic brake driver output error

POS. EB. SHORTEDPOS. EB. SHORTED

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed when the output This alarm is displayed when the output of the built-in smart driver, of the built-in smart driver, which supplies the positivewhich supplies the positive
to the electromechanical brake coil, is high to the electromechanical brake coil, is high when the tiller and the when the tiller and the brake release switch arebrake release switch are

open.open.

In such a case, check the wiring to In such a case, check the wiring to see that there is no see that there is no extra positive supply connected to theextra positive supply connected to the

electromechanical brake at the connector XA1 B/1 when the tiller electromechanical brake at the connector XA1 B/1 when the tiller and the brake release switchand the brake release switch

are open.are open.

If the output stays at If the output stays at a low value even a low value even when disconnecting the wire from the connector pin, thewhen disconnecting the wire from the connector pin, the

problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

231231 WATCHDOG#2WATCHDOG#2

WATCHDOG#2WATCHDOG#2

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This is a safety related, self-diagnosis test within This is a safety related, self-diagnosis test within the logic. The watchdog circuit is composed ofthe logic. The watchdog circuit is composed of

two monostable multivibrators, so there is a double-check of the two monostable multivibrators, so there is a double-check of the software execution.software execution.

This alarm can be caused by a hardware failure in one or both of the multivibrators or it can beThis alarm can be caused by a hardware failure in one or both of the multivibrators or it can be

due to a software execution problem. In due to a software execution problem. In both cases, the problem is in the both cases, the problem is in the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller, which must be replaced.controller, which must be replaced.

230230 Failure in motor controlFailure in motor control

LOW TORQUELOW TORQUE

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates a failure in This alarm indicates a failure in the motor control.the motor control.

If this alarm occurs often, some of the If this alarm occurs often, some of the hardware settings are probably not correct. Also checkhardware settings are probably not correct. Also check

the motor connections.the motor connections.
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232232  Auxiliary output load too high Auxiliary output load too high

CONT. DRV. EVCONT. DRV. EV

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the hydraulic valve coil load is too hydraulic valve coil load is too high for the controller valve driverhigh for the controller valve driver

circuit.circuit.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Hydraulic valve coil conditionHydraulic valve coil condition

••   WiringWiring

If the device or itIf the device or its driving circuit is damaged, replace the controller.s driving circuit is damaged, replace the controller.

233233 Power MOSFET error in controllerPower MOSFET error in controller

POWER MOS SHORTPOWER MOS SHORT

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. Before switching the main contactor on, the software checks the power bridge. It turns the lowIt turns the low

and high side power mosfets on one and high side power mosfets on one by one and expects the phase voltage tby one and expects the phase voltage to decrease downo decrease down

to –Batt. If the to –Batt. If the phase voltage does not decrease, this alarm occurs.phase voltage does not decrease, this alarm occurs.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller.

234234 Electrovalve driver is shortedElectrovalve driver is shorted

DRV. SHOR. EVDRV. SHOR. EV

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the solenoid valve EVXX (XX = 01, 02 solenoid valve EVXX (XX = 01, 02 or 03) driver is shorted.or 03) driver is shorted.

Check if there is a short or low impedance between the negative of one of the coils and –Batt.Check if there is a short or low impedance between the negative of one of the coils and –Batt.

If not, the If not, the driver circuit is damaged and the controller must be replaced.driver circuit is damaged and the controller must be replaced.

235235 Electrovalve coil is shortedElectrovalve coil is shorted

COIL SHOR. EV.COIL SHOR. EV.

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This warning is displayed if one This warning is displayed if one of the solenoid valve’s EV (XY1 or of the solenoid valve’s EV (XY1 or XY2) coils is shorted.XY2) coils is shorted.

Check if there is a short or low impedance between the negative of the EV coil and +Batt. IfCheck if there is a short or low impedance between the negative of the EV coil and +Batt. If

not, the controller is damaged and not, the controller is damaged and must be replaced.must be replaced.

236236 Error in controller initialization atError in controller initialization at

manufacturermanufacturer

CURRENT GAINCURRENT GAIN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the maximum current gain parameters are at their This alarm indicates that the maximum current gain parameters are at their default values,default values,

meaning that the maximum current procedure has not been carried meaning that the maximum current procedure has not been carried out.out.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller.

237237 Error in analog input valuesError in analog input values

 ANALOG INPU ANALOG INPUTT

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm occurs when the conversion of the analogue iThis alarm occurs when the conversion of the analogue inputs provides frozen values.nputs provides frozen values.

If the If the alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller.alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller.
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238238 TILLER ERRORTILLER ERROR

TILLER ERRORTILLER ERROR

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that there is a This alarm indicates that there is a mismatch between the brake release input and the tillmismatch between the brake release input and the tillerer

switch input. If both inputs are switch input. If both inputs are connected at the same time, TILLER ERROR is displayed.connected at the same time, TILLER ERROR is displayed.

If this alarm occurs, release the brake release button and the tiller arm to the up position.If this alarm occurs, release the brake release button and the tiller arm to the up position.

239239 Software not compatible with controllerSoftware not compatible with controller

CONTROLLER MISM.CONTROLLER MISM.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the software is not This alarm indicates that the software is not compatible with the controller.compatible with the controller.

In case of this alarm, flash nIn case of this alarm, flash new software to the controller. If ew software to the controller. If the alarm occurs permanentlythe alarm occurs permanently

replace the COMBIACX controller.replace the COMBIACX controller.

240240 Error in lowering valve coil or Error in lowering valve coil or driverdriver

EVP DRIVER OPENEVP DRIVER OPEN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed if the This alarm is displayed if the solenoid valve driver is damaged or the solenoid valve driver is damaged or the solenoid valve coilsolenoid valve coil

impedance is too low.impedance is too low.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Solenoid valve coil impedanceSolenoid valve coil impedance

••   WiringWiring

If the solenoid valve driver circuit is If the solenoid valve driver circuit is damaged, replace the controller.damaged, replace the controller.

241241 Lift and lower demands activeLift and lower demands active

simultaneouslysimultaneously

LIFT + LOWERLIFT + LOWER

(Warning)(Warning)

This alarm occurs when lifting and lowering demands are active This alarm occurs when lifting and lowering demands are active at the same time.at the same time.

Use a tester to check the possible reasons for Use a tester to check the possible reasons for this alarm. If both demands are active at this alarm. If both demands are active at thethe

same time, check the switches and wiring.same time, check the switches and wiring.

If no lifting If no lifting and lowering signals are active at the and lowering signals are active at the same time outside the controller, the problemsame time outside the controller, the problem

is in the COMBIACX controller.is in the COMBIACX controller.

242242 Incorrect pump starting sequenceIncorrect pump starting sequence

PUMP INC STARTPUMP INC START

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates an incorrect pump starting sequence.This warning indicates an incorrect pump starting sequence.

The possible reasons for this alarm are the The possible reasons for this alarm are the following:following:

••   Pump request is active at startup.Pump request is active at startup.

••   Pump request is active but the tiller arm is not in the driving position.Pump request is active but the tiller arm is not in the driving position.

In the case of this In the case of this alarm, check the following:alarm, check the following:

••   WiringsWirings

••   Micro-switchesMicro-switches

••   The alarm may also be caused by an The alarm may also be caused by an error sequence made by the operator.error sequence made by the operator.

If the wiring and If the wiring and micro switches are OK and the alarm was not caused by micro switches are OK and the alarm was not caused by an operator error,an operator error,

replace the COMBIACX controller.replace the COMBIACX controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

243243 Error in pump command value rangeError in pump command value range

PUMP VACC RANGEPUMP VACC RANGE

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm indicates that the lift lever voltage is out of range.This alarm indicates that the lift lever voltage is out of range.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Teach the lift lever values again.Teach the lift lever values again.

••   Check that the connectors and cables are in order.Check that the connectors and cables are in order.

••   Replace the lift lever and tReplace the lift lever and teach the new values.each the new values.

245245 Error in the pump command valueError in the pump command value

PUMP VACC NOT OKPUMP VACC NOT OK

(Alarm)(Alarm)

This alarm occurs when the lift lever output This alarm occurs when the lift lever output voltage differs from the values acquired atvoltage differs from the values acquired at

calibration.calibration.

In such a case, check the functionality of In such a case, check the functionality of the lift lever. Perform the the lift lever. Perform the lift lever calibration wizardlift lever calibration wizard

function.function.

246246 Error in magnetic brake driver errorError in magnetic brake driver error

 AUX DRIV. OPEN AUX DRIV. OPEN

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the driver of This alarm indicates that the driver of the electromagnetic brake coil is not able the electromagnetic brake coil is not able to drive theto drive the

load.load.

The driver inside the COMBIACX controller is damaged, so the controller has The driver inside the COMBIACX controller is damaged, so the controller has to be replaced.to be replaced.

247247  Acquisition of gain values Acquisition of gain values

DATA ACQUISITIONDATA ACQUISITION

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates acquisition of the current gains.This warning indicates acquisition of the current gains.

The warning disappears when the acquisition is The warning disappears when the acquisition is done. This alarm is a part done. This alarm is a part of normal operationof normal operation

of the controller.of the controller.

248248 Curtis display not presentCurtis display not present

NO CAN MSG.NO CAN MSG.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm is displayed where there is no This alarm is displayed where there is no CAN message from the Curtis display.CAN message from the Curtis display.

This alarm can be caused by a This alarm can be caused by a CAN bus malfunction, which blinds the traction-displayCAN bus malfunction, which blinds the traction-display
communication. If not, it is an communication. If not, it is an internal problem in the COMBIACX controller or in the internal problem in the COMBIACX controller or in the CurtisCurtis

display.display.

249249 Call for programmed maintenanceCall for programmed maintenance

CHECK UP NEEDEDCHECK UP NEEDED

(Warning)(Warning)

This is just a This is just a warning calling for programmed maintenance.warning calling for programmed maintenance.

Set the CHECK UP DONE parameter to the ON value after Set the CHECK UP DONE parameter to the ON value after the maintenance is carried out.the maintenance is carried out.

250250 Controller thermal sensor failureController thermal sensor failure

THERMIC SENS. KOTHERMIC SENS. KO

(Warning) Stored(Warning) Stored

This warning indicates that the output of the controller thermal sensor is out of range.This warning indicates that the output of the controller thermal sensor is out of range.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXCOMBIACX

controller.controller. https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

251251 Incorrect battery voltageIncorrect battery voltage

WRONG BATTERYWRONG BATTERY

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

 At startup, the controller c At startup, the controller checks the battery vohecks the battery voltage and verifies that it is within a cltage and verifies that it is within a certainertain

window around the nominal value. If window around the nominal value. If this is not the case, this this is not the case, this alarm is displayed.alarm is displayed.

In such a case, do the following:In such a case, do the following:

••   Check that the controller’s SET Check that the controller’s SET BATTERY parameter value matches the battery nominalBATTERY parameter value matches the battery nominal

voltage.voltage.

••   Check from the tester menu Check from the tester menu that the BATTERY VOLTAGE parameter shows the that the BATTERY VOLTAGE parameter shows the samesame

value as the battery voltage measured with a value as the battery voltage measured with a voltmeter. If it does not voltmeter. If it does not match, perform thematch, perform the

 ADJUST BAT ADJUST BATTERY function.TERY function.

••   Replace the battery.Replace the battery.

When adjusting the battery voltage, voltage should be When adjusting the battery voltage, voltage should be measured from the key line, after themeasured from the key line, after the

reverse polarity protection diode. A good measuring point is, reverse polarity protection diode. A good measuring point is, for example, the emergency stopfor example, the emergency stop

button terminal. If the button terminal. If the battery voltage is measured anywhere else, it will cause invalid battery voltage is measured anywhere else, it will cause invalid operationoperation

of the battery discharge indicator.of the battery discharge indicator.

252252 Traction motor feedback amplifierTraction motor feedback amplifier

failurefailure
WRONG ZEROWRONG ZERO

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

The outputs of the The outputs of the amplifiers (used to measure the traction motor voltage) are checked to amplifiers (used to measure the traction motor voltage) are checked to bebe

within a certain range. This within a certain range. This alarm occurs when the voltage signals exceed 3 V or alarm occurs when the voltage signals exceed 3 V or fall below 2 Vfall below 2 V

at the startup.at the startup.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace related to external components, so when it appears, replace the COMBIACXthe COMBIACX

controller.controller.

253253 Error in motor control parametersError in motor control parameters

SLIP_PROFILESLIP_PROFILE

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that there is an This alarm indicates that there is an error in the chosen slip error in the chosen slip profile parameters.profile parameters.

Check the value of those parameters in the Check the value of those parameters in the HARDWARE SETTING menuHARDWARE SETTING menu..

254254 Magnetic brake driver is shortedMagnetic brake driver is shorted

 AUX DRIV.SHR AUX DRIV.SHRT.T.

(Alarm) Stored(Alarm) Stored

This alarm indicates that the driver of This alarm indicates that the driver of the magnetic brake is shorted.the magnetic brake is shorted.

Check if there is a Check if there is a shortcut between XA1 A/4 and –Batt. Otherwise, the driver shortcut between XA1 A/4 and –Batt. Otherwise, the driver in thein the

COMBIACX controller is damaged and the controller has to be COMBIACX controller is damaged and the controller has to be replaced.replaced.
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14 14 Service Service datadata

14.114.1 Special tightening torquesSpecial tightening torques

Traction wheelTraction wheel   80 Nm80 Nm  

COMBIACX Power controller terminalCOMBIACX Power controller terminal

boltsbolts

7 Nm (±1.4 Nm)7 Nm (±1.4 Nm)

Traction motor power terminalsTraction motor power terminals 6 Nm6 Nm

Motor and transmission top sectionMotor and transmission top section 23 Nm23 Nm
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14.214.2 Tightening torque for standard bolts and nutsTightening torque for standard bolts and nuts
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14.314.3 Maintenance check listMaintenance check list

Legend: C = Check, R Legend: C = Check, R = Repair, Clean or Change, G = = Repair, Clean or Change, G = GreaseGrease

BEFOREBEFORE
DAILY USEDAILY USE
(USER)(USER)

MONTHLYMONTHLY

(OWNER)(OWNER) 600 h OR600 h OR
ONCE AONCE A

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

1,200 h OR1,200 h OR

EVERYEVERY
SECONDSECOND

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

Drive unitDrive unit

Transmission leakage checkTransmission leakage check C C C CC C C C

Steering bearingSteering bearing C C CC

Fastening of the gearboxFastening of the gearbox C C CC

HydraulicsHydraulics

Leakage checkingLeakage checking C C CC C C

Cleaning the oil filterCleaning the oil filter RR

Hydraulic oil changeHydraulic oil change RR

Oil levelOil level C C CC C C

Hose and cylinderHose and cylinder C C CC C C

Operation of the hydraulicsOperation of the hydraulics C C C CC C C C

Pressure relief valvesPressure relief valves C C CC

LinkageLinkage

BearingsBearings C C CC

LinkageLinkage
C C CC

WheelsWheels

Traction wheelTraction wheel C C C CC C C C

Traction wheel has to be replaced Traction wheel has to be replaced when itswhen its

diameter reaches 218 mmdiameter reaches 218 mm

C C CC

Load wheelsLoad wheels C C C CC C C C

Castor wheel suspensionCastor wheel suspension C C CC

BatteryBattery

Battery water levelBattery water level C C C CC C C C

Battery cable and connectorBattery cable and connector C C C CC C C C
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BEFOREBEFORE
DAILY USEDAILY USE
(USER)(USER)

MONTHLYMONTHLY
(OWNER)(OWNER)

600 h OR600 h OR
ONCE AONCE A

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

1,200 h OR1,200 h OR
EVERYEVERY
SECONDSECOND

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

ChargerCharger C C CC

ElectricsElectrics

SensorsSensors C C CC

Tiller arm functionsTiller arm functions C C C CC C C C

HornHorn C C C CC C C C

Brake functionsBrake functions C C C CC C C C

Brake air gap and disc thicknessBrake air gap and disc thickness C C CC

Controller power cable torqueController power cable torque C C CC

Motor’s cable torqueMotor’s cable torque C C CC

EMS - Emergency switchEMS - Emergency switch C C C CC C C C

 Alarm history c Alarm history checking/clearancehecking/clearance C C CC

Cables and wiringCables and wiring C C CC

GeneralGeneral

CleaningCleaning C C C CC C C C

Frame and the fork carriageFrame and the fork carriage C C C CC C C C

Gas springsGas springs C C C CC C C C

Type plateType plate C C C CC C C C

CoversCovers C C C CC C C C

Safety functionsSafety functions

••   BrakeBrake

••   Safety buttonSafety button

••   Battery lockBattery lock

••   Warning decalsWarning decals

••   EMS - Emergency switchEMS - Emergency switch

••   Key switchKey switch

CC C C CC C C

Fastening of the tiller armFastening of the tiller arm C C C CC C C C

OptionsOptions

Entry and exit rollersEntry and exit rollers C C CC C C
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BEFOREBEFORE
DAILY USEDAILY USE
(USER)(USER)

MONTHLYMONTHLY
(OWNER)(OWNER)

600 h OR600 h OR
ONCE AONCE A

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

1,200 h OR1,200 h OR
EVERYEVERY
SECONDSECOND

 YEAR YEAR
(SERVICE)(SERVICE)

DC converterDC converter C C CC

Internal chargerInternal charger C C CC

Load backrestLoad backrest C C C CC C C C

Working lightsWorking lights C C C CC C C C

 Accessory  Accessory bracketbracket C C C CC C C C

Quick battery change mechanismQuick battery change mechanism C C C CC C C C

14.414.4 LubricationLubrication

14.4.1 14.4.1 Hydraulic Hydraulic oiloil

Normal operating conditionsNormal operating conditions ISO VG 32ISO VG 32

Cold storageCold storage ISO VG 15ISO VG 15

Hot temperaturesHot temperatures ISO VG 46ISO VG 46

14.4.2 14.4.2 Transmission Transmission oiloil

SAE 80W/90, APISAE 80W/90, API   GL-5GL-5  

14.514.5 Special toolsSpecial tools

FIGURE FIGURE DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION PART PART NUMBERNUMBER

Extraction tool for traction / pump controller signal Extraction tool for traction / pump controller signal lineline

connectorsconnectors

RL350505RL350505
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FIGURE FIGURE DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION PART PART NUMBERNUMBER

Crimp tool for traction / Crimp tool for traction / pump controller signal line connectorspump controller signal line connectors RL362138RL362138

Extraction tool for main connector seriesExtraction tool for main connector series RL360058RL360058

Crimp tool for main connector seriesCrimp tool for main connector series RL360400RL360400

Extraction tool for the key switchExtraction tool for the key switch RL360402RL360402

Crimp tool for the key switch connectorCrimp tool for the key switch connector RL360401RL360401
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15 Options15 Options

This chapter provides information about the optional features available for This chapter provides information about the optional features available for the truck.the truck.

Most of the options, with Most of the options, with the exception of quick battery replacement, lever for lifting andthe exception of quick battery replacement, lever for lifting and
lowering and electrical steering, can be installed to the truck lowering and electrical steering, can be installed to the truck after purchase.after purchase.

Figure 87Figure 87 below illustrates the available options.below illustrates the available options.

NOTE: Electrical steering is not presented in the figure below.NOTE: Electrical steering is not presented in the figure below.   

Figure 87. Options overviewFigure 87. Options overview

1.1. Pallet entry/exit rollersPallet entry/exit rollers

2.2. Load supportLoad support
3.3. Working lightsWorking lights

4.4.  Accessory rack Accessory rack

5.5. List bracketList bracket

6.6. Computer rackComputer rack

7.7. Bottle rackBottle rack

8.8. Pen rackPen rack

9.9. Lever for lifting and loweringLever for lifting and lowering
10.10. Voltage converterVoltage converter

11.11. Pressure sensorPressure sensor

12.12. Battery lock sensorBattery lock sensor

13.13. Battery connectorBattery connector

14.14. Recharging plugRecharging plug

15.15. Quick battery replacementQuick battery replacement
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15.115.1 Pallet entry / exit rollersPallet entry / exit rollers

Figure 88. Pallet entry / exit rollers overviewFigure 88. Pallet entry / exit rollers overview

The pallet entry / exit The pallet entry / exit rollers make it possible to rollers make it possible to handle the truck’s load pallets sideways.handle the truck’s load pallets sideways.

15.1.1 15.1.1 Disassembly Disassembly of of the the pallet pallet entry entry / / exit exit rollersrollers

Disassembly of the rear rollers:Disassembly of the rear rollers:

1.1. Remove the bolts.Remove the bolts.

2.2. Remove the sleeves from the rollers.Remove the sleeves from the rollers.
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Disassembly of the front rollers:Disassembly of the front rollers:

1.1. Remove the lock ring.Remove the lock ring.

2.2. Remove the washer.Remove the washer.

3.3. Remove the roller.Remove the roller.

15.215.2 Load supportLoad support

Figure 89. Load support overviewFigure 89. Load support overview

The load support protects the The load support protects the truck operator from truck operator from unexpected load movemeunexpected load movements.nts.
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15.2.1 15.2.1 Installation Installation of of the the load load supportsupport

1.1. Install the load support to the Install the load support to the front offront of

the truck’s battery the truck’s battery compartmencompartment andt and

screw it in place.screw it in place.

15.315.3 Accessory rackAccessory rack

Figure 90. Accessory rack overviewFigure 90. Accessory rack overview

1.1.  Accessory rack Accessory rack

2.2. List bracketList bracket

3.3. Computer rackComputer rack

4.4. Bottle rackBottle rack

5.5. Pen rackPen rack

6.6. Working lightWorking light
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With the accessory rack, the With the accessory rack, the truck can be equipped with accessories that make thetruck can be equipped with accessories that make the

operator’s work easier. The following accessory-specific racks can be installed to theoperator’s work easier. The following accessory-specific racks can be installed to the

accessory rack:accessory rack:

••   List bracketList bracket

With the list With the list bracket, all work papers can be carried conveniently on the truck. Thebracket, all work papers can be carried conveniently on the truck. The

list bracket is equipped with a holder, which keeps the papers in place.list bracket is equipped with a holder, which keeps the papers in place.

••   Computer rackComputer rack

With the computer rack, the truck can be equipped with a computer. The computerWith the computer rack, the truck can be equipped with a computer. The computer

rack is suited for rack is suited for computercomputers with a s with a maximum width of 345 mm.maximum width of 345 mm.

••   Bottle rackBottle rack

The bottle rack provides a holder for drink bottles and cups.The bottle rack provides a holder for drink bottles and cups.

••   Pen rackPen rack

The pen rack holds the truck operator’s pens and small tools in place even duringThe pen rack holds the truck operator’s pens and small tools in place even during

driving.driving.

••   Working lightsWorking lights

Working lights enhance the truck operation in dim lighting conditions.Working lights enhance the truck operation in dim lighting conditions.

NOTE: Since both the list bracket and the computer rack are installed in the middle ofNOTE: Since both the list bracket and the computer rack are installed in the middle of

the accessory rack, only one of these options can be installed at the same time.the accessory rack, only one of these options can be installed at the same time.  

15.3.1 15.3.1 Installation Installation of of the the accessory accessory rackrack

1.1. Install the accessory rack on top ofInstall the accessory rack on top of

the truck’s battery the truck’s battery compartmencompartment andt and

screw it in place.screw it in place.
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15.3.1.1 Installation of the list 15.3.1.1 Installation of the list bracketbracket

1.1. Install the list bracket’s mountingInstall the list bracket’s mounting

bracket to the middle of thebracket to the middle of the

accessory rack.accessory rack.

2.2. Install and tighten the screws andInstall and tighten the screws and

nuts attaching the mounting bracketnuts attaching the mounting bracket

to the accessory rack.to the accessory rack.

3.3. Slide the T-slot fasteners into theSlide the T-slot fasteners into the

operator-side groove of theoperator-side groove of the

mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

4.4. Screw the two mounting pieces intoScrew the two mounting pieces into

the T-slot fasteners.the T-slot fasteners.

5.5. Screw the cover plates to Screw the cover plates to the sidesthe sides

of the mounting bracket.of the mounting bracket.

6.6. Screw the list bracket Screw the list bracket onto theonto the

mounting pieces.mounting pieces.

7.7. Install the writing pad to the listInstall the writing pad to the list

bracket.bracket.

8.8. Screw the writing pad and the holderScrew the writing pad and the holder

onto the list bracket.onto the list bracket.
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15.3.1.2 Installation of the computer rack15.3.1.2 Installation of the computer rack

1.1. Install the computer rack’s Install the computer rack’s mountingmounting

bracket to the middle of thebracket to the middle of the

accessory rack.accessory rack.

2.2. Install and tighten the screws andInstall and tighten the screws and

nuts attaching the mounting bracketnuts attaching the mounting bracket

to the accessory rack.to the accessory rack.

3.3. Slide the T-slot fasteners into theSlide the T-slot fasteners into the

operator-side groove of theoperator-side groove of the

mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

4.4. Screw the two mounting pieces intoScrew the two mounting pieces into

the T-slot fasteners.the T-slot fasteners.

5.5. Screw the cover plates to Screw the cover plates to the sidesthe sides

of the mounting bracket.of the mounting bracket.

6.6. Screw the computer rack onto theScrew the computer rack onto the

mounting pieces.mounting pieces.
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15.3.1.3 Installation of the bottle 15.3.1.3 Installation of the bottle rackrack

1.1.  Attach the bo Attach the bottle rack to thettle rack to the

accessory rack.accessory rack.

2.2. Tighten the bottle rack with theTighten the bottle rack with the

M5x30 screw and M5 nut provided.M5x30 screw and M5 nut provided.

15.3.1.4 Installation of the pen 15.3.1.4 Installation of the pen rackrack

1.1. Install the pen rInstall the pen rack’s mountingack’s mounting

bracket to either side of bracket to either side of thethe

accessory rack.accessory rack.
2.2. Install and tighten the screws andInstall and tighten the screws and

nuts attaching the mounting bracketnuts attaching the mounting bracket

to the accessory rack.to the accessory rack.
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3.3. Slide the tool holder into theSlide the tool holder into the

operator-side groove in theoperator-side groove in the

mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

4.4. Screw the cover plates to Screw the cover plates to the sidesthe sides

of the mounting bracket.of the mounting bracket.

15.3.1.5 Installation of the working lights15.3.1.5 Installation of the working lights

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct schematic diagram for the Always use the correct schematic diagram for the specific model you are servicing. Thespecific model you are servicing. The

latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

1.1.  Attach the workin Attach the working lights’ moug lights’ mountingnting

bracket to the accessory rack.bracket to the accessory rack.

2.2. Install and tighten the screws andInstall and tighten the screws and

nuts attaching the mounting bracketnuts attaching the mounting bracket

to the accessory rack.to the accessory rack.

3.3. Install the working light powerInstall the working light power

button.button.
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4.4. Connect the wires to the working Connect the wires to the working light according to the truck model specificlight according to the truck model specific

schematic diagram.schematic diagram.

5.5. Tie the working light wires to the accessory rack and draw them via the hoistTie the working light wires to the accessory rack and draw them via the hoist

point hole into the point hole into the battery compartment. Seebattery compartment. See Figure 91 Figure 91 below.below.

6.6. Draw the working light wires Draw the working light wires following the battery cables through the holes in thefollowing the battery cables through the holes in the

battery compartment into the tractor battery compartment into the tractor compartmencompartment. Seet. See Figure 91 Figure 91 below.below.

7.7. Connect the working light wires according to the Connect the working light wires according to the truck model specific schematictruck model specific schematic

diagram.diagram.

Figure 91. Working lights wiring overviewFigure 91. Working lights wiring overview
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15.415.4 Lever for lifting and loweringLever for lifting and lowering

NOTE: The lever for lifting and lowering option is installed to the NOTE: The lever for lifting and lowering option is installed to the truck duringtruck during

manufacturing, so this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.manufacturing, so this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.

Figure 92. Lever for lifting and lowering overviewFigure 92. Lever for lifting and lowering overview

The levers for lifting and lowering allow easier The levers for lifting and lowering allow easier operation with gloves on. The leversoperation with gloves on. The levers

function in parallel to the lifting and function in parallel to the lifting and lowering buttons.lowering buttons.
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15.4.1 15.4.1 Removing Removing the the controller controller for for lifting lifting and and loweringlowering

Figure 93. Removing the controller for lifting and lowering Figure 93. Removing the controller for lifting and lowering overviewoverview

1.1. ScrewScrew

2.2. Controller for lifting and loweringController for lifting and lowering

3.3. ConnectorConnector

4.4. Controller leversController levers

1.1. Remove the tiller head. For instructions, see sectionRemove the tiller head. For instructions, see section 8.1.1. 8.1.1.  

2.2. Remove the screws at the end Remove the screws at the end of theof the

levers.levers.

3.3. Remove the levers.Remove the levers.
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4.4. Remove the lever connector.Remove the lever connector.

5.5. Remove the two screws from theRemove the two screws from the

mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

6.6. Remove the controller.Remove the controller.

7.7. Remove the mounting bracket.Remove the mounting bracket.

15.4.2 15.4.2 Installing Installing the the controller controller for for lifting lifting and and loweringlowering

1.1. Connect the lever wires to the Connect the lever wires to the connector. The pin locations from 1 to connector. The pin locations from 1 to 3 are3 are

marked on the connector with lines and help you in determining the rest of the pinmarked on the connector with lines and help you in determining the rest of the pin

locations. Details of the controller wires and their locations. Details of the controller wires and their pin locations are available inpin locations are available in
Figure 94Figure 94 andand Table 11 Table 11 below.below.

2.2. Install the controller and tighten the screws.Install the controller and tighten the screws.

3.3. Connect the controller Connect the controller connector.connector.

4.4. Install the levers.Install the levers.

5.5. Tighten the screws at the end of the levers.Tighten the screws at the end of the levers.

6.6. Calibrate the controller. For instructions, see Calibrate the controller. For instructions, see sectionsection 9.1. 9.1.  

Figure 94. Controller for lifting and lowering pin locationsFigure 94. Controller for lifting and lowering pin locations
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Table 11. Controller for lifting and lowering wire detailsTable 11. Controller for lifting and lowering wire details

PIN PIN WIRE WIRE COLOR COLOR DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

11 Green Green Sensor Sensor +24 +24 VV

22 White/Brown White/Brown Sensor Sensor GNDGND

33 White/Black White/Black Output Output signalsignal

44 - - --

55 - - --

15.4.3 15.4.3 Calibrating Calibrating the the controller controller for for lifting lifting and and loweringlowering

If the controller for If the controller for lifting and lowering or the Zapi COMBIACX Power controller islifting and lowering or the Zapi COMBIACX Power controller is

changed, the controller for lifting and lowering must be calibrated. Also if changed, the controller for lifting and lowering must be calibrated. Also if the truck doesthe truck does

not drive smoothly, it is not drive smoothly, it is recommendrecommended that you always first ed that you always first perform this calibration.perform this calibration.

15.4.3.1 Acquiring the VACC with TruckTool15.4.3.1 Acquiring the VACC with TruckTool

1.1. Connect TruckTool to the truck.Connect TruckTool to the truck.

2.2. In TruckTool, go to the Wizards In TruckTool, go to the Wizards view.view.

3.3. Select the "Controller for lifting and lowering calibration" option and click theSelect the "Controller for lifting and lowering calibration" option and click the

"Start wizard" button next to it."Start wizard" button next to it.

4.4. Make sure that the truck’s lever forMake sure that the truck’s lever for

lifting and lowering is in the middlelifting and lowering is in the middle

position.position.

5.5. In TruckTool, click "Start" in In TruckTool, click "Start" in the Wizard popup window.the Wizard popup window.
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6.6. Pull the truck’s tiller to the drivingPull the truck’s tiller to the driving

position and move the lever for liftingposition and move the lever for lifting

and lowering to one end positionand lowering to one end position

and then to the other end position.and then to the other end position.

7.7. In TruckTool, check that the displayed values are acceptable and click "Stop".In TruckTool, check that the displayed values are acceptable and click "Stop".

If the process fails, If the process fails, update the firmware on the controller and try update the firmware on the controller and try again.again.

15.4.3.2 Acquiring the VACC without Truck Tool15.4.3.2 Acquiring the VACC without Truck Tool

1. 1. During key-oDuring key-on, lower the n, lower the forks and forks and turn the aturn the accelerator foccelerator forward at the rward at the same timesame time

and hold the buttons down for 15 seconds.and hold the buttons down for 15 seconds.

The truck enters the accelerator teach-in mode.The truck enters the accelerator teach-in mode.

2. 2. Release Release all all the the buttons.buttons.

3. 3. Teach the Teach the controller for controller for lifting and lifting and lowering blowering by moving y moving the lever the lever for lifting anfor lifting andd

lowering to one end position, then to the other end position.lowering to one end position, then to the other end position.

4. 4. Release Release the the lever folever for lifting r lifting and and lowering.lowering.

5. 5. Press thPress the sae safety bfety button utton to savto save the e the settings.settings.

6. 6. Restart Restart the the truck.truck.
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15.515.5 Voltage converterVoltage converter

Figure 95. Voltage converter overviewFigure 95. Voltage converter overview

The voltage converter (12 V, 12.5 A) The voltage converter (12 V, 12.5 A) allows multiple peripherals, such as a PC, aallows multiple peripherals, such as a PC, a

barcode scanner or a label printer, to barcode scanner or a label printer, to be connected to the truck's electrical system.be connected to the truck's electrical system.

15.5.1 15.5.1 Installation Installation of of the the voltage voltage converterconverter

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct schematic diagram for the Always use the correct schematic diagram for the specific model you are servicing. Thespecific model you are servicing. The

latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

1.1. Screw the voltage converter’sScrew the voltage converter’s

mounting plate into the truck framemounting plate into the truck frame

above the horn.above the horn.

2.2. Screw the voltage converter onto theScrew the voltage converter onto the

mounting plate.mounting plate.

3.3. Connect the voltage converter wiresConnect the voltage converter wires

according to the truck model specificaccording to the truck model specific

schematic diagram. Seeschematic diagram. See Figure 96 Figure 96

below.below.
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Figure 96. Voltage converter wiring overviewFigure 96. Voltage converter wiring overview

15.615.6 Pressure sensorPressure sensor

The pressure sensor is used for The pressure sensor is used for monitoring the hydraulic pressure of the hydraulicmonitoring the hydraulic pressure of the hydraulic

system. With this sensor, the system. With this sensor, the traction controller can adjust the driving speed accordingtraction controller can adjust the driving speed according

to the lifted load. The to the lifted load. The pressure sensor has an output signal of 1–6 Vdc pressure sensor has an output signal of 1–6 Vdc in the range of 0-in the range of 0-

250 bar oil pressure.250 bar oil pressure.

TypeType   Pressure transmitter Pressure transmitter   

VVss   9 - 30 Vdc9 - 30 Vdc

Output signalOutput signal 1 – 6 VDC / < 5 mA1 – 6 VDC / < 5 mA

Measuring rangeMeasuring range 0 – 250 bar0 – 250 bar

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring 1 = L+ (Supply)1 = L+ (Supply)

2 = OUT (output signal)2 = OUT (output signal)

3 = M (GND)3 = M (GND)

Spare partSpare part RL469001RL469001
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Figure 97. Pressure sensor overviewFigure 97. Pressure sensor overview

15.6.1 15.6.1 Installation Installation of of the the pressure pressure sensorsensor

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct schematic diagram for the Always use the correct schematic diagram for the specific model you are servicing. Thespecific model you are servicing. The

latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

1.1. Disconnect the hydraulic oil hoseDisconnect the hydraulic oil hose

from the connector.from the connector.

2.2. Install a T-fitting between theInstall a T-fitting between the

hydraulic oil hose and the hydraulic oil hose and the connector.connector.

3.3. Install the pressure sensor to the T-Install the pressure sensor to the T-
fitting.fitting.

4.4. Connect the pressure sensor wires according to the truck Connect the pressure sensor wires according to the truck model specificmodel specific

schematic diagram.schematic diagram.
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15.6.2 15.6.2 Pressure Pressure sensor sensor functionality functionality checkcheck

1. 1. Lower the Lower the load hanload handling fork dling fork to its lowest to its lowest position to position to minimize thminimize the hydraulie hydraulicc

system’s oil pressure.system’s oil pressure.

2. 2. Measure the Measure the output signaoutput signal voltage level voltage level with a multiml with a multimeter between eter between the signal outhe signal outputtput

terminal (XB42/2) and the minus terminal (XB42/2) and the minus terminal (XB42/3).terminal (XB42/3).

The nominal output signal level is ~1 Vdc when the hydraulic pressure is 0 bar.The nominal output signal level is ~1 Vdc when the hydraulic pressure is 0 bar.

The output signal level rises relatively to the hydraulic oil pressure and with theThe output signal level rises relatively to the hydraulic oil pressure and with the

maximum load (2000 kg) the value is close to 4 Vdc.maximum load (2000 kg) the value is close to 4 Vdc.

3. 3. If the pressuIf the pressure sensor vare sensor values do lues do not match not match the abovthe above, replace e, replace the sensor.the sensor.

15.715.7 Battery lock sensorBattery lock sensor

The battery lock sensor prevents the operation of the The battery lock sensor prevents the operation of the truck, if the truck, if the battery is not properlybattery is not properly

locked in place.locked in place.

TypeType   Inductive proximity sensor Inductive proximity sensor   

SizeSize Rectangular, 10 mm x 16 mm x 28 Rectangular, 10 mm x 16 mm x 28 mmmm

VVss   10 - 30 Vdc10 - 30 Vdc

Switching outputSwitching output PNP, NOPNP, NO

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring DC 3-wire, VDC 3-wire, Vss = BRN, GND = BLU, Signal output = BLK = BRN, GND = BLU, Signal output = BLK

Sensing rangeSensing range 3 - 6 mm3 - 6 mm

Spare partSpare part RL600362RL600362
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15.7.1 15.7.1 Installation Installation of of the the battery battery lock lock sensorsensor

CAUTIONCAUTION

Always use the correct schematic diagram for the Always use the correct schematic diagram for the specific model you are servicing. Thespecific model you are servicing. The
latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.latest schematic diagrams are available from the manufacturer’s Web site.

1.1. Screw the battery lock sensor’sScrew the battery lock sensor’s

mounting plate into the truck framemounting plate into the truck frame

next to the battery lock.next to the battery lock.

2.2. Screw the battery lock sensor ontoScrew the battery lock sensor onto

the mounting plate.the mounting plate.

3.3. Draw the battery lock sensor Draw the battery lock sensor wires following the battery cables through the holeswires following the battery cables through the holes

in the battery compartment into the tractor compartment. Seein the battery compartment into the tractor compartment. See Figure 99 Figure 99 below.below.

4.4. Connect the battery lock sensor wires according to the Connect the battery lock sensor wires according to the truck model specifictruck model specific

schematic diagram.schematic diagram.

5.5. With TruckTool, set the parameter A14 function to OPTION #1.With TruckTool, set the parameter A14 function to OPTION #1.

Figure 99. Battery lock sensor wiring overviewFigure 99. Battery lock sensor wiring overview
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15.7.2 15.7.2 Battery Battery lock lock sensor sensor functionality functionality checkcheck

1. 1. Connect Connect the supthe supply voltagply voltage betweee between the n the brown (+) brown (+) and bluand blue (-) wires.e (-) wires.

2. 2. Measure Measure the the supply supply voltage voltage between between the the wires.wires.

The value should be +24Vdc.The value should be +24Vdc.

3. 3. Measure bMeasure between thetween the blue e blue (-) and blac(-) and black (output) wirek (output) wires on the s on the voltage arvoltage area.ea.

When a supply is connected and there are no metallic objects within the sensingWhen a supply is connected and there are no metallic objects within the sensing

range, the value is approximately 0V.range, the value is approximately 0V.

When a metallic object is moved within the sensing range, the value is the same asWhen a metallic object is moved within the sensing range, the value is the same as

the supply voltage, i.e. the supply voltage, i.e. +24Vdc.+24Vdc.

4. 4. If the If the values dvalues do not o not match thmatch the abovee above, replace , replace the senthe sensor.sor.

15.815.8 Battery connectorBattery connector

This option is a This option is a replacemereplacement for a nt for a defective battery connector.defective battery connector.

NOTE: Make sure that you set NOTE: Make sure that you set the mechanical voltage selector to the correct batterythe mechanical voltage selector to the correct battery

voltage (24 V)! Also note the polarity of voltage (24 V)! Also note the polarity of the battery cables.the battery cables.  

15.915.9 Recharging plugRecharging plug

This option is a This option is a replacemereplacement for a nt for a defective recharging plugdefective recharging plug..

NOTE: Make sure that you set NOTE: Make sure that you set the mechanical voltage selector to the correct batterythe mechanical voltage selector to the correct battery

voltage (24 V)! Also note the voltage (24 V)! Also note the polarity of the battery cables.polarity of the battery cables.  
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15.9.1 15.9.1 Replacing Replacing the the recharging recharging plugplug

Figure 100. Recharging plug overviewFigure 100. Recharging plug overview

Instructions for removing the Instructions for removing the recharging plug are provided below. Install recharging plug are provided below. Install the rechargingthe recharging

plug by repeating the steps in reversed order.plug by repeating the steps in reversed order.

1.1. Lift the forks of the truck to Lift the forks of the truck to theirtheir

upmost position.upmost position.

2.2. Remove the electric panel. For instructions, see the steps 1-3 Remove the electric panel. For instructions, see the steps 1-3 in the sectionin the section 8.2.6. 8.2.6.  
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3.3. Remove the bolts of the batteryRemove the bolts of the battery

connector.connector.

4.4. Disconnect the battery connectorDisconnect the battery connector

cabling.cabling.

5.5. Remove the battery connector.Remove the battery connector.
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15.1015.10 Quick battery replacementQuick battery replacement

NOTE: The quick battery replacement option is installed to the truck duringNOTE: The quick battery replacement option is installed to the truck during

manufacturing, so this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.manufacturing, so this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.

The quick battery replacement device enables changing the battery without the use of aThe quick battery replacement device enables changing the battery without the use of a

lifting device.lifting device.

1.1. Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the Open the battery cover. For instructions, see the sectionsection 5.4.4. 5.4.4.  

2.2. Disconnect the battery connector.Disconnect the battery connector.

3.3. Pull out the batteryPull out the battery

4.4. Insert a new battery (verify Insert a new battery (verify the battery type and voltage).the battery type and voltage).

5.5. Connect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remainConnect the battery connector. Make sure that the battery cables remain

completely safe within the frame of the truck.completely safe within the frame of the truck.

6.6. Close the battery cover. The cover Close the battery cover. The cover acts as a acts as a battery locking device. Make surebattery locking device. Make sure

that the locking button returns all the that the locking button returns all the way to the locking position.way to the locking position.
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15.10.1 15.10.1 Removing the rubber absorbeRemoving the rubber absorbers with quick battery replacemrs with quick battery replacementent

Figure 101. Rubber absorbers with the quick battery replacement optionFigure 101. Rubber absorbers with the quick battery replacement option

1.1. Battery lock hingeBattery lock hinge 2.2. Rubber absorberRubber absorber

1.1. Remove the bolt holding the Remove the bolt holding the batterybattery

lock hinge in place.lock hinge in place.

2.2. Remove the battery lock Remove the battery lock hinge.hinge.

3.3. Remove the rubber Remove the rubber absorber.absorber.
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15.1115.11 Electrical steeringElectrical steering

NOTE: The electrical steering option is NOTE: The electrical steering option is installed to the truck installed to the truck during manufactuduring manufacturing, soring, so

this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.this option needs to be selected prior to purchasing the truck.

Electrically powered steering helps the driver to steer the vehicle by Electrically powered steering helps the driver to steer the vehicle by augmentinaugmenting theg the

steering effort of the steering wheel. The electric steering effort of the steering wheel. The electric motor adds controlled energy to themotor adds controlled energy to the

steering mechanismsteering mechanism, so the , so the driver needs only a modest effort to driver needs only a modest effort to turn the truck. Powerturn the truck. Power

steering helps considerably when the vehicle is steering helps considerably when the vehicle is stopped or moving slowly.stopped or moving slowly.

The power steering system has no direct mechanical connection to the steering. TheThe power steering system has no direct mechanical connection to the steering. The

electric motor provides assistance force, which is controlled by the electric motor provides assistance force, which is controlled by the electric steeringelectric steering

controller.controller.

When the tiller is turned to the right or left, the tiller When the tiller is turned to the right or left, the tiller sensor informs the steeringsensor informs the steering

controller that the tiller is controller that the tiller is turned. The controller starts to turn turned. The controller starts to turn the steering mechanismthe steering mechanism

with the steering motor. There are two with the steering motor. There are two feedbacks devices; the sensor bearing in thefeedbacks devices; the sensor bearing in the

steering motor and the steering motor and the outer feedback sensor, which provides feedback information toouter feedback sensor, which provides feedback information to

the controller. With this information, the controller knows the actual position of the controller. With this information, the controller knows the actual position of thethe

turned wheel and can handle the steering movements carefully.turned wheel and can handle the steering movements carefully.
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15.11.1 15.11.1 Motor and electricaMotor and electrical system with electl system with electrical steeringrical steering

Figure 102. Motor and electrical system with electrical Figure 102. Motor and electrical system with electrical steering overviewsteering overview

1.1. Electric panel (covered with aElectric panel (covered with a

 plastic electrical panel cover) plastic electrical panel cover)

2.2. Motor fanMotor fan

3.3. Traction motorTraction motor

4.4. Steering motor fanSteering motor fan

5.5. Hydraulic aggregateHydraulic aggregate

6.6. Steering controller (Zapi EPS AC0)Steering controller (Zapi EPS AC0)

7.7. Motor rackMotor rack

8.8. HornHorn
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Figure 103. Electrical steering detailed constructionFigure 103. Electrical steering detailed construction

1.1. Feedback sensorFeedback sensor

2.2. Sensor mounting bracketSensor mounting bracket

3.3. Motor beltMotor belt
4.4. Motor belt’s tightening screwMotor belt’s tightening screw

5.5. Belt rollerBelt roller

6.6. Motor rackMotor rack

7.7. Belt roller flangeBelt roller flange

8.8. Hydraulic aggregate’s mounting bracketHydraulic aggregate’s mounting bracket

9.9. Steering motor fanSteering motor fan
10.10. Fan plateFan plate

11.11. Steering controller (Zapi EPS AC0)Steering controller (Zapi EPS AC0)

12.12. Steering controller’s mounting bracketSteering controller’s mounting bracket
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15.11.2 15.11.2 Zapi EPS AZapi EPS AC0 Power C0 Power ControllerController

The EPS AC0 inverter has been developed to perform steering functions that areThe EPS AC0 inverter has been developed to perform steering functions that are

usually present in walkie and rider pallet trucks, usually present in walkie and rider pallet trucks, stackers and low-level order pickers.stackers and low-level order pickers.

The controller can perform the The controller can perform the following functions:following functions:

••   Steering controller for AC Steering controller for AC asynchronoasynchronous 3-phase motorsus 3-phase motors

••   Digital control using two Digital control using two microprocessomicroprocessorsrs

••   CAN bus interfaceCAN bus interface

••   Both microprocessors are CAN Both microprocessors are CAN bus connectedbus connected

••   Encoder interfaceEncoder interface

••   Stepper motor or twin pot interfaceStepper motor or twin pot interface

••    Analogue  Analogue feedback pfeedback pot interface (102ot interface (1024 steps resolut4 steps resolution)ion)

••    Analogue  Analogue KTY84-130 KTY84-130 thermal sensothermal sensor inputr input

••    Analogue in Analogue input with 102put with 1024 steps resoluti4 steps resolution (one inpuon (one input)t)

••    Analogue in Analogue input with 409put with 4096 steps resoluti6 steps resolution (one inpuon (one input)t)

••   Two digital inputsTwo digital inputs

••   Double safety relay insideDouble safety relay inside

15.11.3 15.11.3 Zapi EPS AZapi EPS AC0 connecC0 connectorstors

CAUTIONCAUTION

Before any inspection or repair work, turn the Before any inspection or repair work, turn the key switch to the OFF key switch to the OFF position,position,

disconnect the battery plug/connector, discharge all inverters and record the places ofdisconnect the battery plug/connector, discharge all inverters and record the places of

the harness connections before disassembly.the harness connections before disassembly.

When disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and unlock theWhen disconnecting the connector, hold the connector housing and plug and unlock the

connector. Holding the case may cause damage to connector. Holding the case may cause damage to the inside card, while holding thethe inside card, while holding the

cable may cause wire breakage.cable may cause wire breakage.

If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are If the high-power cable terminals of the battery-operated vehicle are not tightenednot tightened

properly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and canproperly, the increased contact resistance causes excessive heat generation, and can

even cause a fire. To even cause a fire. To prevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tighteningprevent accidents and equipment problems, check the tightening

torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull torque of the high-power cable terminals regularly. Do not pull the cables to checkthe cables to check

connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are connections or during adjustment. If the cable terminal sections are moved, re-tightenmoved, re-tighten

the connections.the connections.
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Figure 104. Zapi EPS AC0 connectorsFigure 104. Zapi EPS AC0 connectors

1.1. CNA external connectorCNA external connector 2.2. CNB external connectorCNB external connector

The Zapi EPS AC0 Power inverter The Zapi EPS AC0 Power inverter uses two connectors:uses two connectors:

••   CNA 8 CNA 8 poles connector, spare part: RL450935poles connector, spare part: RL450935

••   CNB 14 poles CNB 14 poles connector, spare part: RL450937connector, spare part: RL450937

Contact 0.2 – 0.8 mm2 for CNA, CNB, CNC and CND connectors, spare part:Contact 0.2 – 0.8 mm2 for CNA, CNB, CNC and CND connectors, spare part:

RL450666RL450666

15.11.3.1 15.11.3.1 CNA CNA external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

 A4 NK1 (XA2 A/4) A4 NK1 (XA2 A/4)

(safety pedal K1-)(safety pedal K1-)

Safety switch lower voltage pointSafety switch lower voltage point

 A5 K1 (XA2 A/5) A5 K1 (XA2 A/5)

(safety pedal K1+)(safety pedal K1+)

Safety pedal higher voltage pointSafety pedal higher voltage point

 A6 CANL (XA2 A/6) A6 CANL (XA2 A/6)

(CANL)(CANL)

CAN bus lowCAN bus low

 A7 KEY (XA2 A/7) A7 KEY (XA2 A/7)

(key)(key)

Key in (24-36 V battery).Key in (24-36 V battery).

 A11 GND (XA2 A/11) A11 GND (XA2 A/11)

(0V)(0V)

GND. Encoder negative supply.GND. Encoder negative supply.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

 A14 CANH (XA2 A/1 A14 CANH (XA2 A/14)4)

(CANH)(CANH)

CAN bus high.CAN bus high.

15.11.3.2 15.11.3.2 CNB CNB external external connectorconnector

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

B1 NPOT (XA2 B/1)B1 NPOT (XA2 B/1)

(GND)(GND)

FB POT negative supply.FB POT negative supply.

B2 PPOT (XA2 B/2)B2 PPOT (XA2 B/2)

(supply)(supply)

FB PIT positive supply.FB PIT positive supply.

B3 THMOT (XA2 B/3)B3 THMOT (XA2 B/3)

(temperature sensor positive)(temperature sensor positive)

Motor temperature sensor (KTY84-130) input.Motor temperature sensor (KTY84-130) input.

B4 +5VDC (XA2 B/4)B4 +5VDC (XA2 B/4)

(+5V)(+5V)

Encoder positive supply.Encoder positive supply.

B6 CPOT (XA2 B/6)B6 CPOT (XA2 B/6)

(CPOC1)(CPOC1)

FB POT wiper.FB POT wiper.

B7 CHB (XA2 B/8)B7 CHB (XA2 B/8)

(B)(B)

Encoder channel B.Encoder channel B.

B8 CHA (XA2 B/8)B8 CHA (XA2 B/8)

(A)(A)

Encoder channel A.Encoder channel A.

15.11.3.1 15.11.3.1 Description Description of of the the power power connectionsconnections

CONNECTION DESCRIPTIONCONNECTION DESCRIPTION

- B- B Negative of the battery.Negative of the battery.

+ B+ B Positive of the battery.Positive of the battery.

- P- P Negative of the pump motor.Negative of the pump motor.

U; V; WU; V; W Connection bars of the three motor phases.Connection bars of the three motor phases.

The correct tightening torque for the Zapi EPS AC0 terminal bolts is 2.5 – 3 Nm.The correct tightening torque for the Zapi EPS AC0 terminal bolts is 2.5 – 3 Nm.   https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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15.11.3.2 15.11.3.2 Fuses Fuses with with electrical electrical steeringsteering

Figure 105. Fuses with electrical steeringFigure 105. Fuses with electrical steering

1.1. Line connector fuseLine connector fuse

2.2. Electric steering fuseElectric steering fuse

3.3. Control circuit fuseControl circuit fuse

4.4. OptionalOptional

5.5. Drive/pump motor fuseDrive/pump motor fuse

6.6. Working lights fuse (optional)Working lights fuse (optional)

15.11.4 15.11.4 Feedback Feedback sensorsensor

The feedback sensor is used for monitoring the steering wheel position. With thisThe feedback sensor is used for monitoring the steering wheel position. With this

sensor, the steering controller can adjust the steering angle of the sensor, the steering controller can adjust the steering angle of the truck. The feedbacktruck. The feedback

angle sensor has an output signal from 0.5–4.5 Vdc.angle sensor has an output signal from 0.5–4.5 Vdc.

TypeType   Pressure transmitter Pressure transmitter   

VVss   +5 Vdc+5 Vdc

Output signalOutput signal 0.5 – 4.5 Vdc / < 15 mA0.5 – 4.5 Vdc / < 15 mA

(2 signals, crossed signal curves)(2 signals, crossed signal curves)

Electrical wiringElectrical wiring 1 = L+ (Supply)1 = L+ (Supply)  
2 = OUT (output signal 1)2 = OUT (output signal 1)

3 = M (GND)3 = M (GND)

4 = OUT2 (output signal 2)4 = OUT2 (output signal 2)

Spare partSpare part RL601333RL601333
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Figure 106. Feedback sensorFigure 106. Feedback sensor

15.11.4.1 15.11.4.1 Functionality Functionality check check of of the the feedback feedback sensorsensor

1. 1. Connect the Connect the supply voltage supply voltage +5 Vdc +5 Vdc between the between the supply (XP2/1) and supply (XP2/1) and negativenegative

(XP2/3) wires.(XP2/3) wires.

2. 2. Measure Measure the the supply supply voltage voltage between between the the wires.wires.

The value should be +5 Vdc.The value should be +5 Vdc.

3. 3. Measure bMeasure between thetween the negative negative (XP2/3) ane (XP2/3) and output d output (XP2/2) wires o(XP2/2) wires on the von the voltageltage

area.area.

When a supply is connected and the sensor axis is When a supply is connected and the sensor axis is rotated, the value variesrotated, the value varies

between 0.5 - 4.5 Vdc. When the value is increasing toward 4.5 Vdc, and the sensorbetween 0.5 - 4.5 Vdc. When the value is increasing toward 4.5 Vdc, and the sensor

axis is rotating more, the value returns to 0.5 axis is rotating more, the value returns to 0.5 Vdc. Also, when rotating to the Vdc. Also, when rotating to the otherother

direction, the value decreases.direction, the value decreases.

4. 4. If the If the values do values do not manot match the tch the above, reabove, replace the place the sensor.sensor.
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15.11.5 15.11.5 Disassembly oDisassembly of the electrical steef the electrical steering motor unitring motor unit

1.1. Remove the motor belt. For instructions, see sectionRemove the motor belt. For instructions, see section 15.11.7. 15.11.7.  

2.2. Remove the screws of the sensorRemove the screws of the sensor
mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

3.3. Remove the sensor mountingRemove the sensor mounting

bracket.bracket.

4.4. Loosen the belt roller’s Loosen the belt roller’s tighteningtightening

screw.screw.
5.5. Remove the belt roller.Remove the belt roller.

6.6. Loosen the belt roller flange’sLoosen the belt roller flange’s

tightening screws.tightening screws.

7.7. Remove the belt roller Remove the belt roller flange.flange.
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8.8. Remove the hydraulic oil hose.Remove the hydraulic oil hose.

9.9. Remove the three screws from theRemove the three screws from the

hydraulic aggregate’s mountinghydraulic aggregate’s mounting

bracket.bracket.

10.10. Remove the hydraulic aggregateRemove the hydraulic aggregate
and its mounting bracket.and its mounting bracket.

11.11. Remove the screws of the motorRemove the screws of the motor

rack.rack.

12.12. Remove the motor rack.Remove the motor rack.

13.13. Remove the drive unit. For instructions, see sectionRemove the drive unit. For instructions, see section 8.3.1. 8.3.1.  

14.14. Remove the four screws holding theRemove the four screws holding the

steering controller in place.steering controller in place.

15.15. Remove the steering Remove the steering controller.controller.
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16.16. Remove the three screws of theRemove the three screws of the

steering controller mounting bracket.steering controller mounting bracket.

17.17. Remove the steering controllerRemove the steering controller

mounting bracket.mounting bracket.

18.18. Remove the three screws of theRemove the three screws of the

steering motor fan plate.steering motor fan plate.

19.19. Remove the steering motor fanRemove the steering motor fan

plate.plate.

20.20. Remove the four screws of theRemove the four screws of the

steering motor fan.steering motor fan.
21.21. Remove the steering motor fan.Remove the steering motor fan.
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15.11.6 15.11.6 Adjusting the Adjusting the motor bemotor beltlt

Figure 107. Motor belt overviewFigure 107. Motor belt overview

1.1. Motor beltMotor belt 2.2. Tightening screwTightening screw

During maintenanDuring maintenance, check the condition of the ce, check the condition of the motor belt and tighten it, if motor belt and tighten it, if needed.needed.

••   The strength of a new motor belt is 206 N.The strength of a new motor belt is 206 N.

••   When the motor belt is in place and tightened, it should give in approximatelyWhen the motor belt is in place and tightened, it should give in approximately

1.8 mm. If the belt gives in more or less 1.8 mm. If the belt gives in more or less than that, adjust it accordingly.than that, adjust it accordingly.

••   The minimum strength of a used motor belt is The minimum strength of a used motor belt is 155 N. When the minimum strength is155 N. When the minimum strength is

reached, replace the motor belt as instructed in sectionreached, replace the motor belt as instructed in section 15.11.7. 15.11.7.  

1.1. Loosen the motor belt fastener.Loosen the motor belt fastener.

2.2. Open the nut of the tighteningOpen the nut of the tightening

screw.screw.

3.3.  Adjust the mot Adjust the motor belt’s tightneor belt’s tightness asss as

needed.needed.
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4.4. Check the motor belt’s tightness byCheck the motor belt’s tightness by

pressing it to see how much it givespressing it to see how much it gives

in. When correctly adjusted, the beltin. When correctly adjusted, the belt

should give in approximatelyshould give in approximately

1.8 mm.1.8 mm.

5.5. Tighten the nut of the tightening screw.Tighten the nut of the tightening screw.

6.6. Tighten the motor belt Tighten the motor belt fastener.fastener.

15.11.7 15.11.7 Replacing tReplacing the motor he motor beltbelt

1.1. Loosen the motor belt fastener.Loosen the motor belt fastener.

2.2. Loosen the motor belt’s tighteningLoosen the motor belt’s tightening

screw.screw.

3.3. Remove the motor belt.Remove the motor belt.

4.4. Install the new motor belt.Install the new motor belt.

5.5.  Adjust the mo Adjust the motor belt as instructetor belt as instructed in sectiond in section 15.11.6 15.11.6 above.above.

15.11.8 15.11.8 Adjusting the elecAdjusting the electrically poweretrically powered steeringd steering

If any of If any of the electric steering components are changed, the electrically powered steeringthe electric steering components are changed, the electrically powered steering

must be adjusted.must be adjusted.

15.11.8.1 15.11.8.1 Adjusting Adjusting the the tiller tiller and and feedback feedback sensorssensors

The tiller and feedback sensors have two output signals that areThe tiller and feedback sensors have two output signals that are crossed togethercrossed together
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Figure 108. Tiller and feedback sensorsFigure 108. Tiller and feedback sensors

1. 1. Connect the Connect the supply voltage supply voltage +5 Vdc +5 Vdc between the between the + + terminal (XP1/1) and terminal (XP1/1) and thethe  
- terminal (XP1/3).- terminal (XP1/3).

2. 2. With a mulWith a multimeter, meatimeter, measure the vsure the voltage area oltage area between between the minus the minus terminal (XP1terminal (XP1/3)/3)

and output 1 (XP1/2) or and output 1 (XP1/2) or output 2 (XP1/4).output 2 (XP1/4).

3. 3. Turn the Turn the sensor axis sensor axis so that so that the muthe multimeter sholtimeter shows ~2.5 ws ~2.5 Vdc.Vdc.

Now the sensor is centered and can be Now the sensor is centered and can be installed to the truck system.installed to the truck system.

4. 4. It is very imIt is very important to aportant to assemble the ssemble the sensor axis sensor axis in the coin the correct position. rrect position. When theWhen the

tiller sensor or the tiller sensor or the feedback sensor is at the center feedback sensor is at the center position, make sure that also theposition, make sure that also the

tiller and the steering mechanism are in the center position.tiller and the steering mechanism are in the center position.

5. 5. To minimizTo minimize the mee the mechanical strain chanical strain of the seof the sensor axis, mnsor axis, make sure take sure that the sehat the sensor isnsor is

assembled on its bracket as centered as possible.assembled on its bracket as centered as possible.

15.11.8.2 15.11.8.2 Feedback Feedback sensor sensor teaching teaching and sand steering teering angle angle reductionreduction

NOTE: Make sure that all the steering controller parameters are set according to theNOTE: Make sure that all the steering controller parameters are set according to the

latest parameter list.latest parameter list.  

1. 1. Connect tConnect the Zapi hhe Zapi hand conand console to the sole to the steering consteering controller and troller and switch the switch the truck on.truck on.

2. 2. Go to Go to the SET the SET OPTIONS menu OPTIONS menu and set and set FEED BACK DEVICE FEED BACK DEVICE = OPTION1 = OPTION1 andand

LIMIT DEVICE = OFF.LIMIT DEVICE = OFF.

3. 3. Press Press OUT OUT and and ENTER.ENTER.

4. 4. Restart Restart the the truck.truck.

55 Make sureMake sure that thethat the tiller and ttiller and the steeringhe steering mechanismmechanism turn to theturn to the same diresame directionction
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5. 5. Make sure Make sure that the that the tiller and ttiller and the steering he steering mechanism mechanism turn to the turn to the same diresame direction.ction.

6. 6. Turn Turn the the tiller tiller straight straight forward.forward.
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7. 7. With the With the Zapi hand Zapi hand console, go console, go to the to the ADJUSTMENTS menu and ADJUSTMENTS menu and to the to the ZERO SPZERO SP

POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.

The value should be ~2.5 Vdc.The value should be ~2.5 Vdc.

8. 8. Turn the tiTurn the tiller slowly to ller slowly to the left unthe left until the steetil the steering mecharing mechanism almost nism almost reaches itsreaches its

mechanical limit. Stop approximately 5 mm mechanical limit. Stop approximately 5 mm before the limit.before the limit.

9. 9. With the With the Zapi hand Zapi hand console, go console, go to the to the ADJUSTMENTS menu and ADJUSTMENTS menu and to the to the SET MAXSET MAX

FB POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.FB POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.

The value should be ~3.5 Vdc.The value should be ~3.5 Vdc.

10. 10. Turn the tiller slowly to the right until the steering mechanism almost reacheTurn the tiller slowly to the right until the steering mechanism almost reaches itss its

mechanical limit. Stop approximately 5 mm mechanical limit. Stop approximately 5 mm before the limit.before the limit.

11. With the Zapi hand console, go to the ADJUSTMENTS menu and to the SET MIN11. With the Zapi hand console, go to the ADJUSTMENTS menu and to the SET MIN

FB POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.FB POT parameter. Then press OUT and ENTER.

The value should be ~0.7 Vdc.The value should be ~0.7 Vdc.

12. Go to the SET OPTIONS menu and set FEED BACK DEVICE = OPTION2 and12. Go to the SET OPTIONS menu and set FEED BACK DEVICE = OPTION2 and

LIMIT DEVICE = ON.LIMIT DEVICE = ON.

13. 13. Press OUT and ENTER.Press OUT and ENTER.
14. 14. Restart the Restart the truck.truck.

15.11.8.3 15.11.8.3 Tiller Tiller sensor sensor teachingteaching

1. 1. Turn Turn the the tiller tiller straight straight forward.forward.

2. 2. With the With the Zapi hand Zapi hand console, go console, go to the to the PARAMETERS menu and PARAMETERS menu and set 1ST set 1ST ANGLEANGLE

COARSE = 6.COARSE = 6.

3. 3. Go to the Go to the 1ST ANGLE 1ST ANGLE FINE parameFINE parameter and ater and adjust the djust the tiller angle tiller angle versus theversus the

steering mechanism angle to meet the 1:1 transmission ratio. This adjustment is forsteering mechanism angle to meet the 1:1 transmission ratio. This adjustment is for

turning the truck to the left.turning the truck to the left.

4. 4. In the In the PARAMETERS menu, PARAMETERS menu, the second the second ANGLE COARSE ANGLE COARSE and the and the second ANGLEsecond ANGLE

FINE parameters are used for adjusting the transmission ratio for FINE parameters are used for adjusting the transmission ratio for turning the truckturning the truck

to the right. The target is to meet the 1:1 ratio.to the right. The target is to meet the 1:1 ratio.

5. 5. When the When the adjustmentadjustments are dons are done, press Oe, press OUT and EUT and ENTER to save NTER to save the settingthe settings.s.
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Figure 109. Adjust the steering transmission ratio to 1:1Figure 109. Adjust the steering transmission ratio to 1:1

15.11.8.4 15.11.8.4 Steering Steering straight straight forward forward calibrationcalibration

1. 1. With the With the Zapi hand Zapi hand console, go console, go to the to the SET OPTIONS SET OPTIONS menu and menu and set TILLER DEADset TILLER DEAD

ZONE = ON.ZONE = ON.

2. 2. Restart Restart the the truck.truck.

When the truck is restarted, there is a 20 degree dead zone in the middle of theWhen the truck is restarted, there is a 20 degree dead zone in the middle of the

steering area. Inside this dead zone, turning the tiller does not turn the steeringsteering area. Inside this dead zone, turning the tiller does not turn the steering

mechanism.mechanism.

Be careful while calibrating the sBe careful while calibrating the straight forward position.traight forward position.

3. 3. Go to Go to the ADJUSTMENTS menu the ADJUSTMENTS menu and find and find the SET the SET STEER 0-POS parameter. BySTEER 0-POS parameter. By

increasing this value, the steering mechanism turns to the left and by increasing this value, the steering mechanism turns to the left and by decreasingdecreasing

this value, the steering mechanism turns to the rthis value, the steering mechanism turns to the right.ight.

4. 4. Drive carefully Drive carefully and adjuand adjust the tiller st the tiller and the and the steering msteering mechanism aechanism as straight as straight ass
possible. Then drive forward and backward to see how straight the possible. Then drive forward and backward to see how straight the truck istruck is

travelling. If needed, adjust the SET STEER 0-POS. parameter to adjust the travelling. If needed, adjust the SET STEER 0-POS. parameter to adjust the straightstraight

forward driving.forward driving.

5. 5. Press OPress OUT anUT and Ed ENTER to NTER to save save the the settings.settings.

6. 6. After After the the calibration, calibration, restart restart the the truck.truck.

7. 7. After the restAfter the restart, the TILart, the TILLER DEAD ZOLER DEAD ZONE parameteNE parameter has turned r has turned to the Oto the OFF stateFF state

and the dead zone is no and the dead zone is no longer present. When the tiller is in longer present. When the tiller is in the straight forwardthe straight forward

position, make sure that the truck position, make sure that the truck really travels straight forward. If really travels straight forward. If not, repeat thenot, repeat the

calibration steps and restart the truck again.calibration steps and restart the truck again.
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15.11.8.5 15.11.8.5 Final Final adjustmentadjustment

Make sure that the electrically powered steering runs as it Make sure that the electrically powered steering runs as it should and no errors areshould and no errors are

present. ALARM STEER HAZARD is not a present. ALARM STEER HAZARD is not a relevant error. It is relevant error. It is present when the steeringpresent when the steering

mechanism is turned to the left or right end limit.mechanism is turned to the left or right end limit.

Remember to clear the controller alarm log:Remember to clear the controller alarm log:

1. 1. Go Go to to ALARMS.ALARMS.

2. 2. Press ENTPress ENTER and ER and OUT, OUT, and thand then pen press ENTEress ENTER twice.R twice.

3. 3. Exit Exit the the menu.menu.

4. 4. Restart Restart the the truck.truck.

15.11.9 15.11.9 Steering controlleSteering controller parameter r parameter descriptionsdescriptions

Table 12. Main menu: parameter changeTable 12. Main menu: parameter change

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Dynamic numbness angleDynamic numbness angle

DYNAM NUMB ANGDYNAM NUMB ANG

Dynamic numbness smoothens the operation of theDynamic numbness smoothens the operation of the

system with small movements. The dynamicsystem with small movements. The dynamic

numbness angle defines the angle differencenumbness angle defines the angle difference

between the tiller and the steered wheel on whichbetween the tiller and the steered wheel on which

dynamic numbness is applied.dynamic numbness is applied.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: No numbness if the angle between the tiller0: No numbness if the angle between the tiller

and the steered wheel is greater than fiveand the steered wheel is greater than five

degreesdegrees

••   9: No numbness if the angle between the tiller9: No numbness if the angle between the tiller

and the steered wheel is greater than 60and the steered wheel is greater than 60

degreesdegrees

Dynamic numbness speedDynamic numbness speed

DYNAM NUMB SPEEDDYNAM NUMB SPEED

Dynamic numbness smoothens the operation of theDynamic numbness smoothens the operation of the

system with small movements. The dynamicsystem with small movements. The dynamic
numbness speed defines the maximum reduction ofnumbness speed defines the maximum reduction of

the motor speed.the motor speed.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: At full 0: At full dynamic numbnessdynamic numbness, the steering motor, the steering motor

frequency is clamped to 40% of the frequency is clamped to 40% of the maximummaximum

value.value.

••   9: At full 9: At full dynamic numbnessdynamic numbness, the steering motor, the steering motor

frequency is clamped to 100% of the frequency is clamped to 100% of the maximummaximum

value.value.

Max steering angle limit coarseMax steering angle limit coarse

1ST ANGLE COARSE1ST ANGLE COARSE

This parameter defines the steering angle limitation.This parameter defines the steering angle limitation.

It sets the tiller angle It sets the tiller angle on which the maximumon which the maximum

steered wheel angle is achieved.steered wheel angle is achieved.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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Max steering angle limit fineMax steering angle limit fine
1ST ANGLE FINE1ST ANGLE FINE

This parameter defines the fine adjustment for "MaxThis parameter defines the fine adjustment for "Max
steering angle limit coarse".steering angle limit coarse".
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Min steering angle limit coarseMin steering angle limit coarse

2ND ANGLE COARSE2ND ANGLE COARSE

This parameter defines the steering angle limitation.This parameter defines the steering angle limitation.

It sets the tiller angle It sets the tiller angle on which the minimum steeredon which the minimum steered

wheel angle is achieved.wheel angle is achieved.

Min steering angle limit fineMin steering angle limit fine

2ND ANGLE FINE2ND ANGLE FINE

This parameter defines the fine adjustment for "MinThis parameter defines the fine adjustment for "Min

steering angle limit coarse".steering angle limit coarse".

Steering angle cutbackSteering angle cutback

 AUX FUNCTION  AUX FUNCTION 33

This parameter defines the steering angle reductionThis parameter defines the steering angle reduction

in respect to the truck speed. The in respect to the truck speed. The controller limitscontroller limits

the maximum steering angle depending on thethe maximum steering angle depending on the

truck’s travel speed. It truck’s travel speed. It is strongly recommended thatis strongly recommended that

you do not touch this setting.you do not touch this setting.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: Maximum steered angle at full speed is 0: Maximum steered angle at full speed is 73%73%

••   9: Maximum steered angle at full speed is 9: Maximum steered angle at full speed is 10%10%

Steering angle cutback start speedSteering angle cutback start speed

 AUX FUNCTION  AUX FUNCTION 22

This parameter defines the steering angle reductionThis parameter defines the steering angle reduction

ramp starting speed. It ramp starting speed. It is strongly recommendedis strongly recommended

that you do not touch this setting.that you do not touch this setting.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: Maximum angle starts to reduce when the0: Maximum angle starts to reduce when the

truck speed is 1% of the maximum speedtruck speed is 1% of the maximum speed

••   9: Maximum angle starts to reduce when the9: Maximum angle starts to reduce when the

truck speed is 100% of the maximum speed (=truck speed is 100% of the maximum speed (=

no angle reduction)no angle reduction)

Straight ahead steering numbnessStraight ahead steering numbness

NUMBNESSNUMBNESS

This parameter reduces the steering This parameter reduces the steering sensitivitysensitivity

close to the straight-ahead direction.close to the straight-ahead direction.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: No reduction0: No reduction

••   9: Maximum reduction9: Maximum reduction

Table 13. Submenu: set optionsTable 13. Submenu: set options

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Disable slave CPUDisable slave CPU

MICRO CHECKMICRO CHECK

This parameter is for debug functionality. It This parameter is for debug functionality. It disablesdisables

slave CPU functions and allows the system to runslave CPU functions and allows the system to run

only with main CPU. Safety contacts will remainonly with main CPU. Safety contacts will remain

open, and therefore traction shall stay disabled.open, and therefore traction shall stay disabled.

Value range:Value range:

••   1: Slave CPU functions present1: Slave CPU functions present

••   0: Slave CPU disabled0: Slave CPU disabled

Limit steering angleLimit steering angle

LIMIT DEVICELIMIT DEVICE

This parameter limits the This parameter limits the maximum steering angle.maximum steering angle.

The maximum angles are set by the parametersThe maximum angles are set by the parameters
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"Minimum wheel angle" (SET MIN FB "Minimum wheel angle" (SET MIN FB POT) andPOT) and

"Maximum wheel angle" (SET MAX FB POT)."Maximum wheel angle" (SET MAX FB POT).
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

Steering feedback typeSteering feedback type

FEEDBACK DEVICEFEEDBACK DEVICE

This parameter defines the steering feedback type.This parameter defines the steering feedback type.

Value range:Value range:

••

   1: Feedback potentiometer only. This setting1: Feedback potentiometer only. This setting
must be temporary only, and is meant for must be temporary only, and is meant for thethe

setup of the EPS. Set this parameter to 2 aftersetup of the EPS. Set this parameter to 2 after

the setup is done.the setup is done.

••   2: Feedback potentiometer and encoder.2: Feedback potentiometer and encoder.

Table 14. Submenu: set modelTable 14. Submenu: set model

PARAMETER DESCRIPTIONPARAMETER DESCRIPTION

System configurationSystem configuration

SYSTEM CONFIGSYSTEM CONFIG

This parameter sets the configuration of the steeringThis parameter sets the configuration of the steering

system.system.

Value range:Value range:

••   0: Stepper motor command signal and feedback0: Stepper motor command signal and feedback

sensorsensor

••   1: Twin potentiometer command signal and1: Twin potentiometer command signal and

feedback sensorfeedback sensor

••   2: CAN-demanded position and 2: CAN-demanded position and feedback sensorfeedback sensor

15.11.10 15.11.10 Steering Steering controller controller alarm alarm codescodes

NOTE: Before you start to troubleshoot the truck, make sure that NOTE: Before you start to troubleshoot the truck, make sure that all the powerall the power

supplies, fuses and connections are in supplies, fuses and connections are in order. Low voltage in the order. Low voltage in the controller can causecontroller can cause

different sorts of alarms.different sorts of alarms.  

The fault diagnostic system of the steering controller is The fault diagnostic system of the steering controller is divided into two main groups:divided into two main groups:

••    Alarms Alarms

These are faults, which open the power bridge and, when possible, also the mainThese are faults, which open the power bridge and, when possible, also the main

contactor is opened and the magnetic brake activated. Failures in the motor, thecontactor is opened and the magnetic brake activated. Failures in the motor, the

controller or the safety controller or the safety functions cause alarms.functions cause alarms.

••   WarningWarning

These are faults, which do not stop These are faults, which do not stop the truck or stop the the truck or stop the truck by using regenerationtruck by using regeneration

braking. The controller is working well, but it has detected some conditions thatbraking. The controller is working well, but it has detected some conditions that

reduce the performance or stop the truck without opening the power devices.reduce the performance or stop the truck without opening the power devices.

Incorrect operation sequences or conditions requiring performance reductions (forIncorrect operation sequences or conditions requiring performance reductions (for

example, high temperatures) cause warnings.example, high temperatures) cause warnings.

The text “Stored” means that theThe text “Stored” means that the alarm or warning is stored inalarm or warning is stored in the steering controllerthe steering controller
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The text Stored  means that the The text Stored  means that the alarm or warning is stored in alarm or warning is stored in the steering controllerthe steering controller

logbook.logbook.
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Table 15. steering controller alarm codesTable 15. steering controller alarm codes

CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

00 No alarmsNo alarms

NONENONE

11 No errorsNo errors

CHOPPER RUNNINGCHOPPER RUNNING

(Warning)(Warning)

22 No CommunicationNo Communication

NO COMMUNICATIONNO COMMUNICATION

(Warning)(Warning)

Combi AC-0 does not respond to the Combi AC-0 does not respond to the TruckTool.TruckTool.

Check the wiring. Also check the TruckTool functionality by connecting it to Check the wiring. Also check the TruckTool functionality by connecting it to some othersome other

controller.controller.

If the TruckTool is functional with If the TruckTool is functional with another controller, the problem is in another controller, the problem is in the Combi AC-0.the Combi AC-0.

1313 Controller memory errorController memory error

EEPROM KOEEPROM KO

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning is caused by a hardware or This warning is caused by a hardware or software defect of the non-volatile embedded memorysoftware defect of the non-volatile embedded memory

supporting the controller parameters. This warning does not prevent the supporting the controller parameters. This warning does not prevent the truck from operating,truck from operating,
but the truck will function with default values.but the truck will function with default values.

In the case of this In the case of this warning, try to execute a CLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the truck’swarning, try to execute a CLEAR EEPROM operation. Switch the truck’s

power off and on and check the result.power off and on and check the result.

If the alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller. If the alarm disappears,If the alarm occurs permanently, replace the COMBIACX controller. If the alarm disappears,

the previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by tthe previously stored parameter values will have been replaced by the default values.he default values.

1616 Output voltage errorOutput voltage error

LOGIC FAILURE #4LOGIC FAILURE #4

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs in the rest state if This alarm occurs in the rest state if the output of the the output of the voltage amplifier Wv-Vv has a drift largervoltage amplifier Wv-Vv has a drift larger

than ±0,25 V. In than ±0,25 V. In such a case, replace the steering controller.such a case, replace the steering controller.

1717 Hardware high current protection failureHardware high current protection failure

LOGIC FAILURE #3LOGIC FAILURE #3

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm is caused by a hardware problem in This alarm is caused by a hardware problem in the logic card circuit for high the logic card circuit for high current protection.current protection.
This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the steeringsteering

controller.controller.

1818 Motor voltage feedback circuit damagedMotor voltage feedback circuit damaged

LOGIC FAILURE #2LOGIC FAILURE #2

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm is caused by a fault This alarm is caused by a fault in the logic board, in the logic board, which manages the phase’s voltagewhich manages the phase’s voltage

feedback.feedback.

This fault is not This fault is not related to external components, so when it appears, replace the related to external components, so when it appears, replace the steeringsteering

controller.controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

1919 Over or under voltage detectedOver or under voltage detected

LOGIC FAILURE #1LOGIC FAILURE #1

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm is displayed when the controller detects an This alarm is displayed when the controller detects an overvoltage or undervoltage condition.overvoltage or undervoltage condition.
The overvoltage threshold is 45 V and the undervoltage threshold is 9 V in the 24 V controller.The overvoltage threshold is 45 V and the undervoltage threshold is 9 V in the 24 V controller.

If the fault is displayed at startup or in the standby mode, it is due to an undervoltage condition.If the fault is displayed at startup or in the standby mode, it is due to an undervoltage condition.

In such a case, the In such a case, the check following:check following:

••   The key input signal voltage drops below thThe key input signal voltage drops below the undervoltage threshold due external loads,e undervoltage threshold due external loads,

such as DC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizing or de-energizing.such as DC/DC converters starting up or relays or contactors energizing or de-energizing.

••   If no voltage transient is detected on If no voltage transient is detected on the supply line and the the supply line and the alarm is displayed every timealarm is displayed every time

the key is switched ON, the problem is in the key is switched ON, the problem is in the steering controller.the steering controller.

If the alarm is displayed during If the alarm is displayed during motor steering, it is due to motor steering, it is due to an undervoltage or an overvoltagean undervoltage or an overvoltage

condition.condition.

If the alarm happens during If the alarm happens during traction acceleration or driving hydraulic functions, it is due traction acceleration or driving hydraulic functions, it is due to anto an

undervoltage condition. In such a case, check the battery charge level undervoltage condition. In such a case, check the battery charge level and the power cableand the power cable

connections.connections.

3232 Steering motor output voltage errorSteering motor output voltage error

VMN NOT OKVMN NOT OK

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs in the initial This alarm occurs in the initial rest state after startup if the rest state after startup if the outputs of the motor voltageoutputs of the motor voltage

amplifiers are not in the window from 2.2 V to 2.8 V. In such a case, replace the controller.amplifiers are not in the window from 2.2 V to 2.8 V. In such a case, replace the controller.

4848 Contactor does not close circuitContactor does not close circuit

MAIN CONT: OPENMAIN CONT: OPEN

(Warning)(Warning)

This alarm occurs only when the parameter CAN BUS is set This alarm occurs only when the parameter CAN BUS is set to PRESENT. In such a case, theto PRESENT. In such a case, the

steering controller must receive event messages from the traction controller. See the tractionsteering controller must receive event messages from the traction controller. See the traction

controller alarms in chapter controller alarms in chapter  12 12 for the reason for keeping for the reason for keeping the main contactor open.the main contactor open.

6161 Over temperature detectedOver temperature detected

HIGH TEMPERATUREHIGH TEMPERATURE

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the controller base plate This alarm occurs if the controller base plate temperature exceeds 75°C. Improve the coolingtemperature exceeds 75°C. Improve the cooling

of the controller; otherwise it iof the controller; otherwise it is necessary to replace the steering controller.s necessary to replace the steering controller.

6565 Steering motor over temperatureSteering motor over temperature

detecteddetected

MOTOR TEMPERAT.MOTOR TEMPERAT.

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the analogue temperature sensor has exceeded the threshold ofThis alarm occurs when the analogue temperature sensor has exceeded the threshold of

150°C.150°C.

In such a case, check the thermal sensor inside the In such a case, check the thermal sensor inside the motor and the wiring outside. motor and the wiring outside. TheThe

resistance of the sensor is 580resistance of the sensor is 580 Ω at 20°C.Ω at 20°C.

If the warning is If the warning is present when the motor is cold and present when the motor is cold and the thermal sensor is OK, improve thethe thermal sensor is OK, improve the

cooling of the motor. If cooling of the motor. If that does not help, the that does not help, the problem is in the COMBIACX controller.problem is in the COMBIACX controller.

7070 Output over current detectedOutput over current detected

HIGH CURRENTHIGH CURRENT

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStoredhttps://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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This alarm indicates that the output current This alarm indicates that the output current amplifier has been over the maximum current levelamplifier has been over the maximum current level
(not adjustable) for too long. (not adjustable) for too long. If this alarm occurs permanently, replace the steering controller.If this alarm occurs permanently, replace the steering controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

7171 Steering motor circuit errorSteering motor circuit error

POWER FAILURE #3POWER FAILURE #3

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the current in phase voltage of This alarm occurs when the current in phase voltage of the motor is zero and the motor is zero and the motor isthe motor is
commanded for turning.commanded for turning.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   The condition of the main fuse 3F1The condition of the main fuse 3F1

••   There is positive supply to the controllerThere is positive supply to the controller

••   Continuity of the phase cable from the Continuity of the phase cable from the controller to the motorcontroller to the motor

If the above points are If the above points are OK, replace the steering controller.OK, replace the steering controller.

7272 Steering motor circuit error 2Steering motor circuit error 2

POWER FAILURE #2POWER FAILURE #2

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the current in phase U This alarm occurs when the current in phase U of the motor is zero and of the motor is zero and the motor isthe motor is

commanded for turning.commanded for turning.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Condition of the main fuse 3F1Condition of the main fuse 3F1

••   There is positive supply to the controllerThere is positive supply to the controller

••   Continuity of the phase cable from the Continuity of the phase cable from the controller to the motorcontroller to the motor

If the above points are If the above points are OK, replace the steering controller.OK, replace the steering controller.

7373 Steering motor circuit error 3Steering motor circuit error 3

POWER FAILURE #1POWER FAILURE #1

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the current in phase W This alarm occurs when the current in phase W of the motor is zero and of the motor is zero and the motor isthe motor is

commanded for turning.commanded for turning.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   Condition of the main fuse 3F1Condition of the main fuse 3F1

••   There is positive supply to the controllerThere is positive supply to the controller

••   Continuity of the phase cable from the Continuity of the phase cable from the controller to the motorcontroller to the motor

If the above points are If the above points are OK, replace the steering controller.OK, replace the steering controller.

8383 Encoder wiring errorEncoder wiring error

BAD ENCODER SIGNBAD ENCODER SIGN

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs in this application with the This alarm occurs in this application with the toggle switches applied (straight and 90° positiontoggle switches applied (straight and 90° position

switches) when FREQUENCY and ENC SPEED have opposite polarity. switches) when FREQUENCY and ENC SPEED have opposite polarity. In such a In such a case, swapcase, swap

the encoder channels.the encoder channels.

8585 Steering end limitSteering end limit

STEER HAZARDSTEER HAZARD

(Warning)(Warning) Not shown in the displayNot shown in the display

This is just a warning indicating that the steering controller is limiting the angle in steeringThis is just a warning indicating that the steering controller is limiting the angle in steering

direction. No speed reduction occurs on traction.direction. No speed reduction occurs on traction.

216216 Controller counting errorController counting error

MICRO SLAVE #8MICRO SLAVE #8

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored
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MICRO SLAVE #8MICRO SLAVE #8

This alarm occurs when the encoder counting of the This alarm occurs when the encoder counting of the main microprocessmain microprocessor does not match theor does not match the

encoder counting. In such a case, replace the encoder counting. In such a case, replace the steering controller.steering controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

218218 Controller internal errorController internal error

CLOCK PAL NOT OKCLOCK PAL NOT OK

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if one of the This alarm occurs if one of the internal analogue signals is incorrect. In such a internal analogue signals is incorrect. In such a case, replacecase, replace
the steering controller.the steering controller.

219219 Stepper motor lines mismatch detectedStepper motor lines mismatch detected

STEPPER MOTOR MISMSTEPPER MOTOR MISM

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the frequency and the This alarm occurs if the frequency and the amplitude of the voltages from the amplitude of the voltages from the stepper motorstepper motor

lines are mismatched in between the D lines are mismatched in between the D and Q lines of the and Q lines of the stepper motor. In such a case,stepper motor. In such a case,

replace the steering controller.replace the steering controller.

220220 Steering motor mechanical errorSteering motor mechanical error

MOTOR LOCKEDMOTOR LOCKED

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the current in This alarm occurs if the current in the steering motor stays close to the maximum current forthe steering motor stays close to the maximum current for

longer than one second. In longer than one second. In such a case, look if there such a case, look if there is a mechanical problem locking theis a mechanical problem locking the

steering motor.steering motor.

222222 Feedback sensor errorFeedback sensor error

FB POT LOCKEDFB POT LOCKED

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the feedback sensor or potentiometer does not This alarm occurs if the feedback sensor or potentiometer does not change the value (orchange the value (or

changes the value to the ochanges the value to the opposite direction) even if it is pposite direction) even if it is commanded to change.commanded to change.

In such a case, check the following:In such a case, check the following:

••   The feedback sensor is not mechanically loosened.The feedback sensor is not mechanically loosened.

••   The connectors and cables of the feedback sensor are in The connectors and cables of the feedback sensor are in order.order.

••   The motor phases are OK and the The motor phases are OK and the cables are installed in the cables are installed in the correct places.correct places.

223223 Feedback sensor output signal errorFeedback sensor output signal error

JERKING FB POTJERKING FB POT

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the feedback sensor or potentiometer voltage changes more than 0.This alarm occurs if the feedback sensor or potentiometer voltage changes more than 0.3 V in3 V in

16 milliseconds. This alarm is used to catch potentiometer discontinuities. In t16 milliseconds. This alarm is used to catch potentiometer discontinuities. In the case of thishe case of this

alarm, replace the feedback sensor.alarm, replace the feedback sensor.

225225 Error in controller initialization atError in controller initialization at

manufacturermanufacturer

CURRENT GAINCURRENT GAIN

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning occurs when the parameters compensate for the gain if This warning occurs when the parameters compensate for the gain if the current amplifiersthe current amplifiers

have the default values (the maximum current was not regulated). Ihave the default values (the maximum current was not regulated). In such a case, replace then such a case, replace the

steering controller.steering controller.

226226 Internal check cycle errorInternal check cycle error

NO SYNCNO SYNC

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the inside checking cycle does not update the This alarm occurs when the inside checking cycle does not update the information and theinformation and the

controller cuts of the steering and traction. controller cuts of the steering and traction. In such a case, replace the steering controller.In such a case, replace the steering controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

227227 Internal communication errorInternal communication error

SLAVE COM. ERRORSLAVE COM. ERROR

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when there is a problem in This alarm occurs when there is a problem in the internal communication. In such a case,the internal communication. In such a case,
replace the steering controller.replace the steering controller.

237237 EPS on idle stateEPS on idle state

WAITING DATAWAITING DATA

(Warning)(Warning) Not shown in the displayNot shown in the display

This is a warning shown This is a warning shown while the steering controller receives information from the COMBIACXwhile the steering controller receives information from the COMBIACX

controller. The safety relays remain open when this controller. The safety relays remain open when this warning is shown and the steering is notwarning is shown and the steering is not

activated.activated.

238238 Steering initialization errorSteering initialization error

EPS NOT ALIGNEDEPS NOT ALIGNED

(Warning)(Warning) Not shown in the displayNot shown in the display

This is a real alarm, which cuts off the traction function. It occurs at the initial alignment if theThis is a real alarm, which cuts off the traction function. It occurs at the initial alignment if the

straight ahead condition is not straight ahead condition is not met within six seconds. Throughout this time, the steering is met within six seconds. Throughout this time, the steering is notnot

activated, the safety relays are open and activated, the safety relays are open and the traction is stopped.the traction is stopped.

239239 EPS waiting for system start.EPS waiting for system start.

WAITIN FOR TRACWAITIN FOR TRAC

(Warning)(Warning) Not shown in the displayNot shown in the display

 At startup, the steering co At startup, the steering controller needs information from the tracntroller needs information from the traction controller to close thetion controller to close the

internal safety contacts and to switch to the internal safety contacts and to switch to the operational mode. Until this information is received,operational mode. Until this information is received,

this warning occurs. The steering is not activated and this warning occurs. The steering is not activated and the safety relays remain open while thisthe safety relays remain open while this

warning is present.warning is present.

241241 Feedback encoder damagedFeedback encoder damaged

ENCODER ERRORENCODER ERROR

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs in the application when ENCODER CONTROL is set to ON and the This alarm occurs in the application when ENCODER CONTROL is set to ON and the realreal

frequency does not match the commanded frequency. This condition is often due frequency does not match the commanded frequency. This condition is often due either to aeither to a

mismatching between the encoder resolution used in the SW mismatching between the encoder resolution used in the SW and the real encoder resolution,and the real encoder resolution,

or to a or to a wrong connection between the two encoder channels. In the wrong connection between the two encoder channels. In the later case, switch betweenlater case, switch between

the two encoder channels.the two encoder channels.

244244 Controller memory error 2Controller memory error 2

GAIN EEPROM KOGAIN EEPROM KO

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates that the parameters to compensate values for current gain This warning indicates that the parameters to compensate values for current gain are no longerare no longer

in memory. In such a case, replace the steering in memory. In such a case, replace the steering controller.controller.

245245 Data acquisitionData acquisition

DATA ACQUISITIONDATA ACQUISITION

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning indicates that the acquisition of This warning indicates that the acquisition of the current gains is in the current gains is in progress. The warningprogress. The warning

disappears when the acquisition is finished.disappears when the acquisition is finished.

246246 Steering system damage detectedSteering system damage detected

MICRO SLAVE KOMICRO SLAVE KO

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored
https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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MICRO SLAVE KOMICRO SLAVE KO

This alarm occurs if This alarm occurs if the microprocessor detects a mismatch between the commanded andthe microprocessor detects a mismatch between the commanded and

active steering directions. In such a case, replace the active steering directions. In such a case, replace the steering controller.steering controller.
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CODE CODE TRUCKTOOL TRUCKTOOL AND AND DISPLAY DISPLAY DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION

247247 CAN-BUS communication errorCAN-BUS communication error

CAN BUS KOCAN BUS KO

(Warning)(Warning)

This warning occurs if the steering controller does not This warning occurs if the steering controller does not receive a message from the tractionreceive a message from the traction
controller within one second. In such a controller within one second. In such a case, check the CAN bus wiring from the COMBIACXcase, check the CAN bus wiring from the COMBIACX

controller to the steering controller.controller to the steering controller.

248248 Steering sensor out of rangeSteering sensor out of range

S.P. OUT OF RANGES.P. OUT OF RANGE

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the command HALL sensor (or potentiometer) signal voltage is out This alarm occurs if the command HALL sensor (or potentiometer) signal voltage is out ofof

range (from 0.8 Vdc to range (from 0.8 Vdc to 4.2 Vdc). In such a case, check that the 4.2 Vdc). In such a case, check that the connectors and cables are inconnectors and cables are in

order and measure that the command sensor signal voltage is order and measure that the command sensor signal voltage is within tolerance.within tolerance.

249249 Feedback sensor out of rangeFeedback sensor out of range

F.FB: OUT OF RANGEF.FB: OUT OF RANGE

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs if the feedback HALL sensor (or potentiometer) signal voltage is This alarm occurs if the feedback HALL sensor (or potentiometer) signal voltage is out of rangeout of range

(from 0.3 Vdc to 4.7 (from 0.3 Vdc to 4.7 Vdc). In such a case, check that the Vdc). In such a case, check that the connectors and cables are in orderconnectors and cables are in order

and measure that the feedback sensor signal voltage is and measure that the feedback sensor signal voltage is within tolerance.within tolerance.

250250 Internal microprocessor errorInternal microprocessor error

MICRO SLAVEMICRO SLAVE

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the internal microprocessor information does not match. In such aThis alarm occurs when the internal microprocessor information does not match. In such a

case, replace the steering controller.case, replace the steering controller.

251251 Internal safety contact is openInternal safety contact is open

KM OPENKM OPEN

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the internal safety contact is openThis alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the internal safety contact is open

when it is expected to when it is expected to be closed. In such a case, replace the be closed. In such a case, replace the steering controller.steering controller.

252252 Internal safety contact 2 is openInternal safety contact 2 is open

KS OPENKS OPEN

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the second internal safety contact isThis alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the second internal safety contact is

open when it is open when it is expected to be closed. In such a expected to be closed. In such a case, replace the steering controller.case, replace the steering controller.

253253 Internal safety contact is closedInternal safety contact is closed

KM CLOSEDKM CLOSED

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the internal safety contact is closedThis alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the internal safety contact is closed

when it is expected to be open. In such a case, replace the steering controller.when it is expected to be open. In such a case, replace the steering controller.

254254 Internal safety contact 2 is closedInternal safety contact 2 is closed

KS CLOSEDKS CLOSED

(Alarm)(Alarm) StoredStored

This alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the second internal safety contact isThis alarm occurs when the microprocessor detects that the second internal safety contact is

closed when it is expected to closed when it is expected to be open. In such a be open. In such a case, replace the steering controller.case, replace the steering controller.https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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1 IDENTIFICATION1 IDENTIFICATION

1.11.1 Manufacturer Manufacturer Rocla Rocla OyOy

1.21.2 Model PBV20N2Model PBV20N2

1.31.3 Power Power source source BatteryBattery

1.41.4 Operating Operating mode mode Foldable Foldable platform platform with with sideside

guardsguards

1.51.5 Nominal Nominal capacity/load capacity/load Q Q [kg] [kg] 2,0002,000

1.61.6 Load Load center center (COG) (COG) c c [mm] [mm] 600600

1.81.8 Load Load wheel wheel shaft shaft to to fork fork face face (forks (forks lowered) lowered) x x [mm] [mm] 960960

1.91.9 Wheelbase Wheelbase (forks (forks lowered) lowered) y y [mm] [mm] 1,4211,421

2 WEIGHTS2 WEIGHTS

2.12.1 Service Service weight weight (with (with battery, battery, see see 6.5) 6.5) [kg] [kg] 660660

2.22.2 Shaft loadings (with nominal load and Shaft loadings (with nominal load and batterybattery

weight), drive / load sideweight), drive / load side

[kg] [kg] 950 950 / / 1,7101,710

2.32.3 Shaft loadings (without load / Shaft loadings (without load / with battery), drivewith battery), drive

/ load side/ load side

[kg] [kg] 535 535 / / 125125

3 3 WHEELS WHEELS AND AND TYRESTYRES

3.13.1 Tyres, materialTyres, material

(R=rubber / PU=Polyurethane / Vul = Vulkollan)(R=rubber / PU=Polyurethane / Vul = Vulkollan)

drive / load sidedrive / load side

Vul / VulVul / Vul

3.23.2 Load Load wheel wheel dimensions dimensions [mm] [mm] 85x7585x75

3.33.3 Traction Traction wheel wheel dimensions dimensions [mm] [mm] 230x70230x70

3.43.4 Castor Castor wheel wheel dimensions dimensions [mm] [mm] 125x55125x55

3.53.5 Number of the wheels (x=driven) load / driveNumber of the wheels (x=driven) load / drive

sideside

4/1x+24/1x+2

3.63.6 Track Track width width (centre (centre of of tyres), tyres), drive drive side side b10 b10 [mm] [mm] 480480

3.73.7 Track Track width width (centre (centre of of tyres), tyres), load load side side b11 b11 [mm] [mm] 375375

4 DIMENSIONS4 DIMENSIONS

4.44.4 Lift Lift h3 h3 [mm] [mm] 135135

4.94.9 Height of the tiller arm in travel position (min. /Height of the tiller arm in travel position (min. /

max )max )

h14 h14 [mm] [mm] 1,180 1,180 / / 1,3501,350
https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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max.)max.)

4.154.15 Fork Fork height, height, fully fully lowered lowered h13 h13 [mm] [mm] 8585
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4.194.19 Overall length (battery sideload +72 mm forOverall length (battery sideload +72 mm for

250 Ah and 375 Ah)250 Ah and 375 Ah)

l1 l1 [mm] [mm] 1,852 1,852 / / 2,3462,346

4.204.20 Length to face of forks (battery sideload +72 Length to face of forks (battery sideload +72 mmmm

for 250 Ah and 375 Ah)for 250 Ah and 375 Ah)

l2 l2 [mm] [mm] 702 702 / / 1,1951,195

4.214.21 Chassis Chassis (overall (overall width) width) b1/b2 b1/b2 [mm] [mm] 720720

4.224.22 Fork Fork dimensions dimensions (thickness (thickness / / width width / / length) length) s/e/l s/e/l [mm] [mm] 55 55 / / 165 165 / / 1,1501,150

4.254.25 Distance Distance between between fork-arms fork-arms b5 b5 [mm] [mm] 540540

4.324.32 Ground Ground clearance, clearance, center center of of wheelbase wheelbase m2 m2 [mm] [mm] 3030

4.334.33 Working aisle width Ast, pallet 1,000x1,200, loadWorking aisle width Ast, pallet 1,000x1,200, load

crosswisecrosswise

 Ast [mm]  Ast [mm] 1,920 / 2,4001,920 / 2,400

4.344.34 Working aisle width Ast, pallet 800x1,200, loadWorking aisle width Ast, pallet 800x1,200, load

lengthwiselengthwise

 Ast [mm]  Ast [mm] 2,120 / 2,6002,120 / 2,600

4.354.35 Turning Turning radius radius Wa Wa [mm] [mm] 1,680 1,680 / / 2,1602,160

5 PERFORMANCE5 PERFORMANCE

5.15.1 Travel Travel speed, speed, laden laden / / unladen unladen / / (unladen (unladen opt.) opt.) [km/h] [km/h] 9.0 9.0 / / 9.0 9.0 / / (12)(12)

5.25.2 Lifting Lifting speed, speed, laden laden / / unladen unladen [m/s] [m/s] 0.035 0.035 / / 0.050.05

5.35.3 Lowering Lowering speed, speed, laden laden / / unladen unladen [m/s] [m/s] 0.045 0.045 / / 0.050.05

5.75.7 Gradeability, Gradeability, laden laden / / unladen unladen [%] [%] 9 9 / / 2525

5.105.10 Service Service brake brake ElectricElectric

6 MOTORS6 MOTORS

6.16.1 Drive Drive motor motor S2 S2 60 60 min min [kW] [kW] 2.32.3

6.26.2 Lift Lift motor motor S3 S3 15% 15% [kW] [kW] 1.21.2

6.46.4 Battery Battery voltage voltage / / capacity capacity (min. (min. - - max.) max.) [V/Ah] [V/Ah] 24 24 / / 250 250 - - 375375

6.56.5 Battery Battery weight weight (min. (min. - - max.) max.) [kg] [kg] 212 212 – – 291291

8 MISCELLANEOUS8 MISCELLANEOUS

8.18.1 Speed Speed control control type type SteplessStepless

8.48.4 8)8)   Level Level of of noise noise at at the the driver’s driver’s ear ear level level accordingaccording

to EN 12 053:2001 and EN ISO 4871 in workto EN 12 053:2001 and EN ISO 4871 in work

LpALpA

[dB [dB (A)] (A)] 6666

Level of noise at the Level of noise at the driver’s ear level accordingdriver’s ear level according

to EN 12 053:2001 and EN ISO 4871, drive / lift /to EN 12 053:2001 and EN ISO 4871, drive / lift /

[dB [dB (A)] (A)] 70 70 / / 68 68 / / 4646https://www.forkliftpdfmanuals.com/
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,,

idle LpAidle LpA

Whole-body vibration according to EN 13Whole-body vibration according to EN 13

059:2002+A1:2008059:2002+A1:2008

[m[m/s/s ] 0,] 0,88
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Hand-arm vibration according to EN 13Hand-arm vibration according to EN 13

059:2002+A1:2008059:2002+A1:2008

[m[m/s/s ] ] < < 2,52,5

Manufacturer reserves the right to Manufacturer reserves the right to make technical changes.make technical changes.

8)8) Uncertainty of 4 dB(A) in  Uncertainty of 4 dB(A) in section 8.4section 8.4
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17 Index17 Index

AA  

 Accelerator Accelerator

 Acquiring the  Acquiring the VACC with TruckToVACC with TruckTool ol .. .. 128128

 Acquiring the V Acquiring the VACC withoutACC without

TruckTool .......................................... 129TruckTool .......................................... 129

Calibrating the Calibrating the accelerator ................ 128accelerator ................ 128

See alsoSee also ................................... ................................... Tiller armTiller arm  

 Accessory rack Accessory rack

Installation of Installation of the accessory the accessory rack rack ...... 184...... 184

Installation of the Installation of the bottle rack ............. 187bottle rack ............. 187

Installation of the Installation of the computer rack ....... 186computer rack ....... 186

Installation of Installation of the list the list bracket bracket ............. 185............. 185

Installation of the Installation of the pen rack ................ 187pen rack ................ 187

Installation of the Installation of the working lights ........ 1working lights ........ 18888

BB  

BatteryBattery

Battery maintenance ........................... 79Battery maintenance ........................... 79

Measuring the battery's specificMeasuring the battery's specific

gravity gravity ............................................................................ ........................ 8282

Recharging the Recharging the battery battery ........................ 80........................ 80

Replacing the Replacing the battery .......................... 82battery .......................... 82

Safety regulations concerning theSafety regulations concerning the

handling of handling of lead-acid batteries ............ 78lead-acid batteries ............ 78

See alsoSee also ........ ........ Quick battery Quick battery replacement replacement   

Battery Battery connector connector ............................................................... 200..... 200

Battery coverBattery cover

Opening the Opening the battery cover battery cover ................... 38................... 38

Removing the Removing the battery cover battery cover lock lock ......... 40......... 40

Removing the battery cover’s rubberRemoving the battery cover’s rubber

absorbers ............................................ 41absorbers ............................................ 41

Battery cover lockBattery cover lock

SeeSee  ..........................................................................Battery cover Battery cover   

Battery lock sensorBattery lock sensor

Battery lock sensorBattery lock sensor functionalityfunctionality

Bogie Bogie bearing bearing ................................................................... 52................. 52

Bottle rackBottle rack

SeeSee  .................................................................... Accessory rack  Accessory rack   

CC  

Castor wheel suspensionCastor wheel suspension

 Assembly of the ca Assembly of the castor wheel unstor wheel unit it ....... ....... 6363

 Assembly of the ru Assembly of the rubber spring bber spring ............. ............. 6363

DisassemblDisassembly of y of the castor wheelthe castor wheel

unit .....................unit ................................................................................... .... 6363

DisassemblDisassembly y of of the the rubber spring rubber spring ........ 63........ 63

Castor wheelsCastor wheels

 Adjusting the ca Adjusting the castor wheels stor wheels ................. ................. 6060

 Assembly of the ca Assembly of the castor wheel stor wheel .............. .............. 6161

DisassemblDisassembly y of of the the castor wheel castor wheel ......... 60......... 60

Computer rackComputer rack

SeeSee  .................................................................... Accessory rack  Accessory rack   

Control panelControl panel

Emergency stop button ..............Emergency stop button ............... . 20, 12020, 120

Key switch ................................Key switch ................................... ... 21, 12121, 121

Multi-function Multi-function display display ........................... 22........................... 22

Opening the Opening the control panel ................... 3control panel ................... 366

Controller fanController fan

SeeSee  ........................................................................ Electric panel Electric panel   

DD  

Drive unit Drive unit suspensionsuspension

Disassembly of the drive unitDisassembly of the drive unit

suspension .......................................... 64suspension .......................................... 64

Driving direction .........................Driving direction ...................................... 25............. 25

Driving position .....................Driving position ....................................... 23.................. 23
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Battery lock sensor Battery lock sensor functionalityfunctionality

check check ............................................................................ 200...................... 200

Installation of the battery lockInstallation of the battery lock

sensor ...................................sensor ............................................... 199............ 199

Electric panelElectric panel

 Accessing the co Accessing the controller fan ntroller fan .............. .............. 104104

Contactors and Contactors and relays ....................... 101relays ....................... 101

Fuses......................................Fuses................................................. 103........... 103
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Removing the controller cover Removing the controller cover ............ 95............ 95

Zapi COMBIACX connectors .........Zapi COMBIACX connectors .............. 96..... 96

Zapi COMBIACX Zapi COMBIACX Power Controller ..... 96Power Controller ..... 96

Electrical steeringElectrical steering

 Adjusting the e Adjusting the electrically powlectrically poweredered

steering .................................steering ............................................. 217............ 217

 Adjusting the m Adjusting the motor belt .................... otor belt .................... 216216

Disassembly of the electricalDisassembly of the electrical

steering motor unit .............steering motor unit ............................ 213............... 213

Feedback Feedback sensor sensor ........................................................ 211...... 211

Fuses Fuses with electrical with electrical steering steering ............ 211............ 211

Motor and electrical system withMotor and electrical system with

electrical steering .............................electrical steering .............................. 206. 206

Replacing the motor Replacing the motor belt ................... 217belt ................... 217

Steering controller alarm codes Steering controller alarm codes ........ 223........ 223

Steering controller parameterSteering controller parameter

descriptions descriptions .................................................................. 221............ 221
Emergency stop buttonEmergency stop button

SeeSee  ..........................................................................Control panel Control panel   

FF  

Front coverFront cover

Opening the Opening the front front cover cover ....................... 35....................... 35

HH  

HALL sensorHALL sensor

SeeSee  ......................................................Motor compartment Motor compartment   

HornHorn

Diode test Diode test with a with a multimeter multimeter .............. 123.............. 123

Hydraulic aggregateHydraulic aggregate

Disassembly of the hydraulicDisassembly of the hydraulic

aggregate aggregate .................................................................... 138................ 138

DisassemblDisassembly of y of the oil tank the oil tank ............... 139............... 139

Hydraulic cylinderHydraulic cylinder

Replacing the Replacing the hydraulic cylinder ....... 140hydraulic cylinder ....... 140

Replacing the hydraulic cylinder’sReplacing the hydraulic cylinder’s

slide slide bearings bearings ............................................................. 143........... 143

Hydraulic oil tankHydraulic oil tank

Hydraulic systemHydraulic system

Maintenance points of the Maintenance points of the hydraulichydraulic

system ............................................... 137system ............................................... 137

II  

Identification plates on the Identification plates on the truck ............. 16truck ............. 16

Insulation resistance testInsulation resistance test

Checking the Checking the insulation tester ........... 130insulation tester ........... 130

Insulation resistance Insulation resistance of of the the battery battery .... 132.... 132

Insulation resistance Insulation resistance of of the tthe truck ruck ....... 131....... 131

Measuring the Measuring the insulation resistance .. insulation resistance .. 130130

KK  

Key switchKey switch

SeeSee  ..........................................................................Control panel Control panel   

LL  

Lever for lifting and loweringLever for lifting and lowering

 Acquiring the V Acquiring the VACC with TruckToACC with TruckTool ol .. .. 193193

 Acquiring the V Acquiring the VACC withoutACC without

TruckTool ...............................TruckTool .......................................... 194........... 194

Installing the controller for lifting andInstalling the controller for lifting and

lowering lowering ......................................................................... 192................. 192

Removing the controller for liftingRemoving the controller for lifting

and and lowering lowering ................................................................. 191........... 191

Lifting pointsLifting points

Hoist points........................Hoist points.......................................... 33.................. 33Jack points ...................Jack points .......................................... 32....................... 32

Lifting system and fork carriageLifting system and fork carriage

Disassembly of the linkageDisassembly of the linkage

mechanism mechanism ....................................................................... 58............. 58

Linkage mechanismLinkage mechanism

SeeSee ........ ........ Lifting system and fork carriageLifting system and fork carriage  

List bracketList bracket

SeeSee  .................................................................... Accessory rack  Accessory rack   

Load supportLoad support

Installation of theInstallation of the load s pport 183load s pport 183
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Hydraulic oil tankHydraulic oil tank

SeeSee .......................... ..........................Hydraulic aggregateHydraulic aggregate  
Hydraulic Hydraulic symbols symbols ............................................................. 135..... 135

Installation of the Installation of the load support .......... 183load support .......... 183

Load wheelsLoad wheels

 Assembly of the lo Assembly of the load wheelad wheel................. 57................. 57

Disassembly of Disassembly of the the load wheel load wheel ............ 56............ 56
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LubricationLubrication

Hydraulic Hydraulic oil oil ................................................................... 178........... 178

Transmission oil ...........................Transmission oil ................................ 178..... 178

MM  

Maintenance check list.....................Maintenance check list.......................... 176..... 176

Motor compartmentMotor compartment

 Assembly of the sp Assembly of the splined shaft-hulined shaft-hubb

connection connection ...................................................................... 110............ 110

Coil Coil resistance resistance measurememeasurement nt ............ 115............ 115

Disassembly of the Disassembly of the drive unit ............ 108drive unit ............ 108

Installation of Installation of the traction the traction motor motor ........ 109........ 109

Magnetic Magnetic brake brake .............................................................. 114...... 114

Removing the drive unit ......Removing the drive unit .................... 107.............. 107

Replacing the HALL Replacing the HALL sensor .............. 113sensor .............. 113

Temperature sensor check ............Temperature sensor check ............... 111... 111

OO  

Operating devices ................................... 17Operating devices ................................... 17

Operator’s platformOperator’s platform

Removing the Removing the operator’s platform ....... 44operator’s platform ....... 44

Removing the operator’s platformRemoving the operator’s platform

slide slide bearing bearing .................................................................. 50.............. 50

Replacing the operator’s platformReplacing the operator’s platform

gas gas spring spring ..................................................................... 48................... 48

PP  

Pallet entry / exit rollersPallet entry / exit rollers

DisassemblDisassembly of the pallet entry / y of the pallet entry / exitexit

rollers ....................................rollers ................................................ 181............ 181

Pen rackPen rack

SeeSee  .................................................................... Accessory rack  Accessory rack   

Pressure sensorPressure sensor

Installation of the Installation of the pressure sensor .... pressure sensor .... 197197

Pressure Pressure sensor sensor functionality check functionality check .. 198.. 198

Pump motorPump motor

Solenoid Solenoid valve valve ................................................................ 116...... 116

QQ  

Quick battery Quick battery replacementreplacement

Quick battery Quick battery replacemenreplacement .............t ................ ... 203203
Removing the rubber absorbers withRemoving the rubber absorbers with

quick quick battery battery replacemenreplacement ................. 204t ................. 204

RR  

Recharging plugRecharging plug

Replacing the Replacing the recharging plug recharging plug ........... 201........... 201

SS  

Safety buttonSafety button

SeeSee  ...................................................................................... Tiller armTiller arm  

Safety instructionsSafety instructions

Personal safety........................Personal safety.................................... 13............ 13

Service Service area area safety safety ........................................................... 12. 12

Work safety ...............Work safety ......................................... 13.......................... 13

SensorsSensors

Tiller, side guard and Tiller, side guard and operator’soperator’s

platform platform sensors sensors ............................................................ 117.... 117

Side guardsSide guards

Removing the Removing the side side guards guards ................... 41................... 41

Replacing the side guard’s gasReplacing the side guard’s gas

spring...........................................spring................................................... 42........ 42

Solenoid valveSolenoid valve

SeeSee  ............................................................................ Pump motor Pump motor   

Special Special tools tools ..................................................................... 178............... 178

Steering controllerSteering controller

SeeSee  ............................................................Electrical steering Electrical steering   

Stickers ......................................Stickers ................................................. 238........... 238

TT  

Technical Technical specification specification .......................... 230.......................... 230

Temperature sensorTemperature sensor
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Tightening torquesTightening torques

Special Special tightening torques tightening torques ................. 173................. 173

Tightening torque for standard boltsTightening torque for standard bolts

and nuts ...........................and nuts ............................................ 174................. 174

Tiller armTiller arm

Installing the Installing the accelerator ..................... 93accelerator ..................... 93

Removing the Removing the accelerator ................... 91accelerator ................... 91

Removing the safety button ......Removing the safety button ................ 88.......... 88

Removing the tiller Removing the tiller arm ....................... 67arm ....................... 67

Removing the tiller head ...........Removing the tiller head ..................... 85.......... 85

Removing the Removing the tiller tiller head switches head switches ....... 87....... 87

Tiller Tiller arm arm controls controls ......................................................... 18....... 18

Tiller Tiller arm arm joint joint ................................................................ 69............ 69

Tiller arm Tiller arm positions positions ........................................................... 19. 19

Tiller headTiller head

SeeSee  ...................................................................................... Tiller armTiller arm  
Tiller head micro switch ...............Tiller head micro switch ........................ 122......... 122

Top coverTop cover

Opening the Opening the top cover top cover ......................... 37......................... 37

Traction controllerTraction controller

 Alarm codes  Alarm codes .................................................................. .......... 154154

Parameter descriptions ..................... 145Parameter descriptions ..................... 145

Traction motorTraction motor

SeeSee  ......................................................Motor compartment Motor compartment   

Traction wheelTraction wheel

 Assembly of the tra Assembly of the traction wheel ction wheel ............ ............ 5555
Disassembly of Disassembly of the the traction wheel traction wheel ....... 53....... 53

Replacing the Replacing the wheel shaft wheel shaft bolts bolts ........... 54........... 54

Transmission gear .............Transmission gear .................................. 51..................... 51
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APPENDIX A: StickersAPPENDIX A: Stickers

Figure 110. Type plateFigure 110. Type plate
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Figure 111. Operation warning stickerFigure 111. Operation warning sticker
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Figure 112. Serial number stickerFigure 112. Serial number sticker

Figure 113. Battery maintenance warning stickerFigure 113. Battery maintenance warning sticker

Figure 114. Electric panel cleanup warning stickerFigure 114. Electric panel cleanup warning sticker

Figure 115. Battery type plateFigure 115. Battery type plate
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Figure 116. Hoist point indication stickerFigure 116. Hoist point indication sticker
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